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41-5-2

MOTOR VEHICLES

and including the first day of July, 1951,"
for the phrase "during
a period of two
years from and after the effective date of
this act."

ance cocle as applied to such companies,
and requiring
the approval
of rates and
policies by insurance
commissioner
prior
to issuance or sale.

Title of Act.
An act authorizing
finance companies
to write motor vehicular
insurance
subject to certain
restrictions
and limiting
to types of insurance to be sold; authorizing the commissioner of insurance to make
rules and regulations
governing the same;
providing
exception
to the general insur-

Collateral References.
Insurance~4.
44 C.J.S. Insurance

What constitutes
"upset" or "overturning" within provisions
of property
damage policy covering losses so ca used, 8 A.
L. R. 2d 1433.

History:
L. 1947, ch. 62, § 2; C. 1943,
Supp., 57-6a-16.

41-5-3. Submission of rates and copy of policy to insurance commissioner.-Said
companies must submit the rates to be charged for such insurance and a copy of the contract or policy of insurance proposed to be
written by the finance company to the insurance commissioner, and obtain
his approval of such policy and rates prior to the issuance or sale of any
such policy.
History:
L. 1947, ch. 62, § 3; C. 1943,
Supp., 57-6a-17.

41-5-4. Applicability of general insurance code.-The
prov1S1ons of the
general insurance code relating to eligibility of investments, deposits of
securities and capital and surplus requirements shall not be applicable to
finance companies operating under the provisions of this act; except that
section 31-12-4 and section 31-12-8, Utah Code Annotated 1953, shall be
applicable and in compliance with requirements
of Title 31, Chapter 13,
Utah Code Annotated 1953.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1949 amendment
aclclecl all that
part of section following
the semicolon.
The references
in this section to "section 31-12-4 and section 31-12-8, Utah Code

Annotated
1953" ancl "Title 31, Chapter 13,
Utah Code Annotated
1953" appeared in
the act as "section 43-12-4 ancl section 4312-8, Chapter
63, Laws of Utah 1947,"
and "section 43-13, Chapter 63, Laws of
Utah 1947" respectively.

CHAPTER 6
'l'RAFFIC
ARTICLE 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

§ 62.

41-5-2. Rules and regulations.-The
state insurance commissioner is
hereby authorized to make such rules and regulations necessary for the
proper control and management of finance companies writing and issuing
insurance policies or contracts under the provisions of this act respecting
insurance written by such finance companies.

History:
L. 1947, ch. 62, § 4; C. 1943,
Supp., 57-6a-18; L. 1949, ch. 55, § 1.
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DE]'INITIONS OF TERMS, 41-6-1 TO 41-6-10.
EFFECT OF AND OBEDIENCETO TRAFFIC REGULATIONS,41-6-11 TO 4] -6-19.
TRAFFIC SIGNS, SIGNALS AND MARKINGS, 41-6-20 TO 41-6-28.
ACCIDENTS, 41-6-29 TO 41-6-42.
DRIVING WHILE INTOXICATEDAND RECKLESS DRIVING, 41-6-43 TO 41-6-45.
SPEED RESTRICTIONS, 41-6-46 to 41-6-52.1.
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41-6-1.
this act sha
ascribed to

History:
L.
57-7-78; L. 19!

Compiler's
No
The 1949 :i
article"
from
deleted the n
Former sec1
1933 were rer
§ 158.

Title of Act.
An act reg
and defining c
operation
of
spection
of ,
equipment
ui
filing of repm
by operators
hicles involve
and signals, a
cal authoritiE
nances, rules,
matters
embr:
this act; pro
of this act a
the violation
form the law
ter of this
36-1-23, 36-1-1
utes of Utah
36-1-26, Revi
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RULES AND REGULATIONS

41-6-1

REGULATIONSAPPLICABLE TO DRIVING ON RIGHT SIDE OF HIGHWAY, 0VERYI'AKING,PASSING AND OTHER RULES OF THE ROAD, 41-6-53 TO 41-6-65.
TURNS AND SIGNALS ON STARTING,STOPPING OR TURNING, 41-6-66 TO 41-6-71.
RIGHT OF WAY, 41-6-72 TO 41-6-76.
PEDESTRIANS' RIGHTS AND DUTIES, 41-6-77 TO 41-6-82.
BICYCLES, REGULATIONOF OPERATION,41-6-83 TO 41-6-90.
RAILROADTRAINS AND SAFETY ZONES, 41-6-91 TO 41-6-94.
SPECIAL STOPS REQUIRED,41-6-95 TO 41-6-100.10.
STOPPING, STANDINGAND PARKING, 41-6-101 TO 41-6-104.
MISCELLANEOUSRULES, 41-6-105 TO 41-6-116.
EQUIPMENT, 41-6-117 TO 41-6-175.

ARTICLE 1
DEFINITIONS
Section

41-6-1.
41-6-2.
41-6-3.
41-6-4.
41-6-5.
41-6-6.
41-6-7.
41-6-8.
41-6-9.
41-6-10.

OF TERMS

Definitions.
Various types of vehicles.
Authorized emergency vehicle-School
bus-Various
types of tractors.
Truck-Bus-Various
types of trailers.
Tires-Railroad-Railroad
train-Explosives-Liquids.
Gross weight-Department-Various
persons-Local
authorities.
Streets, highways and roads and portions thereof.
Intersection-Crosswalk--Bafety
zone-Business,
residence, and urban
districts.
Official traffic control device or signal-Railroad
sign or signal-Traffic-Right
of way.
Stop, stopping or standing-Park.

41-6-1. Definitions.-The
following words and phrases when used in
this act shall, for the purpose of this act, have the meanings respectively
ascribed to them.
History: L. 1941, ch. 62, § 1; C. 1943,
57-7-78; L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1.
Compiler's Notes.
The 1949 amendment
deleted "in this
article" from the first paragraph
and also
deleted the remainder
of the section.
Former sections 57-7-1 to 57-7-77, R. S.
1933 were repealed by Laws 1941, ch. 52,
§ 158.
Title of Act.
An act regulating
traffic on highways
and defining certain crimes in the use and
operation of vehicles;
providing
for inspection of vehicles and prescribing
the
equipment
used thereon;
requiring
the
filing of reports of accidents on highways
by operators
or occupants
of motor vehicles involved; providing for traffic signs
and signals, and defining the power of local authorities
to enact or enforce ordinances, rules, or regulations
in regard to
matters embraced within the provisions of
this ae.t; providing
for the enforcement
of this act and prescribing
penalties
for
the violation
thereof,
and making
uniform the law relating to the subject matter of this act; and repealing
Sections
36-1-23, 36-1-25, and 36-1-35, Revised Statutes of Utah, 1933 and repealing Section
36-1-26, Revised
Statutes
of Utah, 1933

as amended by Chapter 48, Laws of Utah,
1935, and repealing Section 36-l-2lx as enacted by Chapter 48, Laws of Utah, 1935;
and repealing
Chapter 7 of Title 57, Revised Statutes
of Utah, 1933, including
in such repeal Section 57-7-55 as amended
by Chapter 40, Laws of Utah, 1933, as
amended by Chapter 48, Laws of Utah,
1935, and Sections 57-7-6, 57-7-10, 57-7-11,
57-7-12, 57-7-16, 57-7-21, 57-7-23, 57-7-24,
57-7-25, 57-7-29, 57-7-36, 57-7-42, 57-7-44,
57-7-47, 57-7-48, 57-7-56, 57-7-60, 57-7-66,
57-7-74, 57-7-75, and 57-7-76, as amended
by Chapter 48, Laws of Utah, 1935, and
also repealing
Sections 57-7-l0x, 57-7-23x,
57-7-50x, 57-7-64x,
57-7-64xl,
57-7-64,x2,
57-7-64x3, 57-7-64x4, and 57-7-64x5, as
enacted
by Chapter 48, Laws of Utah,
1935.

Comparable Provisions.
The Uniform Act Regulating
Traffic on
Highways
was declared
obsolete by the
National Conference of Commissioners
on
Uniform State Laws in August 1943. (See
Handbook
of the National
Conference,
1943, page 69 and the 1959 Handbook,
pages 296. 297).
In 1946 the Confere11ce endorsed
the
Uniform Vehicle Code revised and approved by the National
Conference
on Street
and Highway Safety. In 1948 the National
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iana, Maine, Michigan,
Minnesota, Nebraska,
New Mexico,
North
Carolina,
North Dakota, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania,
South Carolina,
South Dakota, Virginia
and Washington.

Conference endorsed certain revisions approved by the National
Conference
on
Street and Highway Safety.
The Motor
Vehicle
Act Regulating
Traffic on Highways was adopted in Illinois, Iowa, Kansas,
Mississippi,
Puerto
Rico and with modifications
in Arkansas,
Colorado, Delaware, Idaho, Indiana, Louis-

DECISIONS

Cross-Reference.
Municipal regulations,

UNDER

Construction and application.
This title pertains
preponderantly
to
motor vehicles not confined to tracks, viz.:
Automobiles and motorcycles and the like.
It is a Uniform Act designed to regulate
nonrail vehicular
traffic on streets, and,
therefore, expressly excludes steam trains,
trolley and interurban
cars.
Thorpe v.
Bamberger
R. Co., 107 U. 265, 153 P. 2d
541, 542, discussing repeal of former laws
and holding that the power to require interurban trains to stop at through streets
was, by the legislature,
granted to cities
entirely independent
of Title 41, U. C. A.
1953, and referring to Title 10, which contains most of the power granted by the
legislature
to cities and towns.
Subsection
(a) of this section, prior to
1949 amendment,
excludes from the operation of this act "vehicles
used exclusively upon stationary
rails and tracks."
Thorpe v. Bamberger R. Co., 107 U. 265,
153 P. 2d 541.

FORMER

10-8-30.

LAW

Collateral
References.
Automobiles~6.
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles § 16.
Public regulation
and control, 5 Am.
Jur., Automobiles
§ 15 et seq.; 5A Am.
Jur., Automobiles and Highway Traffic § 5
et seq.
Applicability
of regulations
or rules
governing
vehicular
traffic to driveways
or other places not legal highways, 80 A.
L. R. 469.
Applicability
of state or municipal traffic or vehicle regulations to those engaged
in handling United States mail, 18 A. L.
R. 1169.
Liability
for personal injuries by trac•
tor, 48 A. L. R. 939.
Term "highway"
in statutory
provision
relative
to vehicle
traffic as including
street, 54 A. L. R. 1250.
What is street intersection
within traffic statute or regulations,
31 A. L. R. 488,
78 A. L. R. 1198.

41-6-2 Various types of vehicles.-(a)
"Vehicle." Every device in,
upon, or by which any person or property is or may be transported or
drawn upon a highway, except devices moved by human power or used
exclusively upon stationary rails or tracks.
(b) "Motor Vehicle." Every vehicle which is self-propelled and every
vehicle which is propelled by electric power obtained from overhead trolley
wires, but not operated upon rails.
( c) "Motorcycle." Every motor vehicle, other than a tractor, having
a seat or saddle for the use of the rider and designed to travel on not
more than three wheels in contact with the ground and weighing less
than 1250 pounds.
(d) "Motor-Driven Cycle." Every motorcycle, including every motor
scooter, with a motor which produces not to exceed five horsepower, and
every bicycle with motor attached.
(e) "Bicycle." Every device propelled by human power upon which
any person may ride, having two tandem wheels either of which is over
twenty (20) inches in diameter.
History:
C. 1943, 57-7-78.1, enacted
L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1.
Collateral
References.
Automobiles~6.
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles

§ 16.

by

Airplane
as within
terms
"vehicle,"
"motor vehicle," etc., 165 A. L. R. 916.
Motorcycle
as within statute
or ordinance in relation
to motorcars,
motordriven cars, etc., 48 A. L. R. 1090, 70
A. L. R. 1253.
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41-6-4

41-6-3. Authorized emergency vehicle-School
bus-Various
types of
tractors.-(a)
"Authorized Emergency Vehicle." Vehicles of the fire department, police vehicles, and such ambulances ana emergency vehicles of
municipal departments or public service corporations as are designated or
authorized by the department or local authorities.
(b) "School Bus." Every motor vehicle owned by a public or governmental agency and operated for the transportation
of children to or from
school or privately owned or operated for compensation for the transportation of children to or from school.
( c) "Truck Tractors." Every motor vehicle designed and used primarily
for drawing other vehicles and not so constructed as to carry a load other
than a part of the weight of the vehicle and load so drawn.
(d) "Farm Tractors."
Every motor vehicle designed and used primarily as a farm implement for drawing plows, mowing machines, and
other implements of husbandry.
( e) "Road Tractor." Every motor vehicle designed and used for drawing other vehicles and not so constructed as to carry any load thereon
either independently or any part of the weight of a vehicle or load so
drawn.
History: C. 1943, 57-7-78.2, enacted
1949, ch. 65, § 1; 1957, ch. 78, § 1.

by L.

Compiler's Note.
The 1957 amendment
substituted
the
words "departme.nt''
for "state road commission" in the first paragraph.

41-6-4. Truck-Bus-Various
types of trailers.-(a)
"Truck." Every
motor vehicle designed, used or maintained primarily for the transportation of property.
(b) "Bus." Every motor vehicle equipped for carrying more than
10 passengers and used for the transportation
of persons; and every
motor vehicle, other than a taxicab, equipped and used for the transportation of persons for compensation.
( c) "Trailer."
Every vehicle with or without motive power, other
than a pole trailer, designed for carrying persons or property and for
being drawn by a motor vehicle and so constructed that no part of its
weight rests upon the towing vehicle.
(d) "Semitrailer."
Every vehicle with or without motive power, other
than a pole trailer, designed for carrying persons or property and for
being drawn by a motor vehicle and so constructed that some part of its
weight and that of its load rests upon or is carried by another vehicle.
(e) "Pole Trailer." Every vehicle without motive power designed to
be drawn by another vehicle and attached to the towing vehicle by means
of a reach, or pole, or by being boomed or otherwise secured to the towing vehicle and ordinarily used for transporting long or irregular shapedloads such as poles, pipes or structural members capable, generally, of
sustaining themselves as beams between the supporting connections.
History:

C. 1943, 57-7-78.3, enacted

by

L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1.
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41-6-5. Tires - Railroad - Railroad train - Explosives - Liquids.(a) "Pneumatic Tire." Every tire in which compressed air is designed to
support the load.
(b) "Solid Tire." Every tire of rubber or other resilient material
which does not depend upon compressed air for the support of the load.
( c) "Metal Tire." Every tire the surface of which in contact with
the highway is wholly or partly of metal or other hard nouresilient material.
( d) "Railroad." A carrier of persons or property upon cars, operated
upon stationary rails.
( e) "Railroad Train."
A steam engine, electric or other motor, with
or without cars coupled thereto, operated upon rails.
(f) "Explosives."
Any chemical compound or mechanical mixture
that is commonly used or intended for the purpose of producing an explosion and which contains any oxidizing and combustive units or other
ingredients in such proportions, quantities or packing that an ignition
by fire, by friction, by concussion, by percussion or by detonator of any
part of the compound or mixture may cause such a sudden generation
of highly heated gases that the resultant gaseous pressures are capable
of producing destructible effects on contiguous objects or of destroying
life or limb.
(g) "Flammable Liquid." Any liquid which has a flash point of 70
degrees F. or less, as determined by a tabliabue
or equivalent closed-cup
test device.
(h) "Corrosive Liquid."
A strong mineral acid or other corrosive
fluid which is liable to cause fire when mixed with chemicals or with
organic matter.
History:

c.

1943, 57-7-78.4,

L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1.
CoJlateral
References.
Automobiles~6.
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicle~

enacted

by

Liability
of motor vehicle
owner or
operator for aecident occasionecl by blowout or other failure of tire, 24 A. L. R.
2d 161.

§ 16.

41-6-6. Gross weight-Department-Various
persons-Local authorities.-(a)
"Gross Weight."
The weight of a vehicle without load plus the
weight of any load thereon.
(b) "Department."
The department of public safety of this state.
( c) "Persons." Every natural person, firm, copartnership,
association
or corporation.
( d) "Pedestrian."
Any person afoot.
( e) "Driver."
Every person who drives or is in actual physical control
of a vehicle.
(f) "Owner."
A person who holds the legal title of a vehicle or in the
event a vehicle is the subject of an agreement for the conditional sale or
lease thereof with the right of purchase upon performance of the conditions
stated in the agreement and with an immediate right of possession vested
in the conditional vendee or lessee, or in the event a mortgagor of a vehicle
in entitled to possession, then such conditional vendee or lessee or mortgagor shall be deemed the owner for the purpose of this act.
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(g) "Police Officer." Every officer authorized to direct or regulate
traffic. or to make arrests for violations of traffic regulations.
(h) "Local Authorities."
Every county, municipal, and other local
board or body having authority to adopt local police regulations under the
constitution and laws of the state.
Compiler's Note.
The 1955 amendment
substituted
"department
of public safety" for "state tax
c.ommission'' in su bsec. ( b).

History: C. 1943, 57-7-78.5, enacted by
L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1; L. 1955, ch. 71, § 1.

41-6-7. Streets, highways and roads and portions thereof.-(a)
"Street
or Highway."
The entire width between the boundary lines of every way
publicly maintained when any part thereof is open to the use of the public
for purposes of vehicular travel.
(b) "Private Road or Driveway."
Every way or place in private ownership and used for vehicular travel by the owner and those having express
or implied permission from the owner, but not by other persons.
(c) "Roadway."
That portion of highway improved, designed or
ordinarily used for vehicular travel, exclusive of the berm or shoulder.
In the event a highway includes two or more separate roadways the term
"roadway" as used herein shall refer to any such roadway separately but
not to all such roadways collectively.
( d) "Sidewalk."
That portion of a street between the curb lines, or
the lateral lines of a roadway, and the adjacent property lines intended for
the use of pedestrians.
(e) "Laned Highway."
A highway the roadway of which is divided
into three or more clearly marked lanes for vehicular traffic.
(f) "Through Highway."
Every highway or portion thereof at the
entrances to which vehicular traffic from intersecting highways is required
by law to stop before entering or crossing the same and when stop signs
are erected as provided in this act.
(g) "Limited-access Highway."
Every highway, street, or roadway
in respect to which owners or occupants of abutting lands and other persons
have no legal right of access to or from the same except at such points only
and in such manner as may be determined by the public authority having
jurisdiction over such highway, street, or roadway.
(h) "Arterial Street."
Any United States or state numbered route,
controlled access highway, or other major radial or circumferential
street
highway designated by local authorities within their respective jurisdictions
as part of a major arterial system of streets or highways.
History. C. 1943, 57-7-78.6, enacted by
L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1; L. 1955, ch. 71, § 1.
Compiler's Note.
The 1955 amendment

Cross-Reference.
Limited-access

facility,

added

subsec.

27-9-1

et

(h).
seq.

Collateral References.
Automobilese=o6.
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles

§ 16.

Liability
of tenant occupying abutting
premises for injury from ice formed on
sidewalk by discharge
of rain or melted
snow thereon because of condition existing on premises, 22 A. L. R. 2d 738.

41-6-8. Intersection-Crosswalk-Safety
urban districts.-(a)
"Intersection."
(1)
179
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The area embraced within the
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prolongation or connection of the lateral curblines, or, if none, then the
lateral boundary lines of the roadways of two highways which join one
another at, or approximately at, right angles, or the area within which
vehicles traveling upon different highways joining at any other angle come
in conflict.
(2) Where a highway includes two roadways (30) feet or more apart,
then every crossing of each roadway of such divided highway by an intersecting highway shall be regarded as a separate intersection. In the event
such intersecting highway also includes two roadways (30) feet or more
apart, then every· crossing of two roadways of such highways shall be regarded as a separate intersection.
(b) "Crosswalk." That part of a roadway at an intersection included
within the connections of the lateral lines of the sidewalks on opposite sides
·of the highway measured from the curbs, or in the absence of curbs, from
the edges of the traversable roadway; any portion of a roadway at an intersection or elsewhere distinctly indicated for pedestrian crossing by lines or
other markings on the surface.
( c) "Safety Zone." The area or space officially set apart within a
roadway for the exclusive use of pedestrians and which is protected or is
so marked or indicated by adequate signs as to be plainly visible at all
times while set apart as a safety zone.
( d) "Business District."
The territory contiguous to and including a
highway when within any 600 feet along such highway there are buildings
in use for business or industrial purposes, including but not limited to
hotels, banks or office buildings, railroad stations, and public buildings
which occupy at least 300 feet of frontage on one side or 300 feet colle_c•
tively on both sides of the highway.
( e) "Residence District."
The territory contiguous to and including a
highway not comprising a business district when the property on such
highway for a distance of 300 feet or more is in the main improved with
residences or residences and buildings in use for business.
(f) "Urban Districts."
The territory contiguous to and including any
street which is built up with structures devoted to business or industry,
or where dwelling houses are situated at intervals of less than 100 feet for
a distance of a quarter of a mile or more.
History:
C. 1943, 57-7-78.7, enacted by
L. 1949, ch. 65, § l; L. 1955, ch. 71, § 1.

Compiler's Note.
The 1955 amendment

added

subsec. (f).

41-6-9. Official traffic-control device or signal-Railroad
sign or signalTraffic-Right of way.-(a)
"Official Traffic-Control Devices." All signs,
signals, markings and devices not inconsistent with this act placed or
erected by authority of a public body or official having jurisdiction, for the
purpose of regulating, warning or guiding traffic.
(b) "Official Traffic-Control Signals." Any device, whether manually,
electrically or mechanically operated, by which traffic is alternately directed
to stop and to proceed.
(c) "Railroad Sign or Signal." Any sign, signal or device erected by
authority of a public body or official or by a railroad and intended to give
notice of the presence of railroad tracks or the approach of a railroad train.
180
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41-6-12

(d) "Traffic." Pedestrians,
ridden or herded animals, vehicles, and
other conveyances either singly or together while using any highway for
purposes of travel.
( e) "Right of Way."
The privilege of the immediate use of the roadway.
History:

C. 1943, 57-7-78.8, enacted

by

L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1; L. 1966, ch. 71, § 1.

Compiler's Note.
The 1955 amendment substituted
"roadway" for "highway" in subsec. (e).

41-6-10. Stop, stopping or standing-Park.-(a)
"Stop." When required means complete cessation from movement.
(b) "Stop, Stopping, or Standing." When prohibited means any stopping or standing of a vehicle whether occupied or not, except when
necessary to avoid conflict with other traffic or in compliance with the
directions of a police officer or traffic-control sign or signal.
( c) "Park."
When prohibited
means the standing of a vehicle,
whether occupied or not, otherwise than temporarily for the purpose of
and while actually engaged in loading or unloading.
History: C. 1943, 57-7-78.9, enacted
L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1.

Collateral References.
Automobiles~6.
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles

by

§ 16.

Duties and liabilities between owners or
drivers of parked or parking vehicles, 25
A. L. R. 2d 1224.
Liability for injury to pedestrian growing out of pulling out of parked motor
vehicle, 29, A. L. R. 2d 136.

ARTICLE 2
EFFECT
Section 41-6-11.
41-6-12.
41-6-13;
41-6-14.
41-6-15.
41-6-16.
41-6-17.
41-6-18.
41-6-19.

OF AND OBEDIENCE

TO TRAFFIC

REGULATIONS

Act relates to vehieles on highways-Exceptions.
Violation of act-Misdemeanor.
Obedience to police officer.
Applicability
and exemptions.
Persons riding or driving animals to obey regulations.
Provisions of act uniform throughout
state-Local
regulations.
Regulatory
powers of local authorities-Stop
sign or traffic-control
signal on or affecting state highway-Necessity
of posting of signs.
Right of real property owner to regulate traffic.
Removal of brush, foliage or other obstruction
impairing view.

41-6-11. Act relates to vehicles on highways-Exceptions.-The
provisions of this act relating to the operation of vehicles refer exclusively to
the operation of vehicles upon highways except:
(1) Where a different place is specifically referred to in a given section.
(2) The provisions of sections 41-6-29 to 41-6-45, inclusive shall apply
upon highways and elsewhere throughout the state.
History:
57-7-79.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 2; C. 1943,

Compiler's Note.
The reference in this section to "sections
41-6-29 to 41-6-45" appeared in the act as
"sections 19 to 35."

Collateral References.
Automobiles~6.
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles § 16.
Public regulation
and control, 5 Am.
Jur., Automobiles
§ 15 et seq.
5A Am. Jur., Automobiles and Highway
Traffic § 5 et seq.

41-6-12. Violation of act-Misdemeanor.-It
is unlawful, and, unless
otherwise declared in this act with respect to particular offenses, it is a
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misdemeanor for any person to do any act forbidden
any act required in this act.
History:
57-7-80.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 3; C. 1943,

Comparable Provision.
Uniform Act, § 2, subsec.
Collateral References.
Automobiles€=6.
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles

a (similar).

§ 16.

or fail to perform

Validity
and construction
of statutes
or ordinances which make noncompliance
with motor vehicle regulations
a penal
offense without reference to intent, fault,
or knowledge, 11 A. L. R. 1434.
Violation of statute or ordinance regulating movement of vehicles as affecting
violator's right to recover for negligence,
12 A. L. R. 458.

41-6-13. Obedience to police officer.-N o person shall willfully fail or
refuse to comply with any lawful order or direction of any police officer
invested by law with authority to direct, control, or regulate traffic.
History:
57-7-81.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 4; C. 1943,

Obedience to traffic officer.
Peclestrian denied recovery for mJunes
sustained
when she was struck by overhang of motorbus
where from the evidence it appeared
that when she was
half-way across the street the trnffic light
changed against her and she stopped in
the safety zone, giving the other traffic
the right of way, and that the overhang
of the bus struck her as it l'Ounded the
1.

corner in response to traffic officer's express cliree.tion. Miller v. Utah Light &
Traction Co., 96 U. 369, 374, 86 P. 2d 37,
applying
R. S. 1933, 57-7-2. (Wolfe, J.,
dissenting.)
Collateral References.
Automobilese,:::,10.
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles

§ 43.

Police officer or other person directing
traffic injured or killed, 92 A. L. R. 1518,
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41-6-14. Applicability and exemptions.-(a)
The provisions of this
act applicable to the drivers of vehicles upon the highways shall apply to
the drivers of all vehicles owned or operated by the United States, this state
or any county, city, town, district, or any other political subdivision of the
state, including authorized emergency vehicles; provided, however, that
such authorized emergency vehicles shall be exempt from the driving
restrictions imposed under sections 41-6-20 to and including 41-6-28, 41-6-46
to and including 41-6-82 and 41-6-91 to and including 41-6-106 of this act
when driven under the following conditions:
(1) Said exemption shall apply whenever any said vehicle is being
driven in response to an emergency call or when used in the pursuit of an
actual or suspected violator of the law, or when responding to but not returning from a fire alarm.
(2) Said exemption herein granted to an authorized emergency vehicle
shall apply only when the driver of any said vehicle while in motion sounds
audible signal by bell, siren or exhaust whistle as may be reasonably necessary, and when the vehicle is equipped with at least one lighted lamp displaying a red light visible under normal atmospheric conditions from a
distance of 500 feet to the front of such vehicle.
(b) The foregoing provisions shall not relieve the driver of an authorized emergency vehicle from the duty to drive with due regard for the
safety of all persons, nor shall such provisions protect the driver from the
consequences of an arbitrar-y exercise of the privileges declared in this
section.
( c) The provisions of this act shall not apply to persons, teams, motor
vehicles and other equipment while actually engaged in work upon the
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surface of a highway, but shall apply to such persons and vehicles when
traveling to or from such work.
History: C. 1953, 41-6-14, re-enacted
L. 1955, ch. 71, § 1.

by

Compiler's Note.
This section,
Code 1953, 41-6-14 (L.
1941, ch. 52, § 5; C. 1943, 57-7-82; L. 1949,
ch. 65, § 1), relating
to applicability
and
exemptions from act of certain
drivers,
was repealed by Laws 1955, ch. 71, § 1.
New section 41-6-14 was re-enacted by § 1
of the act. The preliminary
clause of section 1 read as follows: "Section 1. Secs.
41-6-6, 41-6-7, 41-6-8, 41-6-9, 41-6-34, 41-6-36,
41-6-47, 41-6-49, 41-6-70, 41-6-76, 41-6-77,
41-6:82, 41-6-90, 41-6-114, 41-6-117, 41-6120, 41-6-121, 41-6-123, 41-6-124, 41-6-129,
41-6-131, 41-6-133, 41-6-141, 41-6-142, 41-6149, 41-6-159, and 27-1-28, Utah Code Annotated 1953, are amended;
secs. 41-6-14,
41-6-64, 41-6-130, 41-6-132, 41-6-134, 41-6135, 41-6-140, ancl 41-6-144, Utah
Code
Annotated 1953, are repealed
and re-enacted; and new sections 41-6-43.10, 41-672.10, 41-6-121.10, 41-6-140.10, 41-6-140.20,
41-6-154.10, Utah Code Annotated
1953,
are enacted to read:
* * * ."

Collateral References.
A utomo bilese::>11.
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles

Applicability
of motor vehicle regulations to public officials or employees, 19
A. L. R. 459, 23 A. L. R. 418.
Construction
and application
of statute
making municipal
corporation
liable for
damages due to negligence
of official or
employee while operating
vehicle, 136 A.
L. R. 582.
Criminal or penal responsibility
of public officer or employee for violating speed
regulation,
9 A. L. R. 367.
Inspection
of motor vehicles by municipal authorities
as pertaining
to the governmental
or to the proprietary
functions
of the municipality
as regards
liability
for damage or injury, 133 A. L. R. 1216.
Personal
liability
of public official for
injmy on highway, 40 A. L. R. 39, 57 A.
L. R. 1037.
Responsibility
of public officer for negligence
of subordinate
in operation
of
vehicle, 3 A. L. R. 149.
Use of municipal automobile
as a corporate or as a governmental
function,
10
A. L. R. 480, 47 A. L. R. 829.

§ 43.

DECISIONS UNDER FORMER LAW
Constntetion.
The 1949 amendment
placed limitations
on the right of emergency vehicles to proceed past a red stop light. The reel light
must be burning on the vehicle and the
siren sounding and the vehicle could proceed past the red stop light only after

slowing clown as may be necessary
for
safe operation.
Thus the driver of a fire
engine was negligent
in passing through
a red light with his siren and red light
on but failing to slow tlown at the intersection
for safe operation.
Jensen
v.
Taylor, 2 U. (2d) 196, 271 P. 2c1 838, 841.

41-6-15. Persons riding or driving animals to obey regulations.-Every
person riding an animal or driving any animal-drawn vehicle upon a
roadway shall be subject to the provisions of this act applicable to the
driver of a vehicle, except those provisions of this act which by their
nature can have no application.
History:
57-7-83;

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 6; C. 1943,

Collateral References.
Automobilese::>10.
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles

§ 43.

41-6-16. Provisions of act uniform throughout state-Local regulations.
-The provisions of this act shall be applicable and uniform throughout
this state and in all political subdivisions and municipalities therein and
no local authority shall enact or enforce any rule or regulation in conflict with the provisions of this act unless expressly authorized herein.
Local authorities may, however, adopt regulations consistent with this act,
and additional traffic regulations which are not in conflict therewith.
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L. 1941, ch. 52, § 7; C. 1943,

Cross-Reference.
Powers and duties
et seq.

of all cities,

Collateral References.
Automobilese=>7.
60 C..J.S. Motor Vehicles

f
s

§ 43.

C

10-8-1

41-6-17. Regulatory powers of local authorities-Stop sign or traffic.
control signal on or affecting state highway-Necessity of posting of signs.
-(a)
The provisions of this act are intended to confer upon local authorities the right of, and shall not be deemed to deprive said authorities of
existing powers with respect to highways under their jurisdiction and
within the reasonable exercise of the police power in:
(1) Regulating the standing or parking of vehicles, including the
requirement for payment of a parking fee, which fee may vary, in order
to relieve traffic congestion in designated areas.
(2) Regulating traffic by means of police officers or traffic-control
signals.
(3) Regulating or prohibiting processions or assemblages on the highways.
( 4) Designating particular highways as one-way highways and requiring that all vehicles thereon be moved in one specific direction.
(5) Regulating the speed of vehicles in public parks.
(6) Designating any highway as a through highway and requiring
that all vehicles stop before entering or crossing the same or designating
any intersection as a stop intersection and requiring all vehicles to stop
at one or more entrances to such intersections.
(7) Restricting the use of highways as authorized in section 27-1-34.
(8) Regulating the operation of bicycles and requiring the registration and licensing of same, including the requirement of a registration
fee.
(9) Regulating or prohibiting the turning of vehicles at intersections.
(10) Altering the prima facie speed limits as authorized herein.
(11) Adopting such other traffic regulations as are specifically authorized by this act.
(b) No local authority shall erect or maintain any stop sign or trafficcontrol signal at any location so as to require the traffic on any state
highway to stop before entering or crossing any intersecting highway
unless approval in w~iting has first been obtained from the state road
commission.
(c) No ordinance or regulation enacted under subdivisions 4, 5, 6, 7
or 10 of this section shall be effective until signs approved by the state
road commission giving notice of such local traffic regulations are posted
upon or at the entrances to the highway or part thereof affected as may
be most appropriate.
History:
L. 1941, ch. 52, § 8; C. 19,43,
57-7-85; L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1.
Compiler's Notes.
The 1949 amendment
rewrote
subsec.
(7) and added subsecs. (8), (9), (10) and
(11).

1

The reference
in this section to "section 27-1-34" appeared
in Code 1943 as
"section 36-1-34."
1.

Parking of vehicles.
A city has no power to pass an ordinance declaring owners of vehicles prima
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Conflict between statutes
ulations as to automobiles,
1186, 64 A. L. R. 993.

41-6-20

AND REGULATIONS

facie responsible
for illegal parking
of
such vehicles.
Nasfell
v. Ogden City,
123 U. 344, 249 P. 2d 507.
Collateral References.
Automobiles€=7.
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles

-

§ 43.

and local reg21 A. L. R.

Constitutionality
of legislative
delegation of powers to prescribe or vary regulations concerning motor vehicles used on
highways, 87 A_ L. R. 546.
Construction
and operation
of regulations as to sudden stop or slowing of motor
vehicle, 29 A. L. R. 2d 5.
Traffic regulations,
failure
of municipality to adopt or enforce as ground of
its liability
for damage to property
or
person, 92 A. L. R. 1495.

41-6-18. Right of real property owner to regulate traffi.c.-Nothing
in
this act shall be construed to prevent the owner of real property used by
the public for purposes of vehicular travel by permission of the owner
and not as matter of right from prohibiting such use, or from requiring
other or different or additional conditions than those specified in this
act, or otherwise regulating such use as may seem best to such owner.
History:
57-7-86.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 9; C. 1943,

Collateral References.
Automobiles€=10.
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles

§ 43,

41-6-19. Removal of brush, foliage or other obstruction impairing
view.-The state road commission, with reference to the state highways,
and local authorities, with reference to highways under their jurisdiction,
shall remove from said highways all brush, foliage, or other obstruction
which interferes with or impairs the view of an intersection or of a railroad grade crossing.
History:
C. 1943, 57-7-86.10,
by L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1.

enacted

Collateral References.
A utomo biles<s=:>6.
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles

§ 16.

ARTICLE 3
TRAFFIC
Section

41-6-20.
41-6-21.
41-6-22.
41-6-23.
41-6-24.
41-6-25.
41-6-26.
41-6-27.
41-6-28.

SIGNS,

SIGNALS

AND MARKINGS

Traffic control devices-Uniform
state road commission manual.
Placing and maintenance upon state highways.
Placing and maintenance upon local highways by local authorities.
Obedience to-Effect
of improper position, illegibility
or absence of
sign.
Traffic control signal-At
intersections-At
place other than intersection.
Special pedestrian-control
signals-Meaning
of signals-Rights
and
duties.
Flashing red or yellow signals-Rights
and duties of drivers.
Prohibition
of unauthorized
signs, signals or markings-Commercial
advertising-Public
nuisance-Removal.
Interference
with signs and signals prohibited.

41-6-20. Traffic control devices-Uniform
state road commission
manual.-The
state road commission shall adopt a manual and specifications for a uniform system of traffic-control devices consistent with the
provisions of this act for use upon highways within this state. Such
uniform system shall correlate with and so far as possible conform to the
system then current as approved by the American association of state
highway officials.
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Public regulation
and control, 5 Am.
Jur., Automobiles§
15 et seq; 5A Am. Jur.,
Automobiles
and Highway Traffic § 5 et
seq.

C

41-6-21. Placing and maintenance upon state highways.-(a)
The state
road commission shall place and maintain such traffic-control devices in
conformance with its manual and specifications upon all state highways
as it shall deem necessary to indicate and to carry out the provisions of
this act or to regulate, warn or guide traffic.
(b) No local authority shall place or maintain any traffic-control device upon any highway under the jurisdiction of the state road commis.
sion except by the latter's permission.

i
l

History:
57-7-87.

L.

1941, ch. 52, § 10; C. 1943,

Collateral References.
A utomo bilese::,,10.
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles

§ 43.

Compiler's Note.
The 1949 amendment
substituted
"con•
formance with its manual" for "conforming to its manual" in subsec. (a).

History:
L. 1941, ch. 52, § 11; C. 1943,
57-7-88; L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1.

41-6-22. Placing and maintenance upon local highways by local authorities.-Local
authorities, in their respective jurisdictions,
shall place and
maintain such traffic-control devices upon highways under their jurisdiction as they may deem necessary to indicate and to carry out the
provisions of this act or local traffic ordinances or to regulate, warn or
guide traffic. All such traffic-control devices hereafter erected shall conform to and be maintained in conformance with the state manual and
specifications.
History:
L. 1941, ch. 52, § 12; C. 1943,
57-7-89; L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1.
Compiler's Note.
The 1949 amendment
inserted the commas in the first sentence and substituted
"conform
to and be maintained
in conformance with the state manual and specifications" for "conform to the state manual and specifications" in the last sentence.

Collateral References.
A utomo bilese=:>10.
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles

§ 43.

Conflict between statutes and local regulations as to automobiles,
147 A. L. R.
522.
Constitutionality
of legislative
delegation of powers to prescribe or vary regulations
concerning
motor vehicles used
on highways, 87 A. L. R. 546.

41-6-23. Obedience to-Effect of improper position, illegibility or absence of sign.-(a)
No driver of a vehicle shall disobey the instructions
of any official traffic-control device applicable thereto placed in accordance with the provisions of this act, unless at the time otherwise directed
by a police officer, subject to the exceptions granted the driver of an authorized emergency vehicle in this act.
(b) No provision of this act, for which signs are required, shall be
enforced against an alleged violator if at the time and place of the alleged violation an official sign is not in proper position and sufficiently
legible to be seen by an ordinarily observant person. Whenever a particular section does not state that signs are required, such section shall
be effective even though no signs are erected or in place.
History:
L. 1941, ch. 52, § 13; C. 19'43,
57-7-90; L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1.

Compiler's Note.
The 1949 amendment
added all of that
part of subsec. (a) starting with the word
"unless" following the first comma. Subsec.
(b) was also added by 1949 amendment.
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Cross-Reference.
Duty to obey police

officers, 41-6-13.

41-6-24

Collateral Reference.
Reckless driving as affected by traffic
signs or signals, 52 A. L. R. 2d 1352.

41-6-24. Traffic control signal-At intersections-At place other than
intersection.-Whenever
traffic is controlled by a traffic-control signal exhibiting the words "Go," "Caution," or "Stop," or exhibiting different
colored lights successively one at a time, or with arrows, the following
colors only shall be used and said terms and lights shall indicate and
apply to drivers of vehicles and pedestrians as follows:
(a) "Green" alone or "Go."
(1) Vehicular traffic facing the signal, except when prohibited under
section 41-6-92, may proceed straight through or turn right or left unless
a sign at such place prohibits either such turn. But vehicular traffic shall
yield the right of way to other vehicles and to pedestrians lawfully within
the intersection at the time such signal is exhibited.
(2) Pedestrians facing the signal may proceed across the roadway
within any marked or unmarked crosswalk.
(b) "Yellow" alone or "Caution" when showing following the "Green"
or "Go" signal.
(1) Vehicular traffic facing the signal is thereby warned that the
"Red" or "Stop" signal will be exhibited immediately thereafter and such
vehicular traffic shall not enter or be crossing the intersection when the
"Red" or "Stop" signal is exhibited.
(2) Pedestrians facing such signal are thereby advised that there is
insufficient time to cross the roadway, and any pedestrian then starting
to cross shall yield the right of way to all vehicles.
( c) "Red" alone or "Stop."
(1) Vehicular traffic facing the signal shall stop before entering the
nearest crosswalk at an intersection or at such other point as may be
indicated by a clearly visible line and shall remain standing until
"Green" or "Go" is shown alone; provided that vehicular traffic stopped
in the lane nearest the right hand side of the highway, unless prohibited
by a sign, may cautiously enter the intersection for the purpose of making
a turn to the right but shall not interfere with other traffic nor endanger
pedestrians lawfully within a crosswalk,
(2) No pedestrian facing such signal shall enter the roadway unless
he can do so safely and without interfering with any vehicular traffic.
( d) "Red" with "green arrow."
(1) Vehicular traffic facing such signal may cautiously enter the
intersection only to make the movement indicated by such arrow, but
shall yield the right of way to pedestrians lawfully within a crosswalk
and to other traffic lawfully using the intersection.
(2) No pedestrian facing such signal shall enter the roadway unless
he can do so safely and without interfering with any vehicular traffic.
( e) In the event an official traffic-control signal is erected and maintained at a place other than an intersection, the provisions of this section
shall be applicable except as to those provisions which by their nature
can have no application. Any stop required shall be made at a sign or
187
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marking on the highway pavement indicating where the stop shall be
made, but in the absence of any such sign or marking the stop shall be
made at the signal.
History:
L. 1941, ch. 52, § 14; C. 1943,
57-7-91; L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1; 1951, ch.
73, § 1.
Compiler's Notes.
The 1951 amendment completely rewrote
section by making numerous changes in

phraseology
and adding
section.
The reference
in this
tion 41-6-92" appeared
"section 57-7-156."

subsec.

(c) of

section to "see•
in the act as

41-6-25. Special pedestrian-control signals-Meaning of signals-Rights
and duties.-Whenever special pedestrian control signals exhibiting the
words ""\Valk" or "Wait" or "Don't Walk" are in place, such signals shall
indicate as follows:
( a) "W alk"-Pedestrians
facing such signal may proceed across the
roadway in the direction of the signal and shall be given right of way by
the drivers of all vehicles.
(b) "Wait" or "Don't W alk"-N o pedestrian shall start to cross the
roadway in the direction of such signal, but any pedestrian who has
partially completed his crossing on the walk signal shall proceed to a
sidewalk or safety island while the wait or don't walk signal is showing.
History:
L. 1941, ch. 52, § 15; C. 1943,
57-7-92; L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1949 amendment
added the words
"or 'Don't Walk'"
in the first sentence
and in subsec. (b) wherever it appears.

41-6-26. Flashing red or yellow signals-Rights
and duties of drivers.
-Whenever
an illuminated flashing red or yellow signal is used in an
official traffic-control device it shall require obedience by vehicular traffic
as follows:
(1)
Flashing red (stop signal). When a red lens is illuminated by
rapid intermittent
flashes, drivers of vehicles shall stop before entering
the nearest crosswalk at an intersection or at a limit line when marked,
or, if none, then before entering the intersection, and the right to proceed shall be subject to the rules applicable after making a stop at• a
stop sign.
(2) Flashing yellow ( caution signal). When a yellow lens is illuminated with rapid intermittent
flashes, drivers of vehicles may proceed through the intersection or past such signal only with caution.
History:
L. 1941, ch, 52, § 16; C. 1943,
57-7-93; L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1.
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Compiler's Note.
The 1949 amendment
inserted "illuminated" and "is used in an official trafficcontrol device" in the first sentence; inserted "or, if none, then before entering
the intersection"
in subsec. (1).

41-6-27. Prohibition of unauthorized signs, signals or markings-Commercial advertising-Public
nuisance-Removal.-(a)
No person shall
place, maintain, or display upon or in view of any highway any unauthorized sign, signal, marking, or device which purports to be or is an
imitation of or resembles an official traffic-control device or railroad sign
or signal, or which attempts to direct the movement of traffic, or which
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hides from view or interferes with the effectiveness of any official trafficcontrol device or any railroad sign or signal, or which is of such brilliant
illumination and so positioned as to blind or dazzle a driver on any highway adjacent thereto, and no person shall place or maintain nor shall
any public authority permit upon any highway any traffic sign or signal
bearing thereon any commercial advertising; This shall not be deemed
to prohibit the erection upon private property adjacent to highways of
signs giving useful directional information and of a type that cannot be
mistaken for official signs.
(b) Every such prohibited sign, signal, or marking is declared to
be a public nuisance and the authority having jurisdiction over the highway is empowered to remove the same or cause it to be removed without
notice.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 17; C. 1943,
57-7-94; L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1.

Compiler's Note.
The 1949 amendment inserted "or which
is of such brilliant
illumination
and so
positioned as to blind or dazzle a driver
on any highway
adjacent
thereto,"
in
subsec. (a).

41-6-28. Interference with signs and signals prohibited.-N o person
shall without lawful authority attempt to or in fact alter, deface, injure,
knock down, or remove any official traffic-control device or any railroad
sign or signal or any inscription, shield, or insignia thereon, or any other
part thereof.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 18; C. 1943,
57-7-95.

ARTICLE

4

ACCIDENTS
Section 41-6-29.
41-6-30.
41-6-31.
41-6-32.
41-6-33.
41-6-34.
41-6-35.
41-6-36.
41-6-37.
41-6-38.
41-6-39.
41-6-40.
41-6-41.
41-6-42.

Driver's duty in event of accident-Stop
at scene of accident-Penalty.
Involving damage to vehicle-Misdemeanor.
Give name-Render
assistance.
Collision with unattended vehicle.
Involving fixtures on or adjacent to highway.
Accidents involving injury, death, or damage of $100 or more-Duty
to
notify police.
Accident reports-Duty
of driver, witnesses and investigating
officer
to forward or render-Supplemental
reports.
Physical incapacity of driver-Duty
of other occupants or owner to
notify police and make reports.
Forms-Contents-Penalties
for failure to make report.
Livestock on highway-Collision,
action for damages.
Garage keeper to report damaged vehicle.
Accident reports-Confidential-Privileged-Certificate
of compliance.
Statistical information published annually.
Local powers.

41-6-29. Driver's duty in event of accident-Stop at scene of accident
-Penalty.-(a)
The driver of any vehicle involved in an accident resulting in injury to or death of any person shall immediately stop such vehicle
at the scene of such accident or as close thereto as possible but shall
then forthwith return to and in every event shall remain at the scene
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of the accident until he has fulfilled the requirements of section 41-6-31:·
Every such stop shall be made without obstructing traffic more than is
necessary.
(b) Any person failing to stop or to comply with said requirements
under such circumstances shall upon conviction be punished by imprisonment for not less than thirty days nor more than one year or by fine of not
less than $100 nor more than $5,000 or by both such fine and imprisonment.
( c) The department shall revoke the operator's or chauffeur's license
of the person so convicted for a period not to exceed one year.
History:
57-7-96.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 19; C. 1943,

Compiler's Note.
The reference in this section to "section
41-6-31" appeared in the act as "section
21."
Criminal prosecution.
Where, in prosecution
of hit and run
driver under this section, evidence is discovered after the jury had retired to commence their deliberations
which would
sustain defenclant's defense of alibi, it is
abuse of discretion and reversible error to
refuse to grant a new trial on the ground
of newly-discovered
evidence, which was
not merely cumulative.
State v. Duncan,
10 U. 449, 132 P. 2d 121.
1.

Collateral References.
Automobilese=:>10.

60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles § 43.
Failure to stop, give information, etc.,
after accident, 5 Am. Jur., Automobiles
§ 780 et seq.
Leaving scene, or failing to give information, etc., 5A Am. Jur., Automobile and
Highway Traffic § 1186 et seq.
Constitutionality,
construction,
and ef•
fect of statute in relation to conduct of
driver of automobile after happening of
an accident, 16 A. L. R. 1425, 66 A. L. R.
1228, 101 A. L. R. 911.
Failure to comply with statute requiring
one involved in automobile
accident to
stop or report as affecting question as to
suspension or tolling statute of limitation,
10 A. L. R. 2d 564.
Failure to stop or other conduct after
automobile
accident as supporting claim
for exemplary damages, 156 A. L. R. 1115.

41-6-30. Involving damage to vehicle--Misdemeanor.-The
driver of
any vehicle involved in an accident resulting only in damage to a vehicle
which is driven or attended by any person shall immediately stop such
vehicle at the scene of such accident or as close thereto as possible but
shall forthwith return to and in every event shall remain at the scene
of such accident until he has fulfilled the requirements of section 41-6-31.
Every such stop shall be made without obstructing traffic more than is
necessary. Any person failing to stop or comply with said requirements
under such circumstances shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
History:
57-7-97.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 20; C. 1943,

Compiler's Note.
The reference in this section to "section
41-6-31" appeared in the aet as "section
21."

41-6-31. Give name-Render assistanoe.-The driver of any vehicle involved in an accident resulting in injury to or death of any person or
damage to any vehicle which is driven or attended by any person shall
give his name, address, and the registration number of the vehicle he is
driving and shall upon request and if available exhibit his operator's or
chauffeur's license to the person struck or the driver or occupant of or
person attending any vehicle collided with and shall render to any person
injured in such accident reasonable assistance, including the carrying, or
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the making of arrangements for the carrying, of such person to a physician,
surgeon, or hospital for medical or surgical treatment if it is apparent
that such treatment is necessary or if such carrying is requested by the
injured person.
History:
57-7-98.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 21; C. 1943,

Collateral References.
Requirement that operator render assistnance 5 Am. Jnr., Automobiles
§ 784; 5A

Am. Jur., Automo-biles
fic § l.193.

and Highway

Traf-

Demand upon operator of motor vehicle
to display license, construction
and application of statute regarding
failure or refusal to comply with, 143 A. L. R. 1019.

41-6-32. Collision with unattended vehicle.-The driver of any vehicle
which collides with any vehicle which is unattended shall immediately
stop and shall then and there either locate and notify the operator or
owner of such vehicle of the name and address of the driver and owner
of the vehicle striking the unattended vehicle or shall leave in a conspicuous place in the vehicle struck a written notice giving the name and
address of the driver and of the owner of the vehicle doing the striking
and a statement of the circumstances thereof.
History:
57-7-99.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 22; C. 1943,

60 C.J.S. Motor

Vehicles

§ 43.

Liability
for injury to child by automobile left unattended
in street or highway, 140 A. L. R. 538.

Collateral References.
Automo biles€:=>10.

41-6-33. Involving fixtures on or adjacent to highway.-The driver of
any vehicle involved in an accident resulting only in damage to fixtures
legally upon or adjacent to a highway shall take reasonable steps to
locate and notify the owner or person in charge of such property of such
fact and of his name and address and of the registration number of the
vehicle he is driving and shall upon request and if available exhibit his
operator's or chauffeur's license and shall make report of such accident
when and as required in section 41-6-35 hereof.
History:
57-7-100.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 23; C. 1943,

Compiler's Note.
The reference
in this section to "section 41-6-35" appeared in the act as "section 25."

41-6-34. Accidents involving injury, death, or damage of $100 or more
-Duty to notify police.-The driver of a vehicle involved in an accident resulting in injury to or death of any person or property damage to an
apparent extent of $100 or more, shall immediately by the quickest means
of communication give notice of such accident to the local police department if such accident occurs within a mm1icipality, otherwise to the office
of the county sheriff or to a state trooper.
History. L. 1941, ch. 52, § 24; C. 1943,
57-7-101; L. 1955, ch. 71, § 1.

Compiler's Note.
The 1955 amendment inserted "or property damage to an apparent
extent
of
$100 or more," and substituted
"state
trooper" for "state highway patrolman."

41-6-35. Accident reports-Duty of driver, witnesses and investigating
officerto forward or render-Supplemental reports.-(a)
The driver of a
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vehicle involved in an accident resulting in injury to or death of any
person or total property damage to an apparent extent of $25 or more
shall, within five days after such accident, forward a written report of such
accident to the department.
(b) The department may require any driver of a vehicle involved in
an accident of which report must be made as provided in this section to
file supplemental reports whenever the original report is insufficient in
the opinion of the department and may require witnesses of accidents to
render reports to the department.
(c) Every law enforcement officer who, in the regular course of duty,
investigates a motor vehicle accident of which report must be made as
required in this section, either at the time of and at the scene of the
accident or thereafter
by interviewing participants
or witnesses shall
within twenty-four hours after completing such investigation, forward a
written report of such accident to the department.
History:
L. 1941, ch. 52, § 25; C. 1943,
57-7-102; L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1.
Compiler's Note.
The 1949 amendment changed the length
of time in which to report an accident
from 5 days to within 24 hours.

Collateral References.
Automobilese=>l0.
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles

Manslaughter.
Acquittal under former statute was not
bar to manslaughter
prosecution.
State
v. Cheeseman, 63 U. 138, 223 P. 762, applying Comp. Laws 1917, § 3979.

Physical incapacity of driver-Duty of other occupants or
owner to notify police and make reports.-(a)
Whenever the driver of a
41-6-36.

vehicle is physically incapable of giving an immediate notice of an accident
as required in section 41-6-34 and there was another occupant in the vehicle
at the time of the accident capable of doing so, such occupant shall give or
cause to be given the notice not given by the driver.
(b) Whenever the driver is physically incapable of making a written
report of an accident as required in section 41-6-35 and such driver is not
the owner of the vehicle, then the owner of the vehicle involved in such accident shall within five days after learning of the accident make such report
not made by the driver.
History:
L. 1941, ch. 52, § 26; C. 1943,
57-7-103; L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1; 1955, ch.
71, § 1.

41-6-37.

Compiler's Notes.
.
The 1949 amendment
rewrote subsec.
(a), and added subsec. (b).
The 1955 amendment
rewrote subsec.
(a) changing
references
to "report" to
"notice."

Fonns-Contents-Penalties

for failure to make report.-(a)

The department shall prepare and upon request supply to police departments, justices of the peace, sheriffs, garages and other suitable agencies
or individuals, forms for accident reports required hereunder, appropriate
with respect to the persons required to make such reports and the purposes to be served. The written reports to be made by persons involved
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Failure to comply with statute requiring one involved in automobile accident
to stop or report as affecting question as
to suspension or tolling statute of limitation, 10 A. L. R. 2d 564.
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in accidents and by investigating officers shall call for sufficiently detailed
information to disclose with reference to a traffic accident the cause, conditions then existing, and the persons and vehicles involved.
(b) Every accident report required to be made in writing shall be
made on the appropriate form approved by the department
and shall
contain all of the information required therein unless not available.
( c) Every such report shall also contain information sufficient to enable the department
to determine whether the requirements
for the
deposit of security under any of the laws of this state are inapplicable
by reason of the existence of insurance or other exceptions specified
therein.
(d) The department shall suspend the license or permit to drive and
any nonresident operating privileges of any person failing to report an
accident as herein provided until such report has been filed. Any person
convicted of failing to make a report as required herein shall be punished
as provided in section 41-6-164.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 27; C. 1943,
57-7-104; L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1.
Compiler's Notes.
The 1949 amendment added subsecs. (a)
and (b).
The reference in this section to "section 41-6-164" appeared
in the act as
"section 57-7-224."

Collateral References.
Automobilese::>10.
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles

§ 43.

Liability
for injury or damages resulting from traffic accident on highway involving vehicle in military service, 142 A.
L. R. 1518.

41-6-38. Livestock on highway-Collision, action for damages.-No person owning or controlling the possession of any livestock, shall willfully
or negligently permit any such livestock to stray upon or remain unaccompanied by a person in charge or control thereof upon a public
highway, both sides of which are adjoined by property which is separated
from such highway by a fence, wall, hedge, sidewalk, curb, lawn or
building; provided, that the foregoing provision shall not apply to range
stock drifting into any such highway in going to or returning from their
accustomed ranges. No person shall drive any such livestock upon, over
or across any public highway during the period from half an hour after
sunset to half an hour before sunrise, without keeping a sufficient number
of herders with warning lights on continual duty to open the road so as
to permit the passage of vehicles. In any civil action brought by the
owner, driver or occupant of a motor vehicle or by their personal representatives or assignees, or by the owner of the livestock for damages
caused by collision with any domestic animal or animals on a highway,
there is no presumption that such collision was due to negligence on behalf
of the owner or the person in possession of such livestock.
History:
57-7-105.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 28; C. 1943,

Cross-Reference.
Livestock highways,
1. No presumption

27-7-1 et seq.

provision.
This provision is clear and unambiguous
and in an action where plaintiff's motor-

cycle collided with a horse on a highway,
it means that there is no presumption
that the defendant
was guilty in permitting the horses to be upon the highway
under the conditions they were found there
and the burclen rests upon the plaintiff to
establish acts of negligence. Hyrum Smith
Estate Co. v. Peterson, 227 F. 2d 442.
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Collateral References.
Automobilese:::>10.
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles

Animals

in highway,

injuring

or killing,

11 A. L. R. 1405.

§ 43.

41-6-39. Garage keeper to report damaged vehicle.-The
person in
charge of any garage or repair shop to which is brought any motor
vehicle which shows evidence of having been involved in an accident of
which report must be made as provided is section 41-6-35, or struck by
any bullet, shall report to the department within twenty-four hours after
such motor vehicle is received, giving the engine number, registration number, and the name and address of the owner or operator of such vehicle.
Collateral References.
Automobilese:::>363.
61 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles

History: L. 1941, ch. 52,, § 29; C. 1943,
57-7-106.
Compiler's Note.
The reference in this section to "section
41-6-35" appeared in the act as "section
25."

§ 717.

41-6-40. Accident reports - Confidential - Privileged - Certificate of
compliance.-All accident reports made by persons involved in accidents
or by garages shall be without prejudice to the individual so reporting
and shall be for the confidential use of the department or other state
agencies having use for the records for accident prevention purposes, or
for the administration of the laws of this state relating to the deposit of
security and proof of financial responsibility by persons driving or the
owners of motor vehicles, except that the department may disclose the
identity of a person involved in an accident when such identity is not
otherwise known or when such person denies his presence at such accident. No such report shall be used as evidence in any trial, civil or
criminal, arising out of an accident, except that the department shall
furnish upon demand of any person who has, or claims to have, made
such a report or, upon demand of any court, a certificate showing that
a specified accident report has or has not been made to the department
solely to prove a compliance or a failure to comply with the requirement that such a report be made to the department.
History:
L. 1941, ch. 52, § 30; C. 1943,
57-7-107; L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1.
Compiler's Note.
The 1949 amendment
inserted "or for
the administration
of the laws of this
state relating
to the deposit of security
and proof of financial responsibility
by
persons driving or the owners of motor
vehicles," in the first sentence.

Collateral References.
Automobilese:::>10.
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles § 43.
Report after accident, 5 Am. Jur., Automobiles § 780 et seq.
Leaving
scene, or failure
to give information,
etc., 5A Am. Jur., Automobile
and Highway Traffic § 1186 et seq.
Admissibility
of report of operator, filed
pursuant
to law, respecting
automobile
accident, 69 A. L. R. 905.

Cross-Reference.
Financial responsibility
division to furnish copies of office1·s' reports on accidents
upon request, 41-12-3.1.

41-6-41. Statistical information published annually.-The
department
shall tabulate and may analyze all accident reports and shall publish
annually, or at more frequent intervals, statistical
information based
thereon as to the number and circumstances of traffic accidents.
History:
57-7-108.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 31; C. 1943,
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41-6-42. Local powers.-Any incorporated city, town, village, or other
municipality may by ordinance require that the driver of a vehicle involved
in an accident shall also file with the designated city department a report
of such accident or a copy of any report herein required to be filed with
the department. All such reports shall be for the confidential use of the
city department and subject to the provisions of section 41-6-40.
History:
57-7-109.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 32; C. 1943,

Compiler's Note.
The reference in this section to "section
41-6-40" appeared iu the act as "section
30."
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DRIVING

Powers of local authorities.
Negligent
homicide-Death
occurring within one year-PenaltyRevocation of license or privilege to drive.
Driving while under influence of intoxicating
liquor or drug-Habitual user of narcotics-Presumptions
arising from alcoholic content in blood-Criminal
punishment-Revocation
of license .
Chemical tests for alcoholic content of blood-Refusal
to allowRevocation
of license-Court
action on revocation-Who
may
give test.
Reckless driving-Penalty.

41-6-43. Powers of local authorities.-(a)
Local authorities may by
ordinance provide that it shall be unlawful for any person who is an habitual user of narcotic drugs or any person who is under the influence of
intoxicating liquor or narcotic drugs to drive or be in actual physical control of any vehicle, and provide penalties therefor as a first offense consistent with section 41-6-44.
(b) Local authorities may also by ordinance provide that any person
who drives any vehicle in willful or wanton disregard for the safety of
persons or property is guilty of reckless driving, and provide penalties
therefor as a first offense consistent with section 41-6-45.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 33; C. 1943,
57-7-110; L. 1957, ch. 75, § 1.

113, 93 P. 2d 671. (Moffat,
Larson, J., dissenting.)

Compiler's Note.
The 1957 amendment
this section.

Collateral References.
Automobilese=:>332.
61 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles §§ 625-630.
Driving while intoxicated,
5 Am. Jnr.,
Automobiles § 766 et seq.; 5A Am. Jur., Automobiles and Highway Traffic § 1156 et
seq .

made no chauge in

Cross-Reference.
Powers and duties of cities
generally, 10-8-1 et seq.

and towns

Powers of cities.
City held to have power to pass ordinance prohibiting
driving while intoxicated, notwithstanding
statute on the subject. Salt Lake City v. Kusse, 97 U.
1.

t

WHILE

5

C. J.,

and

Constitutionality
of legislative
delegation of powers to prescribe or vary regulations concerning motor vehides used on
highways, 87 A. L. R. 546.

41-6-43.10. Negligent homicide - Death occurring within one yea.rPenalty-Revocation of license or privilege to drive.-(a)
When the death
of any person ensues within one year as a proximate result of injury re-
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ceived by the driving of any vehicle in reckless disregard of the safety of
others, the person so operating such vehicle shall be guilty of negligent
homicide.
(b) .Any -person convicted of negligent homicide shall be -punished by
imprisonment in the county jail for not more than one year or by fine of not
less than $100 nor more than $1,000, or by both such fine and imprisonment.
( c) The department shall revoke the license or permit to drive and
any nonresident operating privilege of any person convicted of negligent
homicide.
History:
C. 1953, 41-6-43.10, enacted
L. 1955, ch. 71, § 1; 1957, ch. 78, § 2.

by

Compiler's Note.
The 1957 amendment
inserted the words
"in the county jail" in subsec. (b).
Title of Act.
An act amending sections 41-6-6, 41-6-7,
41-6-8, 41-6-9, 41-6-34, 41-6-36, 41-6-47, 416-49, 41-6-70, 41-6-76, 41-6-77, 41-6-82, 41-690, 41-6-114, 41-6-117, 41-6-120, 41-6-121,
41-6-123, 41-6-124, 41-6-129, 41-6-131, 41-6133, 41-6-141, 41-6-142, 41-6-149, 41-6-159,
and 27-1-28, Utah Code Annotated
1953;

repealing ancl re-enacting
sections 41-6-14,
41-6-64, 41-6-130, 41-6-132, 41-6-134, 41-6135, 41-6-140, and 41-6-144, Utah Code
Annotated
1953; enacting
new sections
41-6-43.10,
41-6-72.10,
41-6-121.10,
41-6140.10, 41-6-140.20, and 41-6-154.10, Utah
Cocle Annotated
1953; and repealing section 27-9-8, Utah Code Annotated
1953;
relating
to the regulation
of traffic on
highways,
and defining certain crimes in
the use and operation
of vehicles, prescribing
the equipment
used on vehicles
and requiring the giving of notice of accidents by operators or occupants of motor
vehicles involved.

41-6-44. Driving while under influence, of intoxicating liquor or drugHabitual user of narcotics-Presumptions arising from alcoholic content in
blood-Criminal punishment-Revocation of license.-(a)
It is unlawful
and punishable as provided in subdivision ( d) of this section for any person who is an habitual user of narcotic drugs or any person who is under
the influence of intoxicating liquor or narcotic drugs to drive or be m
actual physical control of any vehicle within this state.
(b) In any criminal prosecution for a violation of subdivision (a) of
this section relating to driving a vehicle while under the influence of intoxicating liquor, the amount of alcohol in the defendant's blood at the
time alleged as shown by chemical analysis of the defendant's blood, urine,
breath, or other bodily substance shall give rise to the following presumptions.
1. If there was at that time 0.05 per cent or less by weight of alcohol
in the defendant's blood, it shall be presumed that the defendant was not
under the influence of intoxicating liquor;
2. If there was at that time in excess of 0.05 per cent but less than
0.15 per cent by weight of alcohol in the defendant's blood, such fact shall
not give rise to any presumption that the defendant was or was not under
the influence of intoxicating liquor, but such fact may be considered with
other competent evidence in determining the guilt or innocence of the defendant;
3. If there was at that time 0.15 per cent or more· by weight of alcohol
in the defendant's blood, it shall be presumed that the defendant was
under the influence of intoxicating liquor;
4. The foregoing provisions of this subdivision shall not be construed
as limiting the introduction of any other competent evidence bearing upon
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the question whether or not the defendant was under the influence of intoxicating liquor.
(c) It is unlawful and punishable as provided in subdivision (d) of
this subsection [section] for any person who is an habitual user of or under
the influence of any narcotic drug or who is under the influence of any other
drug to a degree which renders him incapable of safely driving a vehicle
to drive a vehicle within this state. The fact that any person charged
with a violation of this subsection is or has been entitled to use such drug
under the laws of this state shall not constitute a defense against any
charge of violating this subsection.
(d) Every person who is convicted of a violation of this section shall
be punished by imprisonment for not less than thirty days nor more than 6
months, or by a fine of not less than $100 or more than $299, or by both
such fine and imprisonment; provided that in the event such defendant
shall have inflicted a bodily injury upon another as a proximate result of
having operated said vehicle in a reckless or negligent manner or with a
wanton or reckless disregard of human life or safety, he shall be punished
by imprisonment in the county jail for not more than one year and, in the
discretion of the court, a fine of not more than $1,000.
The department shall revoke the operator's or chauffeur's license of any
person convicted under this section.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 34; C. 1943,
57-7-111; L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1; 1957, ch.
75, § 1.
Compiler's Notes.
The 1949 amendment completely rewrote
subsec. (b) and added subds. 1, 2, 3 and
4 thereto. The amendment
also added
subsecs. ( c) and ( d), and made other
changes in phraseology.
The 1957 amendment
deleted "upon a
first conviction" after "punished" the first
time it appears in subsec. (d) and substituted the proviso for provisions applying
to second or subsequent
convictions
and
deleted "or under an ordinance
as provided by section 41-6-43 (a)" at the end of
the section.
The bracketed
word "section" was inserted by the compiler.
1. Conflict between state, and city authorities.
City held to have power to pass or•
dinance prohibiting
driving while intoxicated, notwithstanding
statute on the sub·
ject. Salt Lake City v. Kusse, 97 U.
113, 93 P. 2d 671. (Moffat, C. J., and
Larson, J., dissenting.)
The Salt Lake City ordinance was identical with R. S. 1933, 57-7-14, now re·
pealed, but repealed
section was identical with present
section.
Salt Lake
City v. Kusse, 97 U. 113, 93 P. 2d 671.
(Moffat, C. J., and Larson, J., dissenting.)
If city ordinance prescribes the punishment for drunken driving as confinement

in city jail, court or judge is without
authority
to order confinement in county
jail. Ex parte Folck, 102 U. 470, 132 P.
2d 130.
2.

Proof to sustain conviction.
Under former subsec. (a) "operating an
automobile on a public street or highway
by one under the influence of intoxicating
liquor is itself an unlawful act and an
offense." But a conviction of involuntary
manslaughter
will be reversed unless the
charge is sufficiently
proven.
State
v.
Johnson, 76 U. 84, 88, 287 P. 909.
Testimony
that
three or four hours
after
accident
liquor was detected
by
odor on defendant's breath does not prove
the charge of drunken driving, and "driving an automobile in violation of traffic
rules or ordinances in one or more particulars, or driving it negligently
or even
recklessly, resulting in an accident, does
not relevantly
tend to prove that the
driver was under the influence of intoxicating liquor." State v. Johnson,
76 U.
84, 88, 287 P. 909.
Where evidence is conflicting, it is for
the jury to say whether defendant
was
guilty of driving a vehicle while under
the influence of intoxicating
liquor. State
v. Stewart, 110 U. 203, 171 P. 2d 383.
Conviction of the crime of involuntary
manslaughter
as the result of a collision
between an automobile which defendant
was driving and a pedestrian was upheld,
where evidence showed that he had imbibed to such a degree that it was ap•
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parent to all who saw and heard him that
his locomotion
and his power of speech
we1·e markedly
affected, and it appeared
that such criminal negligence
eontributed
to the death. A person who drives a car
while in such a condition is reekless and
evinces a marked disregard for the safety
of others and is therefore
guilty of criminal negligence.
State v. Capps, 111 U.
189, 176 P. 2d 873.

3.

Proof of prior convictions.
Upon trial of information
for drunken
driving, introduction
of evidence of prior
convictions
before a determination
of the
issue on the substantive
charge, even if
erroneous,
would not warrant
court in
directing
an acquittal,
and evidence
of
prior
conviction
is
admissible,
even
though convie.tion followed plea of guilty.
However, e.onviction after a plea of guilty
is nevertheless
a prior
conviction
and
may be shown under proper procedure.
But until a verdict has been rendered on
the prinicipal
issue, there is no occasion
to mention prior convictions,
since previous offenses would not be competent
to
prove
that
defendant
committed
the
offense for which he is then on trial.
State v. Stewart,
110 U. 203, 171 P. 2d
383, pointing out manner of showing prior
convictions
from the records
of justice
and city courts,
notwithstanding
informality of proceedings
in such courts and
lack of judgment
book.
Where the defendant
is charged
with
a prior conviction
of driving while under
the influence of intoxicating
liquor it is
incumbent
upon the state to prove beyond
a reasonable
doubt the prior conviction.
It was then the exclusive province of the
jury
to determine
from
the evidence
whether the state had done so. The trial
court's comments on the evidence and his
limiting the jury's deliberation
to whether
the record of the prior conviction
was
authentic
was error prejudicial
to defendant. State v. Hanis,
1 U. (2d) 182, 264
P 2d 284.
Upon information
charging
defendant
with driving under the influence of intoxicating liquor and with commission of prior
offense, where the docket of the justice
of the peace was received in evidence, the
page identified
and the verity of the entry
stipulated
to in open court as being in
the handwriting
of the justice, the entry,
under section 78-5-16, became prima facie
evidence
of the facts so stated, and no
evidence
to the contrnry
having
been
offered, must be presumed to be correct and
sustains
the court's
finding of guilt of
prior conviction.
State
v. Bailey,
3 U.
(2d) 254, 282 P. 2d 339, 341.

4.

Procedure
to be followed where prior
convictions
alleged.
As a guide for future cases, where there
is an allegation
of prior crimes or prior
e.onvictions,
the Supreme Court has outlined the procedure to be followed in the
trial courts, which will properly expedite
the adjudication
of such cases, while at
the same time safeguarding
the substantial rights of accused persons, and prevent an accused person from being advertised to the jury as one who previously
perpetrated
a similar
type of offense.
State v. Stewart,
110 U. 203, 171 P. 2d
383, setting out the procedure at length,
following
Connecticut
cases. For a full
recitation
of this procedure, see 77-1-18.
5.

Venue.

Where the testimony
adequately established where the offense was committed,
the court will take judicial
notice that
that point is in the county so that the
venue has been sufficiently
established.
State v. Bailey, 3 U. (2d) 254, 282, P. 2d
339, 340.
Collateral
References.
Automobiles~332.
61 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles
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Admissibility
and weight of evidence
based on scientific
test for intoxication
or presenc.e of alcohol in system, 127 A. L.
R. 1513.
Admissibility,
in vehicle accident case,
of evidence of opposing party's intoxication where litigant's
pleading failed to al•
lege such fact, 26 A. L. R. 2d 359.
Admissibility
of hospital record relating
to intoxication
or sobriety of patient, 38
A. L. R. 2d 778.
Constitutionality
and effect of statute
relating
to civil liability
of person driving automobile
while under influence of
liquor, 56 A. L. R. 327.
Degree or nature
of intoxication
for
purposes of statute
or ordinance making
it a criminal offense to operate an automobile while in that condition,
142 A. L.
R. 555.
Driving automobile
while intoxicated as
a substantive
criminal
offense, 42 A. L.
R. 1498, 49 A. L. R. 1392, 68 A. L. R.
1356.
What
constitutes
driving,
being in
control of, or operating
a motor vehicle
within
statute
making
such act, while
intoxicated,
an offense, 47 A. L. R. 2d 570.
What is "motor vehicle"
within statutes making it offense to drive while intoxicated,
66 A. L. R. 2d 1146.
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41-6-44.10

41-6-44.10. Chemical tests for alcoholic content of blood-Refusal
to
allow-Revocation of license-Court
action on revocation-Who
may give

test.-(a)
Any person operating a motor vehicle in this state shall be
deemed to have given his consent to a chemical test of his breath, blood or
urine for the purpose of determining the alcoholic content of his blood, provided that such test is administered at the direction of a police officer having
reasonable grounds to believe such person to have been driving in an intoxicated condition and in accordance with the rules and regulations established
by the department. If such person has been placed under arrest and has
thereafter been requested to submit to anyone of the above chemical tests
and refuses to submit to such chemical test, the test shall not be given. Upon
receiving an affidavit from the arresting officer to the effect that such
person has refused a chemical test the department shall notify such person
of a hearing before the department within a period of twenty days. If at said
hearing the department determines that the person was granted the right
to submit to a chemical test and without reasonable cause refused to
submit to such test, or if such person fails to appear before the department
as required in said order, the department shall revoke, for one year, his
license or permit to drive. Any person whose license has been revoked
by the department
under the provisions of this section shall have the
right to file a petition within thirty days thereafter for a hearing in the
matter in the district court in the county wherein such person shall reside,
and such court is hereby vested with jurisdiction and it shall be its duty
to set the matter for trial de novo upon ten days written notice to the
department, and thereupon to take testimony and examine into the facts of
the case and to determine whether the petitioner's license is subject to
revocation under the provisions of this act.
History: C. 1953, 41-6-44.10, enacted by
L. 1957, ch. 80, § [1]; L. 1959, ch. 65, § 1.
Compiler's Note.
Prior to the 1959 amendment
this seetion read: "(a) Any person who operates
a motor vehicle in this state shall be
deemed to have given his consent to a
chemical test of his breath, blood, urine
or saliva for the purpose of determining
the alc.oholic content
of his blood, provided that such test is administered
at the
direction of a police officer having reasonable grounds to believe such person to
have been driving in an intoxicated
condition and in accordance
with the rules
and regulations established
by the department. I£ such person has been placed under arrest and has thereafter
been requested to submit to such chemical test
and refuses to submit to such chemical
test, the test shall not be given. In such
event the department
shall revoke, for
one year, his license or permit to drive.
Any person whose license has been canceled, suspended
or Tevoked by the department under the provisions of this act
shall have the right to file a petition with-

in thirty clays thereafter
for a hearing in
the matter
in the district
court in the
county wherein such person shall reside,
and such court is hereby vested with jurisdiction and it shall be its duty to set
the matter for trial de novo upon ten days
written
notiee to the department,
and
thereupon
to take testimony and examine
into the facts of the case and to determine whether
the petitioner's
license is
subject
to cancellation,
suspension
or
revocation
under the provisions
of this
act.
"(b)
Upon the request of the person
who was tested, the results of such test
shall be made available to him.
" ( c) Only a physician, or duly authorized laboratory
technician,
acting at the
request of a police officer can withclrnw
blood for the purpose of determining
the
alcoholic content therein. This limitation
shall not apply to the taking of a urine
saliva or breath specimen.
'
" ( d) The person tested shall be permitted to have a plJYsician of his own
choosing administer
a chemical test in addition to the one administered
at the direction of the police officer."
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Title of Act.
An act creating
a new section to be
known as 41-6-44.10, Utah Code Annotated

DECISIONS

1953, relating to chemical tests for persons
suspected
of operating
a motor vehicle
while under the influence of alcohol.

UNDER FORMER

Construction
and application.
A person is deemed to give his consent
to a chemical test of some one of the designated substanct;is, breath, blood, urine, or
saliva, but not all of them; and where a
motorist, arrested by an officer on the suspicion of being intoxicated,
was advised
that he must submit to a blood test or his
license would be revoked, it was not in accordance with the statute and there was no
proper basis for revoking his license. Ringwood v. State, 8 U. (2d) 287, 333 P. 2d
943.

LAW

Evidence.
Prior to the enactment
of this section
it was held, in an action against the
estate of a deceased for injuries arising
out of an automobile
accident, that the
testimony of a doctor who made a blood
test from blood taken from the deceased's
body without the consent of the deceased's
parents was admissible in evidence. Fretz
v. Anderson, 5 U. (2d) 290, 300 P. 2d 642,
646.

41-6-45. Reckless driving-Penalty.-(a)
Any person who drives any
vehicle in willful or wanton disregard for the safety of persons or property
is guilty of reckless driving.
(b) Every person convicted of reckless driving shall be punished
upon a first conviction by imprisonment for a period of not less than
five days nor more than six months or by a fine of not less than $25 nor
more than $299, or by both such fine and imprisonment. On a second
or subsequent conviction, or on a conviction m1der this section subsequent to a conviction under an ordinance as provided in section 41-6-43 (b),
he shall be punished by imprisonment for not less than ten days nor more
than six months, or by a fine of not less than $50 nor more than $1,000 or
by both such fine and imprisonment. For the purpose of this section such
second violation shall have occurred within three years of the preceding
violation. The department shall suspend for a period not exceeding three
months, the operator's or chauffeur's license of any person convicted upon
three charges of reckless driving committed within a period of twelve
months; provided, however, that if, upon a first or second conviction the justice or judge shall recommend suspension of the convicted person's license,
the department shall suspend the said license for a period not to exceed
three months.
History:
57-7-112.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 35; C. 1943,

Compiler's Note.
The reference in this section to "section
41-6-43 (b )" appeared in the act as "section 33 (b) of this act."
Cross-Reference.
Reckless driving

as crime,

76-49-1.

Former jeopardy.
. Conviction
of motorist
for reckless
driving held not bar to subsequent prosecution for involuntary
manslaughter.
State
v. Empey, 65 U. 609, 239 P. 25, 44 A. L.
R. 558, reviewed
in State v. Thatcher,
108 U. 63, 157 P. 2d 258, 262.
1.

Collateral References.
Automobilese=:>330.
61 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles §§ 609-624.
Reckless
driving,
5 Am. Jur., Automobiles § 802 et seq.; 5A Am. Jur., Auto,
mobiles and Highway Traffic § 1178 et seq.
Duty of driver of automobile
whose
view is obscured by dust, smoke, or atmospheric conditions, 37 A. L. R. 587, 73
A. L. R. 1020 .
Res ipsa loquitur as applicable to injury
to passenger in a collision where one of
the vehicles is not within carrier's control,
25 A. L. R. 690, 83 A. L. R. 1163.
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Statute
prohibiting
reckless
driving;
definiteness and certainty,
12 A. L. R. 2d
580.
Validity of statute or ordinance forbidding running of automobile
so as to inflict damage or injury, 47 A. L. R. 255.

SPEED
41-6-46.
41-6-47.
41-6-48.
41-6-49.
41-6-50.
41-6-51.
41-6-52.
41-6-52.1.

-

41-6-46

What amounts to reckless driving, 86 A.
L. R. 1273, 52 A. L. R. 2d 1337.
When automobile is under control, 28 A.
L. R. 952.

ARTICLE
Section

-

6

RESTRICTIONS

Speed regulations - Maximum speeds - School buildings - Intersections, crossings, and curves-Emergency
power of the governor.
Prima facie limit.
Speed restrictions-Powers
of local authorities.
Minimum speed regulations.
Special speed limit on bridges-Prima
facie evidence.
Speed contest or exhibition
on highway-Barricade
or obstruction
therefor.
Violation-Pleading.
Resume speed road sign.

41-6-46. Speed regulations - Maximum speeds - School buildings Intersections, crossings, and curves - Emergency power of the governor.(1) No person shall drive a vehicle on a highway at a speed greater
than is reasonable and prudent under the conditions and having regard to the actual and potential hazards then existing. In every event
speed shall be so controlled as may be necessary to avoid colliding with
any person, vehicle, or other conveyance on or entering the highway in
compliance with legal requirements and the duty of all persons to use due
care.
(2) Where no special hazard exists the following speeds shall be lawful
but any speed in excess of said limits shall be prima facie evidence that
the speed is not reasonable or prudent and that it is unlawful:
(a) Twenty miles per hour.
When passing a school building or the grounds thereof during school
recess or while children are going to or leaving school during opening or
closing hours; provided, that local authorities may require a complete
stop before passing a school building or grounds at any of said periods.
(b) Twenty-five miles per hour in any business or residential district.
( c) Sixty miles per hour in other locations during the daytime.
(d) Fifty miles per hour in such other locations during the nighttime.
Daytime means from half hour before sunrise to half hour after sunset.
Nighttime means at any other hour.
(3) The driver of every vehicle shall, consistent with the requirements
of subdivision (1) of this section, drive at an appropriate reduced speed
when approaching and crossing an intersection or railway grade crossing,
when approaching and going around a curve, when approaching a hill
crest, when traveling upon any narrow or winding roadway, and when
special hazard exists with respect to pedestrians or other traffic or by
reason of weather or highway conditions.
(4) Provided, that the governor by proclamation, in time of war or
national emergency, may upon recommendation of the federal authorities,
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change the speed on the highways of the state, to conform to such recommendations.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 36; C. 1943,
57-7-113; L. 1951, ch. 72, § 1; 1957, ch. 76,
§ [1]; 1959, ch. 66, § 1.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1951 amendment added suhsec. ( d)
of this section.
The 1957 amendment
changed the lettered subsections to numbered subsections
and vice versa and rewrote the second
paragraph
of subsec. (1), new subsec. (4).
The 1959 amendment deleted subsec. (4)
which read: "The driver of any vehicle
upon a highway or street outside 3: business or residential
area upon meetmg or
overtaking
any school bus which has
stopped on or adjacent to th~ highwa~ to
allow school children to enter mto or alight
from the school bus shall bring his vehicle
to a full stop and may not start again until
the school bus has started, or the school
bus driver signals the stopped traffic to
proceed;
provided
that such school bus
bears upon the front and rear thereof a
plainly visible sign containing
the words,
'school bus' in letters not less than four
inches in height which can be removed or
covered when the vehicle is not in use as a
school bus. Provided
further
that the
driver of a vehicle upon a highway with
two or more lanes in each direction or upon
a highway with separate roadways need
not stop upon meeting- or passing a school
bus which is on a different roadway or
when upon a controlled-access
highway and
the school bus is stopped in a loading zone
which is part of or adjacent to suc.h highway and where pedestrians
are not permitted to cross the roadway"
and made
former subsec. (5) present subsec. (4). For
provisions similar to former subsec. ( 4)
hereof, see 41-6-100.10.
Cross-References.
Municipal regulations, 10-8-30.
Reckless driving, 41-6-45, 76-49.
Constitutionality.
A former speed law was held constitut.ional as ·against contention
that it violated Const. Art. VI, § 23. St.ate v. Brown,
75 U. 37, 41, 283 P. 785.

1.

2.

Construction
·and application.
This sectloi1 'requires that driver shall
not drive at. speed greater than is reasonable and pruden~ in yiew_ of existing coi:iditions and hazards on highway, that his
spee.-d shall be controlled
so as to avoid
colliding with other vehicles entering or
upon highway in lawful manner, and that
speed shall be appropriately
reduced when
special hazards exist with respect to other

traffic or by reason of weather conditions,
Horsley v, Robinson, 112 U. 227, 186 P.
2d 592.

Negligence.
Ordinarily
it is not negligence to operate a motor vehicle within the speed
limit prescribed
by statute
or ordinance,
although a jury may say in some instances,
dependent
upon the particular
attendant
facts and circumstances,
that the operation of an automobile
within prescribed
limit is nevertheless
negligence.
Lochhead v. Jensen, 42 U. 99, 129 P. 347.
Violation of speed regulations
may constitute negligence per se. Jensen v. Utah
Light & Railway Co., 42 U. 415, 132 P. 8,
Operating a motor vehicle at less than
the lawful maximum speed may constitute negligence under given circumstances.
Fowkes v. J. I. Case Threshing Mach. Co.,
46 U. 502, 151 P. 53.
It has long been the rule in this state
that it is negligence as a matter of law
to drive an automobile
upon a traveled
public highway at such rate of speed ,th~t
said automobile cannot be stopped w1thrn
distance at which operator of said car is
able to see objects upon highway in front
of him. Dalley v. Midwestern D.airy Products Co., 80 U. 331, 336, 15 P._ 2d 309.
When a driver upon a public highway
with his light equipment cannot see more
than 50 feet ahead of him, it is his duty
to drive at such speed as will enable
him to stop within that distance. Hansen
v. Clyde, 89 U. 31, 37, 56 P. 2d 1366, 104
A. L. R. 943.
For general discussion as to speed and
civil liability
with respect thereto, see
opinions by Wade, Wolfe and Pratt, JJ.,
in Horsley v. Robinson, 112 U. 227, 186
P. 2d 592.
Where fog was so great that visibility
was limited to 20 or 25 feet and a safe
speed under those conditions
was about
five miles per hour, the court cannot say
as a matter of law that the plaintiff was
not negligent in opera ting his car at the
rate of 25 miles per hour.
Shields v.
Ramon, 122 U. 474, 251 P. 2d 671.
What is a reasonable and prudent speed
under the conditions
and having regard
to the actual and potential hazards then
existing is a matter about which there is
room for reasonable
disagreement
and
such being the case, a jury question is
presented.
Lodder v. Western Pac. R. Co.,
123 U. 316, 259 P. 2d 589, 593.
3.

4.

Motor carriers and buses.
Driver of vehicle carrying
passengers
for hire owes them duty to operate vehicle
within such rate of speed as reasonably
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prudent person would operate under existing conditions,
and,
where
road
and
weather conditions
make driving hazardous, reasonable
prudence requires proportionate increase in care of driver to a void
injury to passengers.
Horsley v. Robinson, 112 U. 227, 186 P. 2d 592.
Where bus, while traveling
between 20
and 50 miles per hour under very hazardous conditions
on outside lane of main
highway which was covered with ice and
slush, collided with automobile
approaching from opposite direction
which went
out of control and skidded into path of
bus, and distance between bus and automobile, when it first became discernible
that latter was out of control, was between 30 and 330 feet, evidence was sufficient to sustain verdict in favor of injured bus passenger
for hire as against
bus company, in that jury could conclude
therefrom that bus driver was negligent
in operating bus at excessive rate of speed
under such circumstances,
which was proximate cause of collision. Horsley v. Robinson, 112 U. 227, 186 P. 2d 592. (Pratt, J.,
dissenting.)
Pleadings and proceedings.
If the complaint is fatally defective in
its allegations when viewed as an attempt
to bring defendant
within the provisions
of this section, judgment for plaintiff will
be reversed.
·woodward v. Spring Canyon
Coal Co., 90 U. 578, 592, 63 P. 2d 267.

5.

Questions of law and fact.
Whether the speed at which the vehicle
was going at the time was the proximate
cnuse of the accident,
is a question
of
fact. Sweet v. Salt Lake City, 43 U. 306,
325, 134 P. 1167, 8 N. C. C. A. 922.
In action arising
out of intersection
collision, evidence sufficiently
established
prima facie case of negligence on part of
defendant in failing to yield right of way
and in traveling at excessive rate of speed,
and contributory
negligence
on part of
plaintiff in failing to keep proper lookout
and in traveling at excessive rate of speed
was for jury. Martin v. Sheffield, 112 U.
478, 189 P. 2d 127.
6.

7. Former jeopardy.
Conviction
of motorist
charged
with
speeding under this section does not bar
subsequent
prosecution
for involuntary
manslaughter.
State v. Thatcher,
108 U.
63, 157 P. 2d 258, 262.

41-6-47

8.

Instructions.
In action arising out of car-pedestrian
accident in California,
evidence did not
justify
instruction
that
defendant
had
duty to drive car in conformity
with
California
statute providing
that no person shall drive vehicle at speed greater
than is reasonable
and prudent,
where
there was no evidence
that defendant's
speed of 20 to 25 miles per hour was excessive or unreasonable.
(Deering's
Cal.
Vehicle Code § 510.) Hunter v. Michaelis,
114 U. 242, 198 P. 2d 245.
Collateral References.
Automobiles~168(1).
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles § 290.
Violating speed laws, 5 Am. Jur., Automobiles §§ 806-808.
Speeding and reckless driving, 5A Am.
Jur.,
Automobile
and Highway·
Traffic
§ 1176 et seq.
Application
of "assured
clear distance
ahead" or "radius of lights" doctrine to
aceident
involving
pedestrian
crossing
street or highway, 31 A. L. R. 2d 1424.
"Assured clear distance" statute or rule
as applied at hill or curve, 133 A. L. R.
967.
Driving
automobile
at a speed which
prevents stopping within length of vision
as negligence, 44 A. L. R. 1403, 58 A. L. R.
1493, 87 A. L. R. 900, 97 A. L. R. 546.
Duty at private
crossing or driveway,
24 A. L. R. 946.
Excessive speed, not the proximate cause
of automobile accident, but which· aggravates its consequences, as affecting extent
of liability, 66 A. L. R. 1134.
Excessive speed of automobile as proximate cause of accident where it or e:olli<ling vehicle is 011 wrong side of road, 77 -'
A. L. R. 598.
Excuse for exceeding
speed limit for
automobiles, 29 A. L. R. 883.
Expert or opinion evidence as to speed .
based on appearance
or condition
of automobile after accident, 133 A. L. R. ·726.
Indefiniteness
of automobile speed regulations as affecting validity,
26 A. L. R.
897. 29 A. L. R. 1066.
Meaning of "residence
district,"
"business district,"
"school area,"' and the like,
in statutes
and
ordinances
regulating
speed of motor vehicles, 50 A. L. R. 2d
343.
RecklesB driving as affected by speed,
52 A. L. R. 2d 1344.

41-6-47. Prima facie limit.-Whenever
the state road commission shall
determine upon the basis of an engineering and traffic investigation· that
any prima facie speed hereinbefore set forth is greater or less than is
reasonable or safe under the conditions found to exist at any intersection
or other place or upon any part of a state highway, said commission may
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determine and declare a reasonable and safe prima facie speed limit
thereat which shall be effective when appropriate signs giving notice thereof are erected at such intersection or other place or part of the highway.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 37; C. 1943,
57-7-114; L. 1955, ch. 71, § 1.

Compiler's Note.
The 1955 amendment inserted the word
"state" before "highway" the first time it
appears.

Collateral References.
Automobiles~l68(1).
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles § 290.
Speed, 5 Am. Jnr., Automobiles
et seq.; 5A Am. Jur., Automobiles
Highway Traffic § 30 et seq.

§ 37
and

41-6-48. Speed restrictions-Powers of local authorities.-(a)
Wl'lenever local authorities other than cities of the first class within their respective jurisdictions determine upon the basis of an engineering and
traffic investigation that the prima facie speed permitted under this act
at any intersection is greater than is reasonable or safe under the conditions found to exist at such intersection, such local authority, shall determine and declare a reasonable and safe prima facie speed limit thereat,
which shall be effective when appropriate signs giving notice thereof are
erected at such intersection or upon the approaches thereto.
(b) Local authorities other than cities of the first class in their respective jurisdictions may in their discretion, authorize by ordinance higher
prima facie speeds than those stated in section 41-6-46 upon through highways or upon highways or portions thereof where there are no intersections or between widely spaced intersections, provided signs are erected
giving notice of the authorized speed, but local authorities other than cities
of the first class shall not have authority to modify or alter the basic rule
set forth in subdivision (a) of section 41-6-46 or in any event to authorize
by ordinance a speed in excess of sixty miles per hour during the daytime
and fifty miles per hour during the nighttime.
( c) Whenever local authorities other than cities of the first class
within their respective jurisdictions determine upon the basis of an engineering and traffic investigation that the prima facie speed permitted under
this act upon any highway outside a business or residence district is greater
than is reasonable or safe under the conditions found to exist upon such
highway such local authority may determine and declare a reasonable and
safe prima facie limit thereon but in no event less than thirty-five miles per
hour which reduced prima facie limit shall be effective when appropriate
signs giving notice thereof are erected upon such highway. Such highway to
be appropriately posted must be posted with reflector type signs whereon
the prima facie lawful speed limit shall be designated. Wherever there is a
drop of 10 MPH or more in the posted speed limit, it must be preceded by
a sign giving advance notice of such a reduction. Signs shall be as specified in the current approved "Utah Manual on Uniform Traffic Control
Devices."
( d) Cities of the first class within their respective jurisdictions may determine and declare reasonable and safe prima facie speed limits but such
cities shall not have authority to modify or alter the basic rule set forth
in subdivision (a) of section 41-6-46 or in any event to authorize by ordinance a speed in excess of sixty miles per hour. Such highway to be appro-
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priately posted must be posted with reflector type signs whereon the
prima facie lawful speed limit shall be designated. Wherever there is a
drop of 10 MPH or more in the posted speed limit, it must be preceded by a
sign giving advance notice of such a reduction. Signs shall be as specified
in the current approved "Utah Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices."
(e) The state road commission shall have exclusive authority to determine and declare prima facie evidence of a lawful speed on state highways whether such highways be within or without the corporate limits of
any city. A state highway, to be appropriately posted, must be posted with
reflector type signs whereon the prima facie lawful speed limit shall be
designated. Wherever there is a drop of 10 MPH or more in the posted
speed limit, it must be preceded by a sign giving advance notice of such
a reduction. Signs shall be as specified in the current approved "Utah
Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices."
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 38; C. 1943,
57-7-115; L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1; 1951 (1st
S. S.), ch. 12, § 1; 1957, ch. 77, § 1.

Collateral References.
Automo biles<&=>168(1).
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles

Compiler's Notes.
The 1949 amendment completely rewrote
this section.
The 1951 amendment
made
various
changes in phraseology
and added subsec.

Conflict between statutes and local regulations as to automobiles, 21 A. L. R. 1186,
64 A. L. R. 993.
Constitutionality
of legislative
delegation of powers to prescribe or vary regulations concerning motor vehicles used on
highways, 87 A. L. R. 546.
Traffic regulations,
failure
of municipality to adopt or enforce as ground of
its liability
for damage to property
or
person, 92 A. L. R. 1495.

( e ).

The 1957 amendment added the last sentences in subsecs. (c) and (d), deleted
"and none of the foregoing provisions of
this section apply to state highways"
at
the end of the first sentence in subsec. (e)
and added the remainder of subsec. (e).

§ 290.

Effective Date,.
Section 2 of Laws 1951 (1st S. S.), ch.
12 provided that act should take effect on
approval. Approved June 18, 1951.

41-6-49. Minimum speed regulations.-(a)
No person shall drive a
motor vehicle at such a slow speed as to impede or block the normal and
reasonable movement of traffic except when reduced speed is necessary
for safe operation or because upon a grade or in compliance with law.
Police officers are hereby authorized to enforce this provision by directions to drivers, and in the event of willful disobedience of this provision or refusal to comply with direction of an officer in accordance herewith the continued slow operation by a driver shall be a misdemeanor.
(b) Whenever the state road commission or local authorities within
their respective jurisdictions
determine on the basis of an engineering
and traffic investigation that slow speeds on any part of a highway consistently impede the normal and reasonable movement of traffic, the commission or such local authority may determine and declare a minimum
speed limit below which no person shall drive a vehicle except when necessary for safe operation or in compliance with law.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 39; C. 1943,
57-7-116; L. 1955, ch. 71, § 1.
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Compiler's Note.
The 1955 amendment
substituted
for "and" in the second paragraph
added subsec. (b).

Collateral References.
Automobilese:,,324.
61 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles

"or"
and

§ 588.

Civil cases involving law against
speed, 66 A. L. R. 2d 1194.

slow

41-6-50. Special speed limit on bridges-Prima. fa.cie evidence.-(a)
No person shall drive a vehicle over any bridge or other elevated structure
constituting a part of a highway at a speed which is greater than the
maximum speed which can be maintained with safety to such bridge or
structure, when such structure is signposted as provided in this section.
(b) The state road commission upon request from any local authority
shall, or upon its own initiative, may conduct an investigation of any
bridge or other elevated structure constituting a part of a highway, and
if it shall thereupon find that such structure cannot with safety to itself
withstand vehicles traveling at the speed otherwise permissible under this
act, the commission shall determine and declare the maximum speed of
vehicles which such structure can withstand, and shall cause or permit
suitable signs stating such maximum speed to be erected and maintained
at a distance of 100 feet before each end of such structure.
(c) Upon the trial of any person charged with a violation of this
section, proof of said determination of the maximum speed by said commission and the existence of said signs shall constitute conclusive evidence of the maximum speed which can be maintained with safety to such
bridge or structure.
History:
57-7-117.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 40; C. 1943,

60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles

§ 246.

Collision between automobiles on bridge
or approach thereto, 118 A. L. R. 1196.

Collateral References.
Automobilese:,,146.

41-6-51. Speed contest or exhibition on highway-Barricade or obstruction the,reforr.-(a) No person shall engage in any motor vehicle speed
contest or exhibition of speed on a highway and no person shall aid or abet
in any such motor vehicle speed contest or exhibition on any highway.
(b) No person shall, for the purpose of facilitating or aiding or as
an incident to any motor vehicle speed contest upon a highway, in any
manner obstruct or place any barricade or obstruction or assist or participate in placing any such barricade or obstruction upon any highway.
History: C. 1943, 57-7-118.10, enacted by
L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1.

present law relative to speed of emergency
vehicles, see section 41-6-14.

Compiler's Note.
Former section 57-7-118, Code 1943 was
repealed by Laws 1949, ch. 65, § 2. For

Collateral References.
Automobilese:,,6.
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehieles

§ 16.

41-6-52. Violation-Pleading.-(a)
In every charge of violation of any
speed regulation in this act the complaint, also the summons or notice to
appear, shall specify the speed at which the defendant is alleged to have
driven, also the prima facie speed applicable within the district or at the
location.
(b) 'l'he provisions of this act declaring prima facie speed limitations
shall not be construed to relieve the plaintiff in any civil action from
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the burden of proving negligence
proximate cause of an accident.
History:
57-7-119.
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on the part

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 42; C. 1943,

of the defendant

Collateral References.
A utomo biles~351.
61 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles

as the

§ 588.

41-6-52.1. Resume speed road sign.-Where
road signs, for various
reasons, reducing speed are placed on entering a city or town, a stretch of
narrow road, or any given hazard on the highway, a Resume Speed Road
Sign should be placed at a point beyond the restricted area where it would
be safe for any vehicle to resume the maximum speed allowed in any given
area.
History:

L. 1957, ch. 77, § 2.

ARTICLE 7
REGULATIONS
APPLICABLE
TO DRIVING
ON RIGHT SIDE OF HIGHWAY,
OVERTAKING,
PASSING AND OTHER RULES OF THE ROAD
Section

41-6-53.
41-6-54.
41-6-55.
41-6-56.
41-6-57.
41-6-58.
41-6-59.
41-6-60.
41-6-61.

Duty to drive on right side of highway-Exceptions.
Passing vehicles proceeding in opposite directions.
Overtaking
and passing vehicles proceeding in same direction.
Passing upon right-When
permissible.
Limitation of privilege.
Driving on left side of road.
Signs indicating passing zones.
One-way traffic-Signs.
Roadway laned for traffic-Rules
in driving thereon-Designating
lanes for certain traffic.
41-6-62.
Following another vehicle-Proximity
and distance-Space
between
vehicles in motor caravan-Exception
as to funeral procession.
41-6-63.
Designation
of distinctive
roadway marking or markings-Where
placed-Rule
for drivers-Description
of markings-Local
authorities may place markings.
41-6-63.10. Highway divided into two separate roadways by dividing section
-Unlawful
actions of drivers-Dividing
section defined and
described.
Limited-access
roadway-Driving
upon-Turning.
41-6-64.
Prohibiting
use of limited-access
highways by pedestrians,
nonmo41-6-65.
torized traffic and motor-driven
cycles.

41-6-53. Duty to drive on right side of highway-Exceptions.-(a)
Upon all roadways of sufficient width a vehicle shall be driven upon the
right half of the roadway, except as follows:
(1) When overtaking and passing another vehicle proceeding in the
same direction under the rules governing such movement;
(2) When the right half of a roadway is closed to traffic while under
construction or repair;
(3) Upon a roadway divided into three marked lanes for traffic under
the rules applicable thereon; or
( 4) Upon a roadway designed and signposted for one-way traffic.
(b) Upon all roadways any vehicle proceeding at less than the normal
speed of traffic at the time and place under the conditions then existing
shall be driven in the right-hand lane then available for traffic, or as
close as practicable to the right hand curb or edge of the roadway, except
when overtaking and passing another vehicle proceeding in the same direc207
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tion or when preparing
road or driveway.

for a left turn at an intersection

History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 43; C. 1943,
57-7-120; L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1.

Compiler's Note.
The 1949 amendment

added sub sec. (b).

Construction and application.
Where this section refers to "half the
roadways,"
the reasonable
interpretation
of the meaning of this term is that it
means half of the roadway as it exists at
the time it is being traveled and not half
the roadway as it may have been laid out
originally.
To this effect see Dixon v.
Alabam Freight Co., 57 Ariz. 173, 112 P.
2d 584, in which the Arizona court construed sections similar to ours as quoted
above. Patton v. Kirkman,
109 U. 487,
167 P. 2d 282.
1.

2.

Bicycle and truck.
Driver of autotruck
who was on right
side of street and was not on, near to, or
approaching
crossing where both vehicles
and pedestrians
might pass either or both
ways, had right to relax his vigilance and
was not required to do more than to maintain such lookout as would prevent his
colliding or coming in contact with anyone on his side of street.
Richards v.
Palace Laundry Co., 55 U. 409, 186 P. 439.
3.

Negligence.
The strongest kind of presumption
of
negligence prevails against party driving
on wrong side of road. Staton v. Western
Macaroni Mfg. Co., 52 U. 426, 174 P. 821.
Where one who is operating his vehicle
on right-hand side of street makes survey
of condition of street ahead of him, and
in doing so he observes no one coming on
his side of street, but sees one or more
coming towards him on opposite side of
street, he has right to assume that such
person will continue onward on opposite
side of street, and not encroach upon his
side. Richards v. Palace Laundry Co., 55
U. 409, 186 P. 439.
4.

Effect of passing from right to center.
While in case street or highway is not
used by others one may drive on any part
thereof, yet, when motorist or bicyclist
passes from right to left of center of
street, he loses some of his rights, and may
not be heard to complain of conduct of
those who are on proper side of street to
same extent as though he also were on
proper side. Richards v. Palace Laundry
Co., 55 U. 409, 186 P. 439.
5.

Presumption.
In action by bicyclist for injuries sustained in collision with autotruck
when

or into a private

plaintiff was thrown in front of defendant's oncoming vehicle, held driver of auto•
truck had legal right to presume that
plaintiff would not encroach upon his side
of street, and to hold defendant liable,
plaintiff was required to prove more than
mere fact that autotruck could have been
stopped or turned aside in distance of 10
or 15 feet. Richards v. Palace Laundry
Co., 55 U. 409, 186 P. 439.
6.

Instruction.
In action by bicyclist for personal injuries sustained as result of collision with
automobile at intersection, instruction that
motorist had right to presume that every
other person would obey law by traveling
on right-hand
side of road, and that no
duty rested upon motorist
to stop or
change course of automobile until he had
reason to believe that plaintiff was travel•
ing on wrong side of street, was properly
refused where it was disputed question as
to whether bicyclist was on wrong side of
roadway.
Cheney v. Buck, 56 U. 29, 189
P. 81.
Where collision takes place upon street
having four traffic lanes, it is proper to
instruct
as to duty of defendant to use
right traffic lane, and as to duty of the
respective parties to use lane 4 rather than
lane 3, where the evidence warrants such
instruction.
Thomas v. Sadleir, 108 U.
552, 162 P. 2d 112, setting out instruction,
embodying this section of the Motor Vehicle Law and the exceptions, and held to
be nonprejudicial
and not objectionable
as stating the last clear change doctrine.
7.

Questions of law and fact.
In action by bicyclist for personal in•
juries sustained as result of collision with
automobile at intersection,
whether bicyclist was on right side of traveled road
held for jury. Cheney v. Buck, 56 U. 29,
189 P. 81.
In personal-injury
action arising out of
automobile-truck
collision on highway, uJ.
timate question of fact as to which of
two drivers failed to keep his vehicle
upon proper side of road was for jury.
Moser v. Zion's Co-Op. Mercantile Insti•
tution, 114 U. 58, 197 P. 2d 136.

Collateral References.
Au tomo bilese:,, 153.
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles § 268.
Passing, 5 Am. Jur., Automobiles § 282;
5A Am. Jur., Automobiles
and Highway
Traffic § 351 et seq.
Right or duty to turn in violation of
law of road to avoid traveler or obstacle,
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24 A. L. R. 1304, 63 A. L. R. 277, 113
A. L. R. 1328.

Validity of regulations
as to part
street to be used by moving vehicles,
A. L. R. 1348.

of
29

41-6-54. Passing vehicles proceeding in opposite directions.-Drivers
of
vehicles proceeding in opposite directions shall pass each other to the
right and upon roadways having width for not more than one line of traffic
in each direction, each driver shall give to the other at least one-half of
the main traveled portion of the roadway as nearly as possible.
History:
57-7-121.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 44; C. 1943,

1. Construction

and application.
Where this section refers to half the
roadway, it means half of the roadway
as it exists at the time it is being traveled,
and not half the roadway as it may have
been laid out originally.
Patton v. Kirkman, 109 U. 487, 167 P. 2d 282, following
Dixon v. Alabam Freight Co. et al., 57

Ariz. 173, 112 P. 2d 584, construing
Jar section of the statutes of that

s1m1state.

CollateraJ References.
AutomobilesP170(2).
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles § 306.
Passing, 5 Am. Jur., Automobiles § 282.
Meeting vehicle traveling in opposite direction, 5 Am. Jur., Automobiles and Highway Traffic § 366 et seq.

41-6-55. Overtaking and passing vehicles proceeding in same direction.
-The following rules shall govern the overtaking and passing of vehicles
proceeding in the same direction, subject to those limitations, exceptions,
and special rules hereinafter stated:
(a) The driver of a vehicle overtaking another vehicle proceeding in
the same direction shall pass to the left thereof at a safe distance and shall
not again drive to the right side of the roadway until safely clear of
the overtaken vehicle.
(b) Except when overtaking and passing on the right is permitted,
the driver of an overtaken vehicle shall give way to the right in favor
of the overtaking vehicle on au_dible signal and shall not increase the
speed of his vehicle until completely passed by the overtaking vehicle.
History:
57-7-122.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 45; C. 1943,

1. Construction

and application.
The rule, whether statutory or decisional,
which requires driver of vehicle overtaking another proceeding in same direction
to pass to the left at a safe distance, imposes a high degree of care commensurate
with the circumstances
involved.
The
driver attempts to pass at his peril, and
the situation facing him must be such as
to reasonably assure an ordinary prudent
driver that the passing can be accomplished with safety to all occupants of the
road. Maragakis
v. United States, 172
F. 2d 393.
In action for wrongful death of 11-yearold boy, two instructions,
one based on
subsection (b) of this section, the other,
conforming with subsection
(a) of 41-6147, to the effect that driver of vehicle
intending to pass another vehicle does not,
under all circumstances,
owe duty of
sounding horn, but sounding of horn is
left to judgment of operator in exercise of
due care, were not inconsistent,
where

instructions
dealt
uations. Manning
215 P. 2d 396.

with different fact sitv. Powers, 117 U. 310,

2.

Questions of law and fact.
Whether defendant violated this section
by passing on wrong side of road and.
failed to sound his horn is question of
fact ordinarily.
Fowkes v. J. I. Case
Threshing Mach. Co., 46 U. 502, 151 P. 53.

Evidence.
In action under Federal Tort Claims
Act, evidence disclosed that driver of government vehicle failed to exercise due care
in placing himself in position of peril by
attempting
to pass to the left of plaintiffs' vehicle. Maragakis v. United States,
172 F. 2d 393.
3.

Collateral References.
AutomobilesPl
72 (2),
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles § 326.
Accelerating
speed to-,•.prevent car behind from passing, 134 A. L. R. 627.
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Reciprocal duties of drivers of automobiles or other vehicles proceeding
in the
same direction, 104 A. L. R. 485.
Reciprocal rights, duties, and liabilities
where driver of motor vehicle attempts to
pass on right of other motor vehicle proceeding in same direction, 38 A. L. R. 2d
114.

Rights and liabilities as between drivers
of motor vehicles proceeding in same direction, where one or both attempt to pass
on left of another vehicle so proceeding,
27 A. L. R. 2d 317.

41-6-56. Passing upon right-When permissible.-(a)
The driver of a
vehicle may overtake and pass upon the right of another vehicle only
under the following conditions:
1. When the vehicle overtaken is making or about to make a left
turn;
2. Upon a street or highway with unobstructed pavement not occupied
by parked vehicles of sufficient width for two or more lines of moving
vehicles in each direction;
3. Upon a one-way street, or upon any roadway on which traffic is
restricted to one direction of movement, where the roadway is free from
obstructions
and of sufficient width for two or more lines of moving
vehicles.
(b) The driver of a vehicle may overtake and, allowing sufficient
clearance, pass another vehicle upon the right only under conditions
permitting such movement in safety. In no event shall such movement be
made by driving off the pavement or main-traveled portion of the roadway.
60 C..J.S. Motor

History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 46; C. 1943,
57-7-123; L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1.
Compiler's Note.
The 1949 amendment
added subsecs.
2 and (a) 3 and rewrote subsec. (b).

Vehicles

§ 326.

Cutting
corners as negligence,
115 A.
L. R. 1178.
Violation
of regulation
requiring one
intending
to turn left at intersection to
approach in traffic lane nearest to center
of street or highway, 87 A. L. R. 1165.

(a)

Collateral References.
A utomobilese,::,172 (2).

41-6-57. Limitation of privilege.-N o vehicle shall be driven to the left
side of the center of the roadway in overtaking
and passing another
vehicle proceeding in the same direction unless such left side is clearly
visible and is free of oncoming traffic for a sufficient distance ahead to permit such overtaking and passing to be completely made without interfering
with the safe operation of any vehicle approaching from the opposite direction of any vehicle overtaken. In every event the overtaking vehicle must
return to the right-hand side of the roadway before coming within 100 feet
of any vehicle approaching from the opposite direction.
History:
57-7-124.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 47; C. 1943,

Application.
Vehicles are not always prohibited from
using their left side of the highway;
and
when they do so in conformity
with law
and in due care, it is not negligence.
Thus
where defendant
turned his car to the
left in order to see around a truck and
see if it were clear to pass, and was then
struck by plaintiff's
car coming in the
opposite direction,
it was not negligence
1.

on the defendant's
part. Weenig Bros. v.
Manning, 1 U. (2d) 101, 262 P. 2d 491.

Collateral References.
Automobilese,::,172 (2).
60 C..J.S. Motor Vehicles

§ 326.

Construction,
applicability,
and effect of
traffic regulation prohibiting
vehicles from
passing one another at street intersection,
78 A. L. R. 1206.
Duty in operating
automobile
at curve
or on hill, 57 A. L. R. 589.
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Rights and liabilities as between drivers
of motor vehicles proceeding in same di·
rection, where one or both attempt to pass
on left of another vehicle so proceeding,
27 A. L. R. 2d 317.

Reciprocal duties of drivers of automobiles or other vehicles proceeding in the
same diTection, 104 A. L. R. 485.
Reciprocal rights, duties, and liabilities
where driver of motor vehicle attempts to
pass on right of other motor vehicle proceeding in same direction, 38 A. L. R. 2d
114.

41-6-58. Driving on left side of road.-(a)
No vehicle shall at any
time be driven to the left side of the roadway under the following conditions:
(1) When approaching the crest of a grade or upon a curve in the
highway where the driver's view is obstructed within such distance as to
create a hazard in the event another vehicle might approach from the
opposite direction.
(2) When approaching within 100 feet of or traversing any intersection or railroad grade crossing.
(3) When the view is obstructed upon approaching
within 100 feet
of any bridge, viaduct, or tunnel.
(b) The foregoing limitations shall not apply upon a one-way roadway.
History:
57-7-125.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 48; C. 1943,

1. Driving to left side of road within 100
feet of intersection.
It was held that lower court properly
directed a verdict of no cause of action
where plaintiff did not make turn at in•
tersection, but south of intersection
some
50 feet. Hart v. Kerr, llO U. 479, 175 P.
2d 475, 477.
2. Passing within 100 f~t of intersection.
An instruction that a driver had no right
in attempting
to pass at an intersection
was error where, at the point where the
collision occurred there were no markers
prohibiting passing, there was nothing to

indicate
a turn-off road from the high·
way, and no markers showing that a road
left the highway in the area.
Douglas
v. Gigandet, 8 U. (2d) 245, 332 P. 2d 933.

Collateral References.
Automo biles<1!=>153.
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles

§ 268.

Responsibility
for collision at night of
automobiles, one of which, with lights on,
is standing
or moving on wrong side of
road, 59 A. L. R. 590.
Right or duty to turn in violation
of
law of road to avoid traveler or obstacle,
24 A. L. R. 1304, 63 A. L. R. 277, 113
A. L. R. 1328.

41-6-59. Signs indicating passing zones.-The state road commission is
authorized to determine those portions of any highway where overtaking
and passing or driving to the left of the roadway would be especially
hazardous and may by appropriate signs or marks on the roadway indicate
the beginning and end of such zones and when such signs or markings are
in place and clearly visible to an ordinarily observant person every driver
of a vehicle shall obey the directions thereof.
History:
57-7-126.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 49; C. 1943,

Collateral References.
Automobiles<1!=>10.
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles

§ 16.

41-6-60. One-way traffi.c-Signs.-(a)
The state road commission may
designate any highway or any separate roadway under its jurisdiction for
one-way traffic and shall erect appropriate signs giving notice thereof.
(b) Upon a roadway designated and signposted for one-way traffic
a vehicle shall be driven only in the direction designated.
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( c) A vehicle passing around a rotary
only to the right of such island.
History:
57-7-lz:7.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 50; 0. 1943,

traffic island shall be driven

Collateral References.
Automobiles~l4.
60 C..J.S. Motor Vehicles

§ 16.

41-6-61. Roadway laned for traffic-Rules in driving thereon-Designating lanes for certain traffic.-Whenever
any roadway has been divided
into two or more clearly marked lanes for traffic the following rules in
addition to all others consistent herewith shall apply:
(a) A vehicle shall be driven as nearly as practical entirely within a
single lane and shall not be moved from such lane until the driver has
first ascertained that such movement can be made with safety.
(b) Upon a roadway which is divided into three lanes a vehicle shall
not be driven in the center lane except when overtaking and passing
another vehicle where the roadway is clearly visible and such center lane
is clear of traffic within a safe distance, or in preparation
for a left
turn or where such center lane is at the time allocated exclusively to traffic
moving in the direction the vehicle is proceeding and is signposted to give
notice of such allocation.
( c) Official signs may be erected directing slow-moving traffic to
use a designated lane or allocating specified lanes to traffic moving in the
same direction and drivers of vehicles shall obey the directions of every
such sign.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 51; C. 1943,
57-7-128; L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1.
Compiler's Note.
The 1949 amendment substituted
"two
or more" for "three or more" in the second line of this section.

Collateral References.
Automobiles~l53.
60 C..J.S. Motor Vehicles

§ 274.

41-6-62. Following another vehicle-Proximity
and distance-Space
between vehicles in motor caravan-Exception
as to funeral procession.( a) The driver of a motor vehicle shall not follow another vehicle
more closely than is reasonable and prudent, having due regard for the
speed of such vehicles and the traffic upon and the condition of the highway.
(b) The driver of any truck or motor vehicle drawing another vehicle
when traveling upon a roadway outside of a business or residence district
shall not follow within 150 feet of another truck or motor vehicle drawing
another vehicle. The provisions of this subdivision shall not be construed
to prevent overtaking and passing nor shall the same apply upon any
lane especially designated for use by trucks.
(c) Motor vehicles being driven upon any roadway outside of a business or residence district in a caravan or motorcade whether or not towing
other vehicles shall be so operated as to allow sufficient space between each
such vehicle or combination of vehicles so as to enable any other vehicle
to enter and occupy such space without danger. This provision shall not
apply to funeral processions.
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History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 52; C. 1943,
57-7-129; L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1.

Collateral References.
Automobilese,;:>I 72(2).
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles

Compiler's Note.
The 1949 amendment substituted
"motor
vehicle drawing
another
vehicle"
for
"truck drawing another vehicle" in subsec.
(b) and added subsec. (c).

41-6-63.10

§ 326.

Reciprocal duties of drivers of automobiles or other vehicles proceeding in the
same direction, 104 A. L. R. 485.

41-6-63. Designation of distinctive roadway marking or markingsWhere placed-Rule for drivers-Description of markings-Local authorities may place markings.-(1)
The state road commission shall, by regulation, designate a distinctive roadway [marking] or markings which
shall indicate that no vehicle shall drive along the highway to the left
thereof, and the state road commission is authorized to place such marking or markings on any portion of a state highway where the volume of
traffic or the vertical or horizontal curvature of the roadway renders it
hazardous to drive along the highway on the left of such marking or
markings. When such marking or markings are in place, the driver of a
vehicle shall not drive along the highway to the left thereof.
The following markings, until so changed by regulation of the state
road commission, shall be distinctive roadway markings:
(a) A double longitudinal line, painted yellow, each line four inches
wide, and spaced four inches apart.
(b) A single solid yellow, longitudinal line, four inches wide, placed
four inches to the right of a centerline marking.
(2) Whenever the state road commission has designated a distinctive
roadway marking or markings which shall indicate no driving along a
highway to the left thereof, local authorities may place such markings upon
streets or highways under their jurisdiction under the same conditions and
with like effect as such marking or markings placed by the state road
comm1ss10n.
History: C. 1943, 57-7-129.10, enacted by
L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1; L. 1957, ch. 78, § 3;
1959, ch. 67, § 1.
Compiler's Notes.
Prior to the 1957 amendment, this section read: "Whenever
any highway has
been divided into two roadways by leaving an intervening
space or by a physical
barrier or clearly indicated dividing section so constructed as to impede vehicular
traffic, every vehicle shall be driven only
upon the right-hand
roadway and no ve-

hicle shall be driven over, across, or within
any such dividing space, barrier or section,
except through an opening in such physical
barrier or dividing section or space or at a
crossover or intersection
established
by
public authority."
The 1957 amendment
deleted "so constructed
as to impede vehicular
traffic"
after "section" the first time it appears.
The 1959 amendment completely rewrote
the section.
The bracketed word "marking"
was inserted by the compiler.

41-6-63.10. Highway divided into two separate roadways by dividing
section-Unlawful actions of drivers-Dividing
section defined and described.-Whenever a highway has been divided into two separate roadways by a dividing section, it shall be unlawful to drive any vehicle upon
any such highway except to the right of such dividing section, or to drive
any vehicle over, upon, or across any such dividing section or to make any
left turn or semicircular or U-turn on any such divided highway, except
through a plainly marked opening in such dividing section designed and
designated for such left turn, semicircular or U-turn, unless a sign or signs
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authorized and displayed by the state road commission or other governmental agency shall otherwise indicate.
A dividing section shall divide a highway into two separate roadways
and shall consist of :
(1) An unpaved dividing area; or,
(2) A physical barrier, curbs, or other clearly indicated dividing area
so constructed as to impede vehicular traffic across the same; or,
(3) A dividing area of over two feet in width defined by either:
(a) A standard double line marking on each side of the dividing section, each double line marking consisting of two four-inch wide
lines four inches apart, or
(b) Other marking, on each side of the dividing section of a type
designated by the state road commission to indicate no driving
along a highway to the left thereof.
History:
C. 1953, 41-6-63.10, enacted
L. 1959, ch. 67, § 2.

by

60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles

§ 16.

Automobile accidents on street or highway divided by parkway or other neutral
strip, 165 A. L. R. 1418.

Collateral References.
A utomo biles<S:=>6.

41-6-64. Limited-access roadway-Driving upon-Turning.-No
person
shall (1) drive a vehicle over, upon, or across any curb, central dividing
section or other separation or dividing line on limited-access highways;
(2) make a left turn or a semicircular or U-turn except through an opening
provided for that purpose in the dividing curb section, separation or line;
(3) drive any vehicle except in the proper lane provided for that purpose
and in the proper direction and to the right of the central dividing curb,
separation section, or line; ( 4) drive any vehicle into or from the limitedaccess highway from a local service road except through an opening provided for that purpose in the dividing curb, or dividing section or dividing line which separate such service road from the limited-access highway proper.
History: C. 1953, 41-6-64, re-enacted by
L. 1955, ch. 71, § 1.
Compiler's Note.
This section, Code 1953, 41-6-64 (C. 1943,
57-7-129.11, enacted by L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1),
relating to driving onto or from limitedaccess roadways,
was repealed
by Laws
1955, ch. 71, § 1. New section 41-6-64 was
re-enacted by § 1 of the act. The preliminary clause of section 1 read as follows:
"Section 1. Secs. 41-6-6, 41-6-7, 41-6-8, 416-9, 41-6-34, 41-6-36, 41-6-47, 41-6-49, 41-670, 41-6-76, 41-6-77, 41-6-82, 41-6-90, 41-6114. 41-6-117, 41-6-120, 41-6-121, 41-6-123,
41-6-124, 41-6-129, 41-6-131, 41-6-133, 41-6-

141, 41-6-142, 41-6-149, 41-6-159, and 27-128, Utah Code Annotated 1953, are amended; secs. 41-6-14, 41-6-64, 41-6-130, 41-6132, 41-6-134, 41-6-135, 41-6-140, and 41-6144, Utah Code Annotated
1953, are repealed and re-enacted;
and new sections
41-6-43.10,
41-6-72.10,
41-6-121.10, 41-6140.10, 41-6-140.20, 41-6-154.10, Utah Code
Annotated
1953, are enacted
to read:

* * *"

Cross-References.
Ingress and egress from limited-access
highways, 27-9-3,
Limited-access
facilities
generally, 27-91 et seq.
·

41-6-65. Prohibiting use of limited-access highways by pedestrians, non.
motorized traffic and motor-driven cycles.-The
state road commission may
by resolution or order entered in its minutes, and local authorities may
by ordinance with respect to any limited-access roadway under their
respective jurisdictions, prohibit the use of any such roadway by pedes-
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trians, bicycles, or other nonmotorized traffic, or by any person operating
a motor-driven cycle.
The state road commission or the local authority adopting any such
prohibitory regulation shall erect and maintain official signs on the limitedaccess roadway on which such regulations are applicable and when so
erected no person shall disobey the restrictions stated on such signs.
History:

C. 1943, 57-7-129.12, enacted

L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1.

ecide

by

Cross-Reference.
Power to regulate, restrict
or prohibit
access to limited-access
facility, 27-9-3.
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41-6-67.
41-6-68.
41-6-69.
41-6-70.
41-6-71.

AND SIGNALS

ON STARTING,

8
STOPPING

OR TURNING

Turning at intersection-Manner
of executing right or left turnSigns or markers by local authorities
and obedience thereto.
Turning around prohibited on curve or near crest of grade.
Starting vehicles.
Signals on turning,
stopping or suddenly
decreasing
speed-When
turning permissible.
Signals-Method
of giving-Signal
lamps.
Signals-Manner
of giving.

41-6-66. Turning at intersection-Manner
of executing right or left
turn-Signs or markers by local authorities and obedience thereto.-The
driver of a vehicle intending to turn at an intersection shall do so as
follows:
(a) Both the approach for a right turn and a right turn shall be
made as close as practical to the right-hand curb or edge of the roadway.
(b) At any intersection where traffic is permitted to move in both directions on each roadway entering the intersection, an approach for a left
turn shall be made in that portion of the right half of the roadway nearest
the center line thereof and by passing to the right of such center line
where it enters the intersection and after entering the intersection the
left turn shall be made so as to leave the intersection to the right of the
center line of the roadway being entered. Whenever practicable the left
turn shall be made in that portion of the intersection to the left of the
center of the intersection.
(c) At any intersection where traffic is restricted to one direction on
one or more of the roadways, the driver of a vehicle intending to turn
left at any such intersection shall approach the intersection in the extreme left-hand lane lawfully available to traffic moving in the direction
of travel of such vehicle and after entering the intersection the left
turn shall be made so as to leave the intersection, as nearly as practicable,
in the left-hand lane lawfully available to traffic moving in such direction
upon the roadway being entered.
(d) Local authorities
in their respective jurisdictions
may cause
markers, buttons or signs to be placed within or adjacent to intersections
and thereby require and direct that a different course from that specified
in this section be traveled by vehicles turning at an intersection, and when
markers, buttons or signs are so placed no driver of a vehicle shall turn
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a vehicle at an intersection
marker, buttons or sign.

other than as directed

History:
L. 1941, ch. 52, § 53; C. 1943,
57-7-130; L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1.
Compiler's Note.
The 1949 amendment completely
subsecs. (b), (c) and (d).

rewrote

and required by such

Collateral References.
Automobilescg:;;;,171(12).
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles § 367.
Turning, 5 Am. J ur., Automobiles § 323
et seq.; 5A Am. Jur., Automobiles aJJ.d
Highway Traffic § 386 et seq.

41-6-67. Turning around prohibited on curve or near crest of grade.No vehicle shall be turned so as to proceed in the opposite direction upon
any curve, or upon the approach to, or near the crest of a grade, where
such vehicle cannot be seen by the driver of any other vehicle approaching
from either direction within 500 feet.
History:
57-7-131.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 54; C. 1943,

191, rev'cl on rehearing

104 U. 151, 140

P. 2d 773.

Care required of plaintiff.
The general rules as to degree of care
required of a person acting in an emergency, created by wrongful act or negligence of defendant,
apply to this section.
Morrison v. Perry, 104 U. 139, 122 P. 2c1
1.

Collateral References.
Automobilescg:;;;,171(12).
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles

§ 367.

Liability arising from collision between
automobile
making
U-turn ancl another
vehicle, 6 A. L. R. 2d 1244.

a

41-6-68. Starting vehicles.-No person shall start
vehicle which is
stopped, standing, or parked unless and until such movement can be made
with reasonable safety.
History:
57-7-132.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 55; C. 1943,

1.

Sufficiency of evidence.
In action for damages arising out of
collision between
motoreycle
and truck,
evidence was sufficient to support jury's
finding that defendant, in violation of this
section, moved his truck onto highway,

from point where truck was parked on
shoulcler of highway, before such movement could be made
with reasonable
safety.
Spackman v. Carson, 117 U. 390,
216 P. 2d 64U.
Collateral References.
Automobilescg:;;;,l 73(8).
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles

§ 334.

Signals on turning, stopping or suddenly decreasing speedWhen turning permissible.-(a)
No person shall turn a vehicle at an
intersection unless the vehicle is in proper position upon the roadway as
required in section 41-6-66, or turn a vehicle to enter a private road or
driveway or otherwise turn a vehicle from a direct course or move right
or left upon a roadway unless and until such movement can be made with
reasonable safety. No person shall turn any vehicle without g1vmg an
appropriate signal in the manner hereinafter provided in the event any
other traffic may be affected by such movement.
(b) A signal of intention to tum right or left shall be given continuously during not less than the last 100 feet traveled by the vehicle before
turning.
( c) No person shall stop or suddenly decrease the speed of a vehicle
without first giving an appropriate signal in the manner provided herein
to the driver of any vehicle immediately to the rear when there is opportunity to give such signal.
41-6-69.
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History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 56; C. 1943,
57-7-133; L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1.
Compiler's Notes.
The 1949 amendment
rewrote
subsec.
(a) of the sectiou. Subsecs. (b) and ( c)
are identical.
The reference in this section to "section 41-6-66" appeared in the act as "section 57-7-130."

41-6-70

3.

Proximate cause.
Whether a truck driver was negligent in
failing to look in rear view mirrnr at the
time of a left turn, and whether his negligence, if any, was a proximate cause of
the injury were questions for the jury.
Hayden v. Cederluncl, 1 U. (2d) 171, 263
P. 2d 796, 797.
4.

1. Determination

of matter
of "reasonable safety."
Facts may be so clear and indisputable
that it may be said as a matter of law
that turn coulcl not be made "with reasonable safety," and that defendant's
act in
turning was, as a matter of law, the sole
proximate cause of the collision and resulting damage, thus leaving to the jury
the determination
of the amount of such
damage. Cedel'loff v. Whited, ll0 U. 45,
169 P. 2d 777, followed and approved in
Hart v. Kerr, ll0 U 479, 175 P. 2d 475,
477, and distinguished
in State v. McQuilkin, 113 U. 268, 193 P. 2d 433 and in
Harclman v. Thurman, 121 U. 143, 239 P.
3d 215.
2. Injury to pedestrians.
Perlestriau denied recovery for injuries
sustained when she was struck by overhang of motorbus, where from the evidenee it appeared that when she was halfway across the street
the traffic light
changed against her and she stopped in
the safety zone, giving the other traffic
the right of way, ancl that the overhang
of the bus struck her as it rounded the
corner in response to traffic officer's express clirection. Miller v. Utah Light &
Traction Co., 96 U. 369, 374, 86 P. 2cl 37.

Signal for stopping
or suddenly
decreasing speed.
Held that where statute
required
defendant to give an appropriate
signal before stopping or suddenly decreasing
his
speecl aud no hand signal was given, the
visible light showing the application
of
defendant's
brakes
was not compliance
with the statute since it was simultaneous
with the sudden decrease in speed, while
the statute requires that an appropriate
signal be given prior to stopping or suddenly decreasing the speed of a vehicle.
United States v. First Security Bank, 208
F. 2d 424, 429, 42 A. L. R. 2d 951.
Collateral References.
A utomo bilese,::,151.
60 C. J. S. Motor Vehicles

§ 2S7.

Construction
and operation
of regulations as to sudden stop or slowing of
motor vehicle, 29 A.L.R. 2d 5.
Duty of motor vehicle driver approaching place where children are playing or
gathered, to stop or slow down, 30 A.L.R.
2d 1030.
Liability
for ae.cident arising
out of
motorist's failure to give signal for right
turn, 38 A. L. R. 2d 143.
Unsignaled
stop or slowing of motor
vehicle as negligence, 29 A. L. R. 2d 5.

41-6-70. Signals-Method
of giving-Signal
lamps.-(a)
The signals
herein required shall be given either by means of the hand and arm or by
a signal of a type approved by the state road commission, except as provided in paragraph (b).
(b) .Any motor vehicle in use on a highway shall be equipped with,
and required signal shall be given by, a signal lamp or lamps, said lamps
being of a type approved by the state road commission when the distance
from the center of the top of the steering post to the left outside limit of
the body, cab or load of such motor vehicle exceeds twenty-four inches, or
when the distance from the center of the top of the steering post to the
rear limit of the body or load thereof exceeds fourteen feet. The latter
measurement shall apply to any single vehicle, also to any combination of
vehicles. The requirements of this section shall become effective January
1, 1958.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, ~ 57; C. 1943,
57-7-134; L. 1955, ch, 71, § 1; 1957, ch.
78,

§ 4.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1955 amendment divided the section
into subsecs. (a) and (b) and enlarged the
provisions thereof.
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The 1957 amendment
deleted "lamp or
signal device" after "signal"
in subsec.
(a) substituted
"said lamps" for "or me-

chanical signal device, said lamps or de•
vices" and "1958" for "1956" in subsec. (b}.

41-6-71. Signals-Manner of giving.-All signals herein required given
by hand and arm shall be given from the left side of the vehicle in the
following manner and such signals shall indicate as follows:
(1) Left turn. Hand and arm extended horizontally.
(2) Right turn. Hand and arm extended upward.
(3) Stop or decrease speed. Hand and arm extended downward.
History:
67-7-135.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 58; C. 1943,

ARTICLE

OF WAY

RIGHT
Section

41-6-72.
41-6-72.10.
41-6-73.
41-6-74.
41-6-75.
41-6-76.

9

Right of way between vehicles.
Yield right of way signs.
Vehicle turning left at intersection.
Vehicle entering a through highway.
Entering highway from private road.
Emergency
vehicle-Duties
of respective

drivers.

41-6-72. Right of way between vehicles.-(a)
The driver of a vehicle
approaching an intersection shall yield the right of way to a vehicle which
has entered the intersection from a different highway.
(b) When two vehicles enter an intersection from different highways
at the same time the driver of the vehicle on the left shall yield the right
of way to the vehicle on the right.
(c) The foregoing rules are modified at through highways and otherwise as hereinafter stated in this article.
History:
57-7-136.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 59; C. 1943,

Construction
and application.
In crowded street greater degree of care
and vigilance is required in approaching
intersections
and crossings
where both
pedestrians
and vehicles of all kinds have
right to pass both ways, than is case
between
street
crossings.
Richards
v.
Palace Laundry Co., 55 U. 409, 186 P. 439.
The rights and duties prescribed by this
section are only relative,
and must be
applied in the light of the conditions existing at the time. It is the duty of both
parties to use such caution as a reasonably
prudent person would have done in entering the intersection.
The right of way
should be yielded if under the circumstances a reasonably prudent person would
have done so. If failure to yield right of
way proximately
contributed
to the accident, that may bar plaintiff
or render
defendant
liable.
Smith v. Lenzi, 74 U.
362, 279 P. 893, applying
former Motor
Vehicle Law.
The rights of the possessor of the right
of way under this section are only rela1.

tive, and one is not relieved of the duty
of using due care simply because he is
the apparent possessor of the right of way,
The question is: Whose negligence waa
the proximate
cause of the accident and
injury, and not simply who entered the
intersection
first.
Sine v. Salt Lake
Transp. Co., 106 U. 289, 147 P. 2d 875,
878, following Bullock v. Luke, 98 U. 501,
98 P. 2d 350.

Duty to yield.
Driver on left at street intersection i.i
not required
to yield right of way to
driver approaching
from right unless col•
lision is to be "reasonably
apprehended.''
Collins v. Liddle, 67 U. 242, 247 P. 476.
Duty of drivers at street intersectiollll
is discussed at length in Sine v. Salt Lake
Transp. Co., 106 U. 289, 147 P. 2d 875.
Duty of drivers of cabs for hire when
approaching
intersections.
Sine v. Salt
Lake Transp. Co., 106 U. 289, 147 P. 2d
875.
Motorist approaching
intersection from
right had right of way ove1· motorist approaching
from
left
if former either
reached intersection
first or at same time
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112 U. 478,

3. Evidence

and questions for jury.
In action arising
out of intersection
collision, evidence su:ffieiently established
prima facie case of negligence on part of
defendant in failing to yield right of way
and in traveling at excessive rate of speecl,
and contributory
negligence
on part of
plaintiff in failing to keep proper lookout
and in traveling at excessive rate of speed
was for jury.
Martin
v. Sheffield, 112
U. 478, 189 P. 2c1 127.
Collateral References.
Automobilescg:::,171 ( 4 ).
60 C.J.S., Motor Vehicles § 363.
Right of way at street or highway intersections, 5 Am. Jur., Automobiles § 289.
Right of way at intersections
ancl crossings, 5A Am. Jur., Automobile
and Highway Traffic § 296 et seq.

41-6-73

Automobile
crossing street at a point
other than a street intersection,
57 A. L.
R. 1106.
Negligence,
right of way at street or
highway intersections
as dependent upon,
or independent
of, 89 A. L. R. 838.
Right of way as between vehicles as
affer.tecl by relative
distances or time of
reaching intersection,
175 A. L. R. 1013.
Right of way at street or highway intersections,
21 A. L. R. 974, 37 A. L. R.
493. 47 A. L. R. 595, 136 A. L. R. 1497.
Street car colliding with automobile
at
intersection,
liability
for injuries,
28 A.
L. R. 217, 46 A. L. R. 1000.
What is street intersection
within traf:fic statute or regulations,
31 A. L. R. 488,
78 A. L. R. 1198.

41-6-72.10. Yield right of way signs.-(a)
The state road commission,
with reference to state highways, and local authorities, with reference to
highways under their jurisdiction,
may at certain intersections,
where
safety and efficiency require the normal right of way rule to be modified in
favor of one of the highways, erect and maintain a Yield Right of Way sign
at such intersections on the minor approaches.
(b) The Yield Right of Way sign shall conform to the specifications
outlined in the sign manual of the state road commission.
( c) When a Yield Right of Way sign is erected, the driver of a vehicle approaching said sign shall slow to a reasonable speed for existing
conditions of traffic and visibility, yielding right of way to all vehicles and
pedestrians on the intersecting street which are so close as to constitute
an immediate hazard.
(d) If a motorist approaches an intersection and finds a car has been
stopped at Yield Right of Way sign on an intersecting approach and has
been waiting to enter and then starts to enter, the oncoming motorist shall
yield the right of way to him in the same manner as if he had been waiting
at a stop sign.
History: C. 1953, 41-6-72.10, enacted
L. 1955, ch. 71, § 1.

by

41-6-73. Vehicle turning left at intersection.-The
driver of a vehicle
within an intersection intending to turn to the left shall yield the right of
way to any vehicle approaching from the opposite direction which is within
the intersection or so close thereto as to constitute an immediate hazard,
but said driver, having so yielded and having given a signal when and as
required by this act, may make such left turn and the drivers of all other
vehicles approaching the intersection from said opposite direction shall
yield the right of way to the vehicle making the left turn.
History:
57-7-137.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 60; C. 1943,

Evidence.
Where prnsecution
grew out of a collision at an intersection,
due to alleged

1.
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to intersection
at time plaintiff made left
turn as to constitute
an "immediate ha~
ard." French v. Utah Oil Refining Co.,111
U. 406, 216 P. 2d 1002, distinguished in
Hardman v. Thurman, 121 U. 143, 239P.
2d 215.
Where the defendant attempted to tum
across the path of the. plaintiff, when he
was only 40 feet away, the trial court
could reasonably
cone.Jude that plainti~
was so close as to constitute an irumediatti
hazard and that the defendant should have
yielded the right of way to him. Yeates v,
Budge, 122 U. 517, 252 P. 2d 220, 222.

reckless driving of defendant
in making
turn in violation of this section, Supreme
Court thought "there was ample evidence
of conduct of defendant which jury could
properly find was reckless and in marked
disregard
for the rights and safety of
others." State v. Newton, 105 U. 561, 144
P. 2d 290.

z.

Instructions.
There is no right to an instruction
covering the qualifying
part of this section,
unless there is evidence to support such
a charge. State v. Newton, 10·5 U. 561,
144 P. 2d 290.

Involuntary manslaughter.
Under a former section in R. S. 1933,
which, however,
is practically
identical
with this section, it was held, in reversing
a conviction of involuntary
manslaughter,
that no criminal liability is imposed upon
the defendant because he crossed the line
of northbound
traffic, unless he dicl so
recklessly or in willful or wanton disregard of the rights and safety of others.
State v. Adamson, 101 U. 534, 125 P. 2d
429.
In involuntary
manslaughter
prosecution
arising out of collision by defendant's
car
with car in which decedent was riding,
wherein evidence showed that latter car,
in making left turn short distance beyond
intersection
for purpose of entering intersecting street, had crossed almost completely over two lanes for oncoming traffic
and had made short backward
movement
before impac.t from defendant's
oncoming
automobile occurred, it could not be said
as matter of law that left turn was not
made in exercise of due care and, under
all evidence, jury could find that, by reason
of defendant's
intoxicated
condition,
he
failed to react in normal manner to situation which confronted
him, and that his
conduct was responsible cause of eollision
and resulting
death. State v. McQuilkin,
113 U. 268, 193 P. 2d 433, distinguishing
Ceclel'loff v. Whited, ll0 U. 45, 169 P. 2d
777.

Burden placed on driver making turn.
When a statute prescribes that a turn•
iug vehicle must yield the right of way
to another on a straight of wa.y when the
latter is close enough to constitute a haz•
a.rd, it anticipates
the exercise of reason•
able judgment
on the part of the driver
turning. However, a burden is placed on
the driver making the turn as he has
control of the situation, and if there is a
reasonable probability
that the movemen~
cannot be made in safety then the dis•
favored
driver should yield. French v.
Utah Oil Refining Co., ll7 U. 406, 216 P.
2d 1002.
5.

3.

"Immediate hazard."
In action arising out of collision between automobile driven by plaintiff and
truck driven by defendant at intersection
where plaintiff made left tmn across path
of approaching traffic, evidence conclusively established
that truck was so close
4.

Collateral References.
Automobiles~-171(
4).
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles

§ 363.

Cutting corners as negligence, 115 A.
L. R. 1178.
Liability for accident arising from failure of motorist to give signal for left turn
at intersection
as against motor vehicle
proceeding in same direction, 39 A. L. R.
2d 15.
Liability for accident arising from failure of motorist to give signal for left turn
at intersection,
as against oncoming or
intersecting
motor vehicle, 39 A. L. R. 2d
65.
Liability for accident arising from failure of motorist to give signal for left turn
between intersections,
39 A. L. R. 2d 103.
Rights and liabilities as between drivers
of motor vehicles proceeding in the same
direction,
where one or both attempt to
pass on left of another vehicle so proceed·
ing, 2-7 A. L. R. 2d 317.
What is street intersection
within traffic statute or regulations,
31 A. L. R. 488,
78 A. L. R. 1198.

41-6-74. Vehicle entering a through highway.-The
driver of a vehicle
shall stop as required by this act at the entrance to a through highway
and shall yield the right of way to other vehicles which have entered
the intersection from said through highway or which are approaching so
closely on said through highway as to constitute an immediate hazard, but
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said driver having so yielded may proceed and the drivers of all other
vehicles approaching the intersection on said through highway shall yield
the right of way to the vehicle so proceeding into or across the through
highway.
(b) The driver of a vehicle shall likewise stop in obedience to a stop
sign as required herein at an intersection where a stop sign is erected at
one or more entrances thereto although not a part of a through highway
and shall proceed cautiously, yielding to vehicles not so obliged to stop
which are within the intersection or approaching so closely as to constitute
an immediate hazard, but may then proceed.
History:
57-7-138.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 61; C. 1943,

1. Construction
and application.
Defendant
motorist
on through
highway, who was approaching
intersection
400 to 500 feet therefrom
at 45 miles per
hour when plaintiff
motorist
attempted
to cross highway
at intersection
after
having stopped at stop sign, was not approaching so closely as to constitute
"immediate hazard" within meaning of municipal ordinance conforming to this section,
and therefore ordinance required defendant to yield right of way to plaintiff.
(Rev. Ord. Salt Lake City 1944, § 6128
(c) 2.) Hickok v. Skinner, 113 U. 1, 190
P. 2d 514.
As a matter of law a person is not
g11ilty of negligence in traversing
an intersection at a speed of 5 or 6 miles per
hour. It is a proper question to he answered by the jury under proper instructions. Bates v. Burns, 3 U. (2d) 180, 381
P. 2d 209, 213.
2. Rights and duties of respective drivers.
Regardless of which driver is technically
entitled to right of way, both must 11se
due care and caution in proceecling into
and across intersection
ancl both have
burden to keep proper lookout and to use
reasonable care to avoicl collision,
and
neither should be permitted
to close his
eyes to other vehicles which he knows
or has reason to believe are approaching,
merely because statute or municipal ordinance designates him the preferred clri ver.
Hickok v. Skinner, 113 U. 1, 190 P. 2d
514.
Fact that plaintiff motorist, in crossing
through highway at intersection
after having stopped at stop sign, hacl right of
way over clefenclant motorist on through
highway by virtue of municipal ordinance
conforming to this section, did not permit
plaintiff, after having
observed
defendant's car approaching
intersection,
to
thereafter completely ignore that ear even
though at time plaintiff started he might
reasonably have believed that he had time
in which to get safely across. (Rev. Ord.

Salt Lake City 1944, § 6138(c) 2.) Hickok
v. Skinner, 113 U. 1, 190 P. 2d 514.
Driver may cross over arterial
highway after having stopped at stop sign,
although he must yield right of way to
cars which are close enough to constitute
immediate hazard. Conklin v. Walsh, 113
U. 276, 193 P. 2d 437.
Duty to keep proper lookout applies as
well to favored as to disfavored
driver,
and neither can excuse his own failure to
observe because other driver failed in his
duty, and neither is excused for want of
diligence or failure to see what is plain
to be seen.· Conklin v. Walsh, 113 U. 276,
193 P. 2d 437.
Driver on arterial
highway
has duty
to remain reasonably
alert to possibility
of disfavored
driver starting across intersection in belief that he can cross in safety. Conklin v. Walsh, 113 U. 276, 193 P.
2d 437.
A driver entering the intersection
firRt
does not necess:uily
have the right of
way. Williams v. Zions Cooperative
Mercantile Institution,
6 U. (2cl) 283, 312 P.
2cl 564, 566.
If the disfavored
driver has made his
stop and deferred
to all vehicles
that
would be required
to brake sharply
or
suddenly to a void collision, the cars far
enough away to have a clear margin to
observe ancl make a smooth. safe stop are
not an "immediate
hazard"
and are required to yield. Richards v. Anderson, 9
U. (2d) 17, 337 P. 2d 59, 61.
3.

Negligence,
contributory
negligence
and last clear chance.
Plaintiff motorist, who stopped at stop
sign on intersecting
street and observed
defendant's
car 400 to 500 feet away on
through highway approaching
intersection
at unknown
speed, in starting
forward
from point 20 feet back from intersection
and driving into and almost ac.ross intersection for distance of 65 feet without
again looking in direction from which defendant's
car was approaching,
was contributorily
negligent
as matter
of law
barring recovering for damages arising out
of collision, notwithstanding
that plaintiff
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had right of way over defendant by virtue
of municipal ordinance conforming to this
section, and even though plaintiff had concluded upon observing
defendant's
car
that be had time to clear intersection,
and last clear chance doctrine was inapplicable. (Rev. Ord. Salt Lake City 1944,
§ 6128 (c) 2.) Hickok v. Skinner, 113 U.
1, 190 P. 2d 514. (Wolfe, J., dissenting.)
Driver of true.k traveling
between 30
and 45 miles per hour on arterial
highway who, when at least one-quarter
of
block from intersection,
observed car approaching from his left whic.h was closer
to intersection
than truck, but did not
again look in direction of car until it was
too Jato to avoid collision because of assumption that truck had right of way by
virtue of stop sign, was negligent as mfl.tter of law. Conklin v. Walsh, 113 U. 276,
193 P. 2d 437.

Plaintiff motorist driving on preferred
highway. who had ample time to observe
and avoid a collision with defendant motorist entering
the highway, was guilty
of contributory
negligence.
Richards v.
Anderson, 9 U. 2d 17, 337 P. 2d 59.
4.

Immediate
hazard.
There is no precise set of measurements
by which an immediate
hazard can be
gauged, but it must be judged on the
basis of common sense in the light of the
existing
circumstances.
Richards v. Anderson, 9 U. (2d) 17, 337 P. 2d 59, 61.
Collateral
References.
Automobilescg:::,171(2).
60 O.J.S. Motor Vehicles

§ 350.

Rights
and duties at intersection
of
arterial
(or other favored)
highway and
nonfavored
highway,
58 A. L. R. 1197,
81 A. L. R. 185.

41-6-75. Entering highway from private road.-The driver of a vehicle
about to enter or cross a highway from a private road or driveway shall
yield the right of way to all vehicles approaching on said highway.
History:
57-7-139.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 62; C. 1943,

Comparable Provision.
Uniform Act, § 36, subsee .. a (similar as
to duty of driver of vehicle "entering"
public
highway
from private
road or
drive).
Contributory
negligence.
Plaintiff was not guilty of contributory
negligence
as a matter
of law, where
plaintiff driving at 25 miles per hour on
icy highway
first saw defendant's
bus
being backed out of yard when plaintiff
was approximately
300 feet from defendant's driveway,
and plaintiff applied his
brakes
when about
half
the distance
from the driveway upon realizing that defendant was not going to yield right of
way, but was unahle to avoid collision
with defendant
who had backed entirely
across road. Nielson v. Mauchley, 115 U.
68, 202 P. 2d 547.
1.

2.

Rights and duties of drivers.
'l'his section does not give driver of
vehicle who has right of way the right
to proceed
without
regard
to existing
conditions, and such driver must exercise
due care and act as reasonably
prudent
man would ae.t under all existing circumstances. Nielson v. Mauchley, 115 U. 68,
202 P. 2d 547.

3.

Last clear chance doctrine.
The doctrine of last clear chance is well
established
in Utah, not only where the
defendant
actually
knew of plaintiff's
peril, but also where defendant
in the
exercise of reasonable
care should have
known that plaintiff was so endangered.
Beckstrom v. Williams, 3 U. (2d) 210, 282
P. 2d 309, 312.
As a general rule the doctrine of last
clear chance is of limited application in
the case of two moving vehicles as the
application of the doctrine in a case where
both vehicles were moving and rapidly
changing positions with respect to one another is fraught
with difficulties. However, wheTe one vehicle is moving very
slowly this limitation
of the doctrine is
much less cogent. Beckstrom v. Williams,
3 l. (2d) 210, 282 P. 2d 309, 314.
Collateral References.
Automobilese=:>167 (3).
60 O.J.S. Motor Vehicles

§ 347.

Duty at private
crossing or driveway,
24 A. L. R. 946.
Private
driveway, right of way as between vehieles in street or highway and
vehicles approaching
from, 50 A. L. R.
283.

41-6-76. Emergency vehicle--Duties of respective drivers.-(a)
Upon
the immediate approach of an authorized emergency vehicle making use of
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audible and visual signals meeting the requirements of this act, the driver
of every other vehicle shall yield the right of way and shall immediately
drive to a position parallel to, and as close as possible to, the right-hand edge
or curb of the highway, clear of any intersection and shall stop and remain
in such position until the authorized emergency vehicle has passed, except
when otherwise directed by a police officer.
(b) This section shall not operate to relieve the driver of an authorized
emergency vehicle from the duty to drive with due regard for the safety
of all persons using the highway.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 63; C. 1943,
57-7-140; L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1; 1955, ch.
71, § 1.

The 1955 amendment
rewrote the first
part of su bsec. (a) regarding audible and
visual signals.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1949 amendment
inserted "with at
least one lighted lamp exhibiting red light
visible under normal atmospheric
conditions from a distance of 500 feet to the
front of such vehiele" in subsec. (a) of
this section.

Collateral References.
Automobiles(o;:::>175 (3).
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles
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Policeman, right of way of vehicle carrying, 65 A. L. R. 140.
Validity of statute or ordinance giving
right of way in streets or highways
to
c.ertain elasses of vehicles, 38 A. L. R. 24.

ARTICLE
PEDESTRIANS'
Section

41-6-77.
41-6-78.
41-6-79.
41-6-80.
41-6-81.
41-6-82.

§ 371.

RIGHTS

10
AND DUTIES

Crossing at intersection
or elsewhere-Obedience
to traffic-control
signals-Authority
by local ordinance to prohibit crossing except in
crosswalk.
Pedestrians'
right of way.
Pedestrians
shall yield right of way.
Driver of vehicle shall exercise due care-Blind
may carry white cane.
Pedestrians
to use right half of crosswalks.
Walking along or upon roadways-Standing
in roadway for prohibited
purposes.

41-6-77. Crossing at intersection or elsewhere-Obedience to trafficcontrol signals-Authority by local ordinance to prohibit crossing except
in crosswalk.-(a)
Pedestrians shall be subject to traffic-control signals at
intersections as heretofore declared in this act, but at all other places
pedestrians shall be accorded the privileges and shall be subject to the
restrictions stated in this act.
(b) Local authorities are hereby empowered by ordinance to require
that pedestrians shall strictly comply with the directions of any official
traffic-control signal and may by ordinance prohibit pedestrians
from
crossing any roadway in a business district or any designated highways
except in a crosswalk.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 64; C. 1943,
57-7-141; L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1; 1955, ch. 71,
§ 1.
Compiler's Notes.
The 1949 amendment added su bsec. (b),
and made at.her but minor changes.
The 1955 amendment
substituted
"re-

strictions
stated
ing restrictions"

in this act" for "followin subsec. (a).

Collateral References.
Automobiles(o;::::)160(3).
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles § 384.
Pedestrians,
5 Am. Jur., Automobiles
§ 446 et seq.; 5A Am. Jnr., Automobiles
and Highway Traffic § 746 et seq.
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41-6-78. Pedestrians' right of way.-(a)
When traffic-control signals
are not in place or not in operation the driver of a vehicle shall yield the
right of way, slowing down or stopping if need be to so yield, to a pedestrian
crossing the roadway within a crosswalk when the pedestrian is upon
the half of the roadway upon which the vehicle is traveling, or when the
pedestrian is approaching so closely from the opposite half of the roadway
as to be in danger, but no pedestrian shall suddenly leave a curb or other
place of safety and walk or run into the path of a vehicle which is so
close that it is impossible for the driver to yield. This provision shall
not apply under the conditions stated in section 41-6-79(b).
(b) Whenever any vehicle is stopped at a marked crosswalk or at
any unmarked crosswalk at an intersection to permit a pedestrian to cross
the roadway, the driver of any other vehicle approaching from the rear
shall not overtake and pass such stopped vehicle.
History:
L. 1941, ch. 52, § 65; C. 1943,
57-7-142; L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1.
Compiler's Notes.
The 1949 amendment made substantial
changes in phraseology.
The reference in this section to "section
41-6-79 (b )" appeared in the act as "section 66(b)."
1.

Rights and duties of pedestrians
generally-Contributory
negligence.
Rights
of pedestrians
to use public
streets are same as those of motorists aud
hence same general duties devolve upon
them,
and pedestrian
crossing
public
street in crosswalk or pedestrian lane, although he may have right of way over
vehicular traffic, has duty to observe such
traffic, so that pedestrian who undertakes
to cross busy street of large city, without first observing
for vehicular
traffic,
is guilty of contributory
negligence, even
though he may be crossing in crosswalk
and have right of way. Mingus v. Olsson,
114 U. 505, 201 P. 2d 495, where deceased
pedestrian
who was struck by car while
crossing street on crosswalk in Salt Lake
City was held to be contributorily
negligent as matter of law iu failing to keep
proper lookout for approaching traffic.
In determining whether it must be ruled
as a matter of law that a pedestrian herself was negligent which contributed
to
cause her injury, consideration
must be
given, not only the fact that she had the
right of way upon which she could place
some reliance, but also that a pedestrian
crossing a busy street must be constantly
vigilant for her safety with respect to all
of the conditions around her. Even if a.
car is seen approaching,
unless it is so
positioned as to constitute
an immediate
hazard
to her, she is not necessarily
obliged to focus full and undivided attention on that particular car and so calculate

her entire conduct as to avoid being struck
by it. She need not anticipate
that the
driver will speed, fail to observe, or to
control his car, or fail to afford her the
right of way, or otherwise be negligent
unless in due care she observes or should
observe something to warn her of such
improper conduct. This is not to say that
a pedestrian may claim a. right of way in
face of danger. She must of course be
watching for automobiles or other vehicles
on the street, particularly
from the di•
rection whence traffic was most likely to
come. But due care requires that she also
keep a lookout a.head for other pedestrians, possible holes or obstructions in
the street, and at least remain aware of
the possibility of other traffic. Coombs v.
Perry, 2 U. (2d) 381, 275 P. 2d 680, 684.
(Dissenting opinion 2 U. (2d) 381, 275 P.
2d 680, 686.)

z..

Right of Way.
A pedestrian in a. marked crosswalk has
the right of way. The right of way rule
simply means this: that if two persons
are so proceeding that if they continued
their course there would be danger of
collision, the disfavored
one must give
way, and the favored one (the pedestrian)
may proceed; and the favored one may
assume that tl1is will he done. It is of
course recognized that the right of way
rule would not apply if, when the favored
one approached
the crossing point, the
disfavored
one was so close that in due
care he could not or should not reasonably
be expected to give way. Coombs v. Perry,
2 U. (2d) 381, 275 P. 2d 680, 684. (Dissenting opinion 2 U. (2d) 381, 275 P. 2d
680, 686.)

3.

Crosswalks.
Formerly a pedestrian
was required to
use crosswalks provided such crossing was
within 300 feet of another regular crossing
of same highway.
Morgan v. Bingham
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Collateral References.
Automobilese:=>160 ( 4).
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles § 388.
Nature of pedestrian's
right, 5 Am. Jur.,
Automobiles § 488.
Right to assume motorist will exercise
care. 5A Am. Jur., Automobiles
and Highway Traffic § 747.

Co., 75 U. 87, 100, 283 P.

4. Instructions

on "sudden
emergency."
It was not error for the trial court to
refuse to give an instruction
on sudden
emergency where the plaintiff's
requested
instruction
did not cover the requisite
element that the emergency must be one
which al'Ose without fault on the part of
the plaintiff
and defendant's
evidence
showed that plaintiff ran in front of defendant's vehicle when the latter was too
close to avoid striking
him. Gittens
v.
Lundberg, 3 U. (2d) 392, 284 P. 2d 1115,
1117.

Darting or stepping suddenly into path
of car, 65 A. L. R. 192.
Duty to look before crossing street or
highway, 79 A. L. R. 1073.
Duty to look for vehicles approaching
on intersecting
street, 9 A. L. R. 1248, 44
A. L. R. 1299.

41-6-79. Pedestrians shall yield right of way.-(a)
Every pedestrian
crossing a roadway at any point other than within a marked crosswalk or
within an unmarked crosswalk at an intersection shall yield the right of
way to all vehicles upon the roadway.
(b) Any pedestrian crossing a roadway at a point where a pedestrian
tunnel or overhead pedestrian crossing has been provided shall yield the
right of way to all vehicles upon the roadway.
( c) Between adjacent intersections at which traffic control signals
are in operation pedestrians shall not cross at any place except in a marked
crosswalk.
History:
57-7-143.

Construction
and application.
Construc.tion of California statute (Deering's Cal. Vehicle Code § 562) containing
provision similar to subsection
(a) of this
section, see Hunter v. Michaelis,
114 U.
242, 198 P. 2d 245, holding that pedestrian
was not contributorily
negligent
as matter of law in crossing street other than
at crosswalk.
Pedestrian as contributorily
negligent as
matter of law, where he proceeded to cross
street at night at place other than marked
crosswalk, knowing that there were traffic
control lights and marked crosswalks
at
adjacent intersections,
and failed to constantly observe
movement
of approaching traffic after reaching
a position approximately
eight
feet past
center
of
street. Sant v. Miller, 115 U. 559, 206 P.
~d 719.
Pedestrian was correctly found contributorily negligent as a matter of law where
in response to a call from his wife, he,
who was walking east across a poorly lit
highway, turned and walked directly into
the path of defendant's
automobile. Crossing a highway
at a point where there
was no marked
crosswalk,
the decedent
pec1estrian was duty bound to yield the
right of way to a vehicle upon the roadway. Cox v. Thompson, 123 U. 81, 254 P. 2d
1047, 1051.
1.

2.

L. 1941, ch. 5Z, § 66; C. 1943,

Contributory

negligence.

A pedestrian
was guilt.y of contributory
negligence where after walking across two
lanes of a four lane highway
within a
marked crosswalk she left the crosswalk
and walked down the center of the street.
By attempting
to cross the street in disregard of safety rules, she was charged
with a high standard
of care, the duty
being commensurate
with the perilous dr:
cumstances.
Smith v. Bennett,
1 U. (2d)
224, 265 P. 2d 401, 403.
3. Instruction
on subsection
(a).
An instruction
given literally in accord
with subsection
(a) of this section was
not erroneous for failure to acld "so near
as to c.onstitute
an immediate
hazard"
since there were no circumstances
requiring such addition. Holmes v. Heidebrecht,
10 U. (2d) 74, 348 P. 2d 565, 566.
An instruction
in the words subsection
(a) of tliis section
simply means that
where two persons are proceeding in such
manner that if they continued there would
be a collision, the disfavored
one must
give way and the favored one may proceed. It does not mean that the favored
one may claim the right of way over the
disfavored
one regardless
of the hazards
involved. Fox v. Taylor, 10 U. (2d) 174,
350 P. 2d 154.

Collateral References.
Automobilese:=>160 (1).
60 C.J.S. Mot.01· Vehicles
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Crossing
diagonally,
313.
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street
at unusual
place
or
14 A. L. R. 1176, 67 A. L. R.

41-6-80. Driver of vehicle shall exercise due care-Blind may carry
white cane.-(a)
Notwithstanding
the foregoing provisions of this act
every driver of a vehicle shall exercise due care to avoid colliding with any
pedestrian upon any roadway and shall give warning by sounding the
horn when necessary and shall exercise proper precaution upon observing
any child or any incapacitated person upon a roadway.
(b) A person wholly or partially blind, and no other person, may
carry a cane or walking stick, white, or painted white in color and
seven-eighths of an inch or more in diameter, as a means of protection and
identification as an indication to all traffic to exercise extraordinary care
to avoid accidents.
History:
57-7-144.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 67; C. 1943,

Collateral References.
Automobiles<s::>160 (1).
69 O.J.S. Motor Vehicles § 389.
Blind persons. 5 Am. Jur .. Automobiles
§ 465; 5A Am. Jur., Automobiles and Highway Traffic § 767.
Child playing ball in street, 44 A. L. R.
1304.
Pedestrian
injured or killed, blind, deaf
or otherwise disabled pedestrian,
62 A. L.
R. 578.

- colliding with side of automobile, 25
A. L. R. 1513.
- liability in general, 67 A. L. R. 96, 93
A. L. R. 551.
- loitering in street, 24 A. L. R. 766.
- stepping into roadway where view obscured by smoke, 28 A. L. R. 1279.
- walking on sidewalk, 75 A. L. R. 559.
Person employed on street or highway
injured, liability
of automobile
owner or
driver, 47 A. L. R. 807.
Presence
of young child in street unattended
as negligence
or evidence of
negligence, 51 A. L. R. 209.

41-6-81. Pedestrians to use right half of crosswalk:s.-Pedestrians
move, whenever practicable, upon the right half of crosswalks.
History:
57-7-145.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 68; C. 1943,

60 C.J.S. Motor

Vehicles

Walking on left-hand
A. L. R. 71.

Collateral References.
Automobiles<s::>160 ( 4).

shall

§ 389.

side

of road, 17

41-6-82. Walking along or upon roadways-Standing
in roadway for
prohibited purposes.-(a)
Where sidewalks are provided it shall be unlawful for any pedestrian to walk along and upon an adjacent roadway.
(b) Where sidewalks are not provided any pedestrian walking along
and upon a highway shall when practicable walk only on the left side of
the roadway or its shoulder facing traffic which may approach from the
opposite direction.
( c) No person shall stand in a road way for the purpose of soliciting
a ride, employment, the parking, watching or guarding of a vehicle or
other business from the occupant of any vehicle.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 69; C. 1943,
57-7-146; L. 1949, ch. 52, § 1; 1955, ch. 71,
§ 1.

Collateral
References.
A utomo biles<s::>146.
60 O.J.S. Motor Vehicles

Compiler's Note.
The 1955 amendment
visions of subsec (c).

Anti-hitchhiking
laws, their
tion ancl effect in action for
hitchhiker,
18 A. L. R. 1447.

enlarged

the pro-
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41-6-87

ARTICLE 11
BICYCLES,
Section 41-6-83.
41-6-84.
41-6-85.
41-6-86.
41-6-87.
41-6-88.
41-6-89.
41-6-90.

REGULATION

OF OPERATION

Parents and guardians
shall not authorize violations
of act-Regulations applicable to bicycles.
Bicycle riders subject to act.
Operation of bicycle-Mom
than one person prohibited
to ride.
Persons on bicycles, skates and sleds not to attach to vehicles.
Riding of bicycle on and use of roadway-Bicyclist's
duties.
Rider to keep at least one hand on handle bars.
Bell or other audible signal-Brake.
Bicycles operated at night-Lights
required.

41-6-83. Parents and guardians shall not authorize violations of act-Regulations applicable to bicycles.-(a)
The parent of any child and the
guardian of any ward shall not authorize or knowingly permit any such
child or ward to violate any of the provisions of this act.
(b) These regulations applicable to bicycles shall apply whenever
a bicycle is operated upon any highway or upon any path set aside for the
exclusive use of bicycles subject to those exceptions stated herein.
History:
57-7-147.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 70; C. 1943,

Collateral References.
Automobiles@::::>162 (7).
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles § 396.
Regulations,
7 Am. Jur., Bicycles
seq.

§ 9 et

41-6-84. Bicycle riders subject to act.-Every
person riding a bicycle
upon a roadway shall be subject to the provisions of this act applicable
to the driver of a vehicle except as to special regulations in this act and
except as to those provisions of this act which by their nature can have
no application.
History:
57-7-148.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 71; C. 1943,

Cross-Reference.
Driving on right
ceptions, 41-6-53.

side of highway,

ex-

41-6-85. Operation of bicycle-More
than one person prohibited to ride.
-(a)
A person propelling a bicycle shall not ride other than upon the
permanent and regular seat attached thereto, nor carry any other person
upon such bicycle other than upon a firmly attached and regular seat
thereon nor shall any person ride upon a bicycle other than as above
authorized.
(b) No bicycle shall be used to carry more persons at one time than
the number for which it is designed and equipped.
History:
57-7-149.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 72; C. 1943,

41-6-86. Persons on bicycles, skates and sleds not to attach to vehicles.
-No person riding upon any bicycle, coaster, roller skates, sled, or toy
vehicle shall attach the same or himself to any vehicle upon a roadway.
History:
57-7-150.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 73; C. 1943,

41-6-87. Riding of bicycle on and use of roadway-Bicyclist's
duties.(a) Every person operating a bicycle upon a roadway shall ride as
near to the right side of the roadway as practicable, exercising due care
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when passing a standing vehicle or one proceeding in the same direction.
(b) Persons riding bicycles upon a roadway shall not ride more than
two abreast except on paths or parts of roadways set aside for the exclusive use of bicycles.
( c) Wherever a usable pa th for bicycles has been provided adjacent
to a roadway bicycle riders shall use such path and shall not use the
roadway.
History:
L. 1941, ch. 52, § 74; C. 1943,
57-7-151; L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1.
Compiler's Note.
The 1949 amendment added subsecs.
and ( c) of this section.

(a)

1.

Contributory
negligence.
The rule in this jurisdiction
that a law
violation is negligence as a matter of law
does not overcome the rule that the contributory
negligence of a child is to be
determined according to the proper standard of care with which he is charged. It
does not mean that the statutory violation
rnle is nullified where children
are involved. If the violation of a statute by a
child is found to evidenee less care than

that which orc1inarily could be expected
of a ehilc1 of the same age, intelligence,
knowledge,
and experience,
he could be
helc1 contributorily
negligent
barring his
recovery.
On an issue of contributory
negligence this measuring and judging the
accountability
of children of immature age
is ordinarily
to be left to a jury as a
question of fa.ct about which there might
be reasonable difference of opinion. Morby
v. Rogers, 122 U. 540, 252 P. 2d 231, 235.

Collateral References.
Automobiles<iP162 (7).
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles

§ 396.

Reciprocal duties of driver of automobile anc1 bicyclist, 172 A. L. R. 736.

41-6-88. Rider to keep at least one hand on handle bars.-N o person riding a bicycle shall carry any package, bundle, or article which prevents
the rider from keeping at least one hand upon the handle bars.
History:
57-7-152.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 75; C. 1943,

41-6-89. Bell or other audible signal-Brake.-(a)
No person shall
ride a bicycle unless it is equipped with a bell or other device capable of
giving a signal audible for a distance of at least 100 feet; except that no
bicycle shall be equipped with nor shall any person use upon a bicycle any
siren or whistle.
(b) Every bicycle shall be equipped with a brake which will enable
the operator to make the braked wheels skid on dry, level, clean pavement.
History:
L. 1941, ch. 52, § 76; C. 1943,
57-7-153; L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1.

Compiler's Note.
The 1949 amendment
of this sect.ion.

added

subsec. (b)

41-6-90. Bicycles operated at night-Lights
required.-Every
bicycle
operated during the nighttime shall be equipped with a lamp on the front
exhibiting a white light visible from a distance of at least 500 feet to the
front and with a red reflector on the rear of a type approved by the state
road commission which shall be visible from fifty to 300 feet to the rear
when directly in front of lawful upper beams of head lamps on a motor
vehicle. A red light visible from a distance of 500 feet to the rear may be
used in addition to the red reflector.
History:
L. 1941, ch. 52, § 77; C. 1943,
57-7-154; L. 1955, ch. 71, § 1.

Compiler's Note.
'!.'he 1955 amendment
enlarged
visions of the first sentence.
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41-6-93

ARTICLE 12
RAILROAD
Section

41-6-91.
41-6-92.
41-6-93.
41-6-94.

Passing
Passing
Driving
Driving

TRAINS

AND SAFETY

ZONES

railroad trains,
while discharging
passengers.
on tracks.
through safety zone.

41-6-91. Passing railroad trains.-The driver of a vehicle shall not
overtake and pass upon the left any railroad train proceeding in the same
direction, whether actually in motion or temporarily at rest. This provision
shall not apply on oneway streets nor upon streets where the tracks are
so located as to prevent compliance with the rule nor where a police officer
may direct otherwise.
History:
57-7-155.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 78; C. 1943,

Collateral References.
Automobilese=:>14 7.
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles § 268.
Safety measures and precautions,
Jur., Railroads § 384 et seq.

44 Am.

41-6-92. Passing while discharging passengers.-The driver of a vehicle
overtaking any railroad train stopped or about to stop for the purpose of
receiving or discharging any passenger shall stop such vehicle to the rear
of the nearest running board or door of such train and keep it stationary
until any such passenger has boarded such train or reached a place of
safety, except that where a safety zone has been established a vehicle
need not be stopped before passing any such train, but may proceed past
such train at a speed not greater than is reasonable and proper, and with
due caution for the safety of pedestrians.
History:
57-7-156.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 79; C. 1943,

Stopping behind street cars.
Former statute
providing
that motorists should not stop in rear of street car
stopped for purpose of receiving
or discharging passengers,
held applicable
only
when street car was headed in same direction as motorist.
Williams
v. Globe
Grain & Milling Co., 64 U. 82, 228 P. 192,
applying
Comp. Laws 1917, § 3977, as
amended by Laws 1921, ch. 83.
Motorist
proceeding
down
street
in
westerly direction
passing stopped street
ear headed in opposite
direction
which
obstructed
view had right
of way as
against driver
of omnibus traveling
in
1.

easterly
direction
and making left turn
behind street car to proceed into alley.
Williams
v. Globe Grain & Milling Co.,
64 U. 82, 228 P. 192.
The purpose of law relating
to street
cars was to avoid accidents
to persons
about to board or leave street cars. The
motor vehicle
had to stop behind
the
street
car. Morgan
v. Bingham
Stage
Lines Co., 75 U. 87, 96, 283 P. 160, applying Comp. Laws 1917, § 3977, as amended by Laws 1921, ch. 83, but now repealed.

Collateral Reference.
Liability of owner or operator of motor
vehicle
for injury
to person who has
alighted from or is waiting for street car
or bus, 47 A. L. R. 1233, 123 A. L. R. 791.

41-6-93. Driving on tra,cks.-(a) It is unlawful for the driver of any
vehicle proceeding upon any track in front of a railroad train upon a street
to fail to remove such vehicle from the track as soon as practicable after
signal from the operator of such train.
(b) When a railroad train has started to cross an intersection no
driver of a vehicle shall drive upon or cross the tracks or in the path
of such train within the intersection in front of such train.
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History:
57-7-157.

L. 19'11, ch. 52, § 80; C. 1943,

Collateral Reference.
Liability
for accident
at point where
highway
leads to, but does not cross,
railroad tracks, 47 A. L. R. 863.

41-6-94. Driving through safety zone.-N o vehicle shall at any time be
driven through or within a safety zone.
History:
57-7-158.

l,.

1941, ch. 52, § 81; C. 1943,

Collateral References.
Antomo biles€=>14 7.
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles

§ :l68 .

Liability of owner of motor vehicle for
injury to person who has alighted from
or is waiting for street car, 47 A. L. R.
1233.
Validity
of safety zone ordinance, 79
A. L. R. 1328.

.ARTICLE
SPECIAL
Section

41-6-95.
41-6-96.
41-6-97.
41-6-98.
41-6-99.
41-6-100.
41-6-100.10.

STOPS

13
REQUIRED

Raih·oad grade crossing-Duty
to stop-Driving
through, around
or under gate or barrier prohibited.
Stop signs at dangerous railroad crossings.
Railroad grade crossing-Duty
of buses and certain trucks to stop,
look and listen-Exceptions.
Duties respecting
cate1·pillar tractor,
steam shovel, derrick or
other equipment or structure.
Designation
of through
highways
and stop intersections-Stop
signs-Erection
and location-Lettering
and illumination-Duty
and place to stop.
Vehicle emerging from alley, driveway or building-Duty
to stop
and yield right of way.
School bus-Signs
and light signals-Duty
to stop for school busDrive1· of school bus-Operation
of signals.

41-6-95. Railroad grade crossing - Duty to stop - Driving through,
around or unde·r gate or barrier prohibited.-(a)
Whenever any person
driving a vehicle approaches a railroad grade crossing, the driver of such
vehicle shall stop within fifty feet but not less than ten feet from the nearest track of such railroad and shall not proceed until he can do so safely
when:
(1) .A clearly visible electric or mechanical signal device gives warning of the immediate approach of a train.
(2) .A crossing gate is lowered, or when a human flagman gives or
continues to give a signal of the approach or passage of a train.
(3) .A railroad train approaching
within approximately
1,500 feet
of the highway crossing emits a signal audible from such distance and
such train by reason of its speed or nearness to such crossing is an immediate hazard.
( 4) .An approaching train is plainly visible and is in hazardous proximity to such crossing.
(b) No person shall drive any vehicle through, around or under any
crossing gate or barrier at a railroad crossing while such gates or barrier is closed or is being opened or closed.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 82; C. 1943,
57-7-159; L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1.

Compiler's Note.
The 1949 amendment added subd. (4) of
subsec. (a) and subsec. (b); and made
other but minor changes including the rpnurnbering of former paragraphs.
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Collateral
References.
Railroads€:=o327 (1).
75 C.J.S. Railroads
§ 773.
Train operation
and service,
Jur., Railroads
§ 357 et seq.

1. Train-activated

signals.
In an action for the death of a person
who was killed by the defendant's
train
at a railroad
crossing in another
state,
the plaintiff's eounsel may testify that he
made a search, and that the statutes
of
the other state concerning
stopping
at
crossings made no reference
to trainactivated signals. Toomer's Estate v. Union
Pac. R. Co., 121 U. 37, 239 P. 2d 163.

Duty of
at railroad
Duty of
to stop at
ing, 56 A.

41-6-97

44

Am.

automobilist
to shut off motor
crossing, 54 A. L. R. 54-2.
driver whose view is obstructed
railroad crossing before crossL. R. 647, 91 A. L. R. 1055.

41-6-96. Stop signs at dangerous railroad crossings.-The
state road
commission with reference to state highways, and local authorities with
reference to highways under their jurisdiction are authorized to designate
particularly dangerous highway grade crossings of railroads and to erect
stop signs thereat. When such stop signs are erected, the driver of any
vehicle shall stop within fifty feet, but not less than ten feet from the
nearest track of such grade crossing and shall proceed only upon exercising
due care and observing that no train or trains are approaching.
History:
L. 1941, ch. 52, § 83; C. 1943,
67-7-160; L. 1945, ch. 86, § 1.

Compiler's Note.
The 1945 amendment
reworded the first
sentence. Previously
it read: "The state
road commissioner is hereby authorized to

designate particularly
dangerous highway
grade crossings of railroads
and to erect
stop signs thereat,"
and added the following to the second sentence, "and observing that no train or trains are appl'Oaching."

41-6-97. Railroad grade crossing-Duty of buses and certain trucks to
stop, look and listen-Exceptions.-(a)
The driver of every (1) Bus, as
defined in this act, transporting passengers.
(2) School bus transporting school children.
(3) Motor vehicle transporting
explosive substances or flammable
liquids in quantities in excess of 100 gallons, as a cargo or part of a
cargo.
(4) Tank truck for transporting
flammable liquids, whether loaded
or empty, and
(5) Motor vehicle transporting
corrosive liquids in cargo tanks before crossing at grade any track or tracks or railroad, shall stop such
vehicle within fifty feet but not less than ten feet from the nearest rail of
such railroad and while so stopped shall listen and look in both directions
along such track for any approaching train, and for signals indicating
the approach of a train, except as hereinafter provided, and shall not
proceed until he can do so safely. After stopping as required herein and
upon proceeding when it is safe to do so the driver of any said vehicle
shall cross only in such gear of the vehicle that there will no no necesssity
for changing gears while traversing such crossing and the driver shall
not shift gears while crossing the track or tracks.
(b) No stop need be made at any such crossing where a police officer
or a traffic-control signal directs traffic to proceed.
( c) Unless a railroad train is approaching,
any vehicle listed in
(a) above may proceed without stopping, but at a speed not exceeding
twenty-five (25) miles per hour, at any highway grade crossing of a
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railroad where a distinctive sign is displayed indicating that the public
service commission of Utah, after hearing, has approved that no stop
need be made.
Compiler's Note.
The 1949 amendment
this section.

History:
L. 1941, ch. 52, § 84; C. 1943,
57-7-161; L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1.

completely rewrote

41-6-98. Duties respecting caterpillar tractor, steam shovel, derrickor
other equipment or structure.-(a)
No person shall operate or move any
caterpillar tractor, steam shovel, derrick, roller or any equipment or structure having normal operating speed of six or less miles per hour or a
vertical body or load clearance of less than ½ inch per foot of the distance
between any two adjacent axles or in any event of less than nine inches
measured above the level surface of a roadway upon or across any tracks
at a railroad grade crossing without first complying with this section.
(b) Notice of any such intended crossing shall be given to a station
agent of such railroad and a reasonable time shall be given to such railroad to provide proper protection at such crossing.
( c) Before making any such crossing the person operating or moving
any such vehicle or equipment shall first stop the same not less than
ten feet nor more than fifty feet from the nearest rail of such railway and
while so stopped shall listen and look in both directions along such track
for any approaching train and for signals indicating the approach of a
railroad train, and shall not proceed uutil the crossing can be made
safely.
( d) No such crossing shall be made when warning is given by automatic signal or crossing gates or a flagman or otherwise of the immediate approach of a railroad train. If a flagman is provided by the
railroad, movement over the crossing shall be made under his direction.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 85; C. 1943,
57-7-162; L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1.
Compiler's Note.
The 1949 amendment
inserted "of less
than ½ inch per foot of the distance between any two adjacent axles" in subsec.
(a) and added the last sentence in subsec.
(cl).

Collateral References.
Railroadse:c>327 ( 1).
75 C.J.S. Railroacls § 773.
Liability
for personal
tor, 48 A. L. R. 939.

injuries

by trac-

41-6-99. Designation of through highways and stop intersections-Stop
signs-Erection and location-Lettering and illumination-Duty and pla-0e
to stop.-(a)
The state road commission, with reference to state highways,
and local authorities, with reference to highways under their jurisdiction,
may designate through highways and erect stop signs at specified entrances thereto or may designate any intersection as a stop intersection
and erect like signs at one or more entrances to such intersections.
(b) Every said sign shall bear the word "Stop" in letters not less than
6 inches in height and such signs shall at nighttime be rendered luminous
by steady or flashing internal illumination, or by a fixed floodlight projected on the face of the sign, or by efficient reflecting elements on the
face of the sign.
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( c) Every stop sign shall be located as near as practicable at the
nearest line of the crosswalk on the near side of the intersections, or, if
there is no crosswalk, then as close as practicable to the nearest line of
the roadway.
(d) Every driver of a vehicle approaching
a stop sign shall stop
before entering the crosswalk on the near side of the intersection, or, in
the event there is no crosswalk, shall stop at a clearly marked stop line,
but if none, then at the point nearest the intersecting
highway where
the driver has a view of approaching traffic on the intersecting highway
before entering the intersection, except when directed to proceed by a
police officer or traffic control signal.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 86,; C. 1943,
57-7-163; L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1.

Thorpe v. Bamberger
153 P. 2d 541, 542.

Compiler's Note.
The 1949 amendment
made extensive
changes in phraseology in subsecs. (a), (b)
and (c), and added subsec. (d).

2.

In general.
Subsection
( c) of this section, prior to
1949 amendment, was adopted by the 1941
Utah legislature,
repealing
57-7-8 and 577-9 of chapter 7, Title 57, R. S. 1933. But
this repeal did not expressly
or by implication repeal 15-8-30. It was held that
there was nothing inconsistent
between the
two statutes, nor between the Ogden City
Ordinance and chapter 52, Session Laws of
1941, now found in Title 57, Code 1943.
1.

R. Co., 107 U. 265,

Duty at through streets.
A motorist who stops at a through street
before
entering
has been held to be
privileged
thereafter
without
restriction,
and may rely upon right of way given to
him. Smith v. Lenzi, 74 U. 362, 279 P.
893, applying former law.
Collateral
References.
Automobiles~'l
71( 4).
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles

§ 363.

Rights
and duties
at intersection
of
arterial
or other favored
highway
and
nonfavored
highway, 58 A. L. R. 1197, 81
A. L. R. 185.

41-6-100. Vehicle emerging from alley, driveway or building-Duty
to stop and yield right of way.-The
driver of a vehicle within a business
or residence district emerging from an alley, driveway or building shall
stop such vehicle immediately prior to driving onto a sidewalk or into the
sidewalk area extending across any alleyway or private driveway, and
shall yield the right of way to any pedestrian as may be necessary to avoid
collision, and upon entering the roadway shall yield the right of way to all
vehicles approaching on said roadway.
History:
L. 1941, ch. 52, § 87; C. 1943,
57-7-164; L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1.
Compiler's Note.
The 1949 amendment added all that part
of this section following
"private
driveway."

Collateral References.
Automobiles~167(1).
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles
Duty at private
24 A. L. R. 946.

crossing

41-6-100.10. School bus-Signs and light signals-Duty
school bus-Driver of school bus-Operation of signals.-(1)

§ 345.
or driveway,

to stop for

Every school
bus, when operated for the transportation
of school pupils shall bear upon
the front and rear thereof a plainly visible sign containing the words
"school bus" in letters not less than four inches in height, which can be
removed or covered when the vehicle is not in use as a school bus. Every
school bus when operated for the transportation
of school children shall be
equipped with flashing red light signals visible from the rear and flashing
amber light signals visible from the front of a type to be approved and
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mounted as prescribed by the state road commission and the state department of education. Provided that all buses purchased or repainted after
the effective date of this act shall display the words "school bus" in letters
not less than eight inches in height.
(2) The driver of any vehicle upon a highway, street or road, upon
meeting or overtaking
any school bus equipped with signs as herein
required which has stopped on a highway, street or road for the purpose
of receiving or discharging any school children and when such school bus
is displaying flashing amber light signals visible from the front and
flashing red light signals visible from the rear, shall bring such vehicle
to a stop immediately before reaching said school bus and shall not
proceed until said flashing signals cease operation. The driver of a
vehicle upon a highway with roadways separated by a dividing section need not stop upon meeting or passing a school bus which is upon
the other roadway.
(3) The driver of a school bus shall operate these signals at all times
when children are unloading from a school bus to cross a street, highway
or road or when a school bus is stopped for the purpose of loading children
who must cross a highway, street or road to board said bus; or at any
other time when it would be hazardous for vehicles to proceed past the
stopped school bus. Such flashing amber signals and flashing red signals
shall not be operated except when the school bus is stopped for loading
or unloading school children or for any emergency purpose.
History:
C. 1953, 41-6-100.10, enacted
L. 1959, ch. 66, § 2.

by

Cross-References.
Regulations
regarding
design and operation. 41-6-115.
Standards and specifications for lighting
and special warning devices, 41-6-140.10.

ARTICLE 14
STOPPING,
Section

4.1-6-101.
41-6-102.
41-6-103.
41-6-104.

STANDING

AND PARKING

Stopping or parking on highway outside of business or residential
district.
Police officer authorized to move vehicle.
Stopping, standing or parking-Prohibition
as to specified places.
Manner and location-Left-hand
or angle parking-Signs
prohibiting
or restricting.

41-6-101. Stopping or parking on highway outside of business or residential district.-(a)
Upon any highway outside of a business or residence
district no person shall stop, park, or leave standing any vehicle, whether
attended or unattended,
upon the paved or main traveled part of the
highway when it is practical to stop, park, or so leave such vehicle off
such part of said highway, but in every event an unobstructed
width
of the highway opposite a standing vehicle shall be left for the free
passage of other vehicles and a clear view of such stopped vehicle shall
be available from a distance of 200 feet in each direction upon such
highway.
This section shall not apply to the driver of any vehicle which is disabled while on the paved or main traveled portion of a highway in such
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manner and to such extent that it is impossible to avoid stopping
temporarily leaving such disabled vehicle in such position.
History:
57-7-165.

L.

1941,

ch.

52, § 88;

1943,

until too late to escape it. Hillyard
v.
Utah By-Products
Co., 1 U. (2d) 143, 263
P. 2d 287.
The parking of a vehicle upon the paved
or traveled portion of a highway is generally regarded
as a hazard
to traffic
thereon, and the court was justified in
submitting
the question
of defendant's
negligence
in parking
the truck to the
jury and the latter
were warranted
in
finding that such negligence existed. Hillyard v. Utah By-Products
Co., 1 U. (2d)
143, 363 P. 2d 287, 290.

Construction
and application.
This section deals only with cases where
the driver stops his car on the highway
from his own choice, and has an opportunity to select the place and conditions
of his stop; it was not intended to regulate stopping forced by congested traffic
on the highway where the driver wishes
to proceed but cannot because of cars on
the highway ahead of him. General Ins.
Co. of America v. Lewis, 121 U. 440, 243
P. 2d 433.
1.

2. Negligence.
The defendant could still be found liable
for his negligence in parking bis truck on
the highway even though a third party
(the driver of the car in which plaintiff
was riding)
also was negligent
in the
manner in which he drove so that he could
not avoid the truck.
The test is not
whether the defendant
could have foreseen the precise form in which the injury
actually resulted, but he must be held for
anything which appears to have been a
natural and probable consequence
of his
act. In applying the test of foreseeability
to situations where a negligently
created
pre-existing
condition
combines
with a
later act of negligence causing an injury,
the courts have drawn a clear-cut distinetion between two classes of cases. The
first situation is where oue has negligently
created a dangerous
condition
( such as
parking a truck on a highway) and a later
ac.tor observed, or circumstances
are such
that he could not fail to observe, but
negligently failed to avoid it. The second
situation involves conduct of a later intervening actor who negligently failed to observe the dangerous condition until it was
too late to avoid it. In the first situation
it is held as a matter of law that the later
intervening act does interrupt
the natural
sequence of events and cut off the legal
effect of the negligence of the initial actor.
In the second situation, it is held that a
jury question exists based on the rationale
that it can reasonably be anticipated
that
circumstances
may arise wherein others
may not observe the dangerous condition

and

Co?lateral References.
Automobiles~l73(4).
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles § 330.
Parking,
5 Am. Jur., Automobiles
§ 58
et seq.
Parking or standing of vehicles, 5A Am.
Jur., Automobiles
and Highway
Traffic
§ 52 et seq.
Constitutionality,
construction,
and application
of statute
prescribing
special
precautions in passing stopped automobile,
108 A. L. R. 987.
Construction
and effect in civil actions
of statute,
ordinance,
or regulation
requiring vehicles to be stopped or parked
parallel with, or within certain distance
of curb, 17 A. L. R. 2d 582.
Liability
for injury in collision with
automobile
standing
on wrong side of
street or highway, 70 A. L. R.. 1021.
Liability for injury to pedestrian
growing out of pulling out of parked motor
vehicle, 29 A. L. R. 2d 136.
Parking
at improper place as affecting
liability for automobile accident, 73 A. L.
R. 1074.
Right to park vehicles for loading or
unloading or other purposes on right of
way, 103 A. L. R. 682.
Stopping vehicle on traveled portion of
highway
~s affecting
responsibility
for
collision between vehicles, 131 A. L. R.
562.
Validity
of automobile
parking
ordinances or regulations,
108 A. L. R. 1152,
130 A. L. R. 316.
When is motor vehicle "disabled" or the
like within exception to statute regulating
parking or stopping, 15 A. L. R. 2d 909.

41-6-!02. Police officer authorized to move vehicle.-(a)
Whenever
any pobce officer finds a vehicle standing upon a highway in violation of
any of the foregoing provisions of this article such officer is hereby authorized to move such vehicle, or require the driver or other person in
charge of the vehicle to move the same, to a position off the paved or
main traveled part of such highway.
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(b) Whenever any police officer finds a vehicle unattended upon any
bridge or causeway or in any tunnel where such vehicle constitutes an
obstruction to traffic, such officer is hereby authorized to provide for
the removal of such vehicle to the nearest garage or other place of safety.
History:
57-7-166.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 89; C. 194.3,

Collateral References.
Automobiles<s=l 73 (1),
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles

§ 333.

41-6-103. Stopping, standing or parking-Prohibition
as to specified
places.-(a)
No person shall stop, stand or park a vehicle, except when
necessary to avoid conflict with other traffic or in compliance with law or
the directions of a police officer or traffic-control device, in any of the
following places :
(1) On a sidewalk.
(2) In front of a public or private driveway.
(3) Within an intersection.
( 4) Within five feet of a fire hydrant.
( 5) On a crosswalk.
(6) Within twenty feet of a crosswalk at an intersection.
(7) Within thirty feet upon the approach to any flashing beacon, stop
sign or traffic-control signal located at the side of a roadway.
(8) Between a safety zone and the adjacent curb or within thirty feet
of points on the curb immediately opposite the ends of a safety zone, unless
the traffic authority indicates a different length by signs or markings.
(9) Within fifty feet of the nearest rail of a railroad crossing.
(10) ·within twenty feet of the driveway entrance to any fire station
and on the side of a street opposite the entrance, to any fire station within
seventy-five feet of said entrance when properly signposted.
(11) Alongside or opposite any street excavation or obstruction when
stopping, standing or parking would obstruct traffic.
(12) On the roadway side of any vehicle stopped or parked at the
edge or curb of a street.
(13) Upon any bridge or other elevated structure upon a highway or
within a highway tunnel.
(14) At any place where official signs prohibit stopping.
(b) No person shall move a vehicle not lawfully under his control
into any such prohibited area or away from a curb such distance as in unlawful.
History:
L. 194.1, ch. 52, § 90; C. 194.3,
57-7-167; L. 194.9, ch. 65, § 1.
Compiler's Note.
The 1949 amendment
macle
changes in phraseology of section.

various

Collateral References.
Automobiles~l
73(4).
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles

§ 330.

Validity,
construction,
and application
of statute
or ordinance
for removal of
automobiles
parked in the street contrary
to regulations,
163 A. L. R. 966.

41-6-104. Manner and location-Left-hand
or angle parking-Signs
prohibiting or restricting.-(a)
Except as otherwise provided in this section every vehicle stopped or parked upon a roadway where there are
adjacent curbs shall be so stopped or parked with the right-hand wheels
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of such vehicle paralled to and within eighteen inches of the right-hand
curb.
(b) Local authorities may by ordinance permit parking of vehicles
with the left-hand wheels adjacent to and within eighteen inches of the lefthand curb of a one-way roadway.
( c) Local authorities may by ordinance permit angle parking 011 any
roadway, except that angle parking shall not be permitted
on any
federal-aid or state highway unless the state road commission has determined by resolution or order entered in its minutes after a public
hearing that the roadway is of sufficient width to permit angle parking
without interfering with the free movement of traffic.
(d) The state road commission with respect to highways under its
jurisdiction may place signs prohibiting
or restricting
the stopping,
standing, or parking of vehicles on any highway where in its opinion,
as evidenced by resolution or order entered in its minutes after a public
hearing, such stopping, standing, or parking is dangerous to those using
the highway or where the stopping, standing, or parking of vehicles
would unduly interfere with the free movement of traffic thereon. Such
signs shall be official signs and no person shall stop, stand, or park any
vehicle in violation of the restrictions stated on such signs.
History: L. 1941, ch. 5Z, § 91; C. 1943,
57-7-168; L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1.
Compiler's Note.
The 1949 amendment
substituted
"Except as otherwise provided in this section"
for "Except where angle parking is permitted by local ordinance" in sub sec. (a)
and added sub secs. (b), ( c) and ( d).
Collateral References.
Automobiles¢::>l 73 (2).
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles

§ 336.

Liability
for injury in collision with
automobile standing
on wrong side of
highway or street, 70 A. L. R. 1021.

Negligenee
in stopping automobile
on
street car track for purpose of taking on
or letting off person, 15 A. L. R. 236.
Parking
at improper plaee as affecting
liability
for
automobile
accident,
73
A. L. R. 1074.
Right to park vehicles for loading or unloading or other purposes on right of way,
103 A. L. R. 682.
Validity
of automobile
parking
ordinances or regulations,
130 A. L. R. 316.
Validity
of ordinance which denies to
automobiles while used for hire the parking privileges
extended
to automobiles
generally, 22 A. L. R. 113.

ARTICLE
MISCELLANEOUS
Section 41-6-105.
41-6-106.
41-6-107.
41-6-108.
41-6-109.
41-6-110.
41-6-111.
41-6-112.
41-6-113.
41-6-114.
41-6-114.1.
41-6-114.2.

15
RULES

Motor vehicle left unattended-Brakes
to be set and engine stopped.
Backing-When
permissible.
Motorcycle or motor-driven
cycle-Place
for operator to ride-Pas·
sengers.
Prohibition
as to passenger riding on improper portion of motor
vehicle-Exceptions.
Obstruction
to driver's view or driving mechanism.
Driving in canyons and on mountain highways.
Coasting prohibited.
Following :fire apparatus prohibited.
Driving over fire hose.
Destructive
or injurious materials on highways, park or recreational
areas-Throwing
lighted material from moving vehicles.
Violation-Misdemeanor.
Warning signs.
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41-6-115.
41-6-116.

School buses-Regulations
regarding design
Violation of regulations-Penalty.

and operation.

41-6-105. Motor vehicle left unattended-Brakes to be set and engine
stopped.-N o person driving or in charge of a motor vehicle shall permit
it to stand unattended
without first stopping the engine, locking the
ignition and removing the key, or when standing upon any perceptible
grade without effectively setting the brakes thereon and turning the front
wheels to the curb or side of the highway.
History:
57-7-169.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 92; C. 1943,

Collateral
References.
Automobilese=:ol 73 (2).
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles § 336.
Miscellaneous
regulations,
5 Am. Jur.,
Automobiles
§ 62 et seq.; 5A Am. Jur.,
Automobiles
and Highway Traffic § 61 et
seq.

Liability
for damage
or injury by
stranger
starting
automobile
left unattended in street. 26 A. L. R. 912.
Liability for injury or damage resulting
from starting
of parked automobile without interference
of third person, 66 A.
L. R. 439.
Stranger starting car left unattended in
street, 26 A. L. R. 912.

41-6-106. Backing-When
permissible.-The driver of a vehicle shall
not back the same unless such movement can be made with reasonable
safety and without interfering with other traffic.
History:
C. 1943, 57-7-169.10,
by L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1.

Collateral
References.
Automobiles~6.
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles

enacted

§ 16.

41-6-107. Motorcycle or motor-driven cycle-Place for operator to ride
-Passengers.-A
person operating a motorcycle or motor-driven cycle
shall ride only upon the permanent and regular seat attached thereto and
such operator shall not carry any other person nor shall any other person
ride on a motorcycle or a motor-driven cycle unless such vehicle is designed
to carry more than one person, in which event a passenger may ride upon
the permanent and regular seat, if designed for two persons, or upon
another seat firmly attached to the rear or side of the operator.
History: C. 1943, 57-7-169.11, enacted
L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1.

by

41-6-108. Prohibition as to passenger riding on improper portion of
motor vehicle-Exceptions.-N
o person shall ride, and no person driving
a motor vehicle shall knowingly permit any person to ride, upon any portion
of any vehicle not designed or intended for the use of passengers. This
provision shall not apply to any vehicle driven elsewhere than upon a highway or to an employee engaged in the necessary discharge of his duty or to
persons riding within or upon any motor vehicle in space intended for any
load on said vehicle.
History: C. 1943, 57-7-169.12, enacted
L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1.

by

41-6-109. Obstruction to driver's view or driving mechanism.-(a) No
person shall drive a vehicle when it is so loaded, or when there are in
the front seat such number of persons, exceeding three, as to obstruct the
view of the driver to the front or side of the vehicle or as to interfere
with the driver's control over the driving mechanism of the vehicle.
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(b) No passenger in a vehicle shall ride in such position as to interfere with the driver's view ahead or to the sides, or to interfere with
his control over the driving mechanism of the vehicle.
History:
57-7-170.

L. 194.1, ch. 52, § 93; C. 1943,

Construction
and application.
Section is intended
to promote safety
upon the highways,
and to charge
all
persons riding in cars with some responsibility for safe driving,
at least to the
1.

extent of not interfering
with the driver's
vision 01· his operation
and eontrol
of
the vehicle. Nelson v. Arrowhead Freight
Lines, 99 U. 129, 104 P. 2d 225.
Collateral References.
Automobiles<&=>150.
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles

§ 16.

41-6-110. Driving in canyons and on mountain highways.-The driver
of a motor vehicle traveling through defiles or canyons or on mountain highways shall hold such motor vehicle under control and as near the righthand edge of the highway as reasonably possible and, upon approaching any
curve where the view is obstructed within a distance of 200 feet along the
highway, shall give audible warning with the horn of such motor vehicle.
History:
57-7-171.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 94.; C. 1943,

Collateral References.
Automobilese:c,-146.
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles

§ 246.

41-6-111. Coasting prohibited.-(a)
The driver of any motor vehicle
when traveling upon a down grade shall not coast with the gears of such
vehicle in neutral.
(b) The driver of a truck or bus when traveling upon a down grade
shall not coast with the clutch disengaged.
History:
57-7-172.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 95; C. 1943,

41-6-112. Following fire apparatus prohibited.-The
driver of any
vehicle other than one, of official business shall not follow any fire apparatus traveling in response to a fire alarm closer than 500 feet or drive into
or park such vehicle within the block where fire apparatus has stopped in
answer to a fire alarm.
History:
57-7-173.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 96; C. 1943,

41-6-113. Driving over fire hose.-No railroad train or vehicle shall be
driven over any unprotected hose of a fire department when laid down on
any street, private driveway, or railroad track, to be used at any fire
or alarm of fire, without the consent of the fire department
official in
command.
History:
57-7-174.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 97; C. 1943,

41-6-114. Destructive or injurious materials on highways, park or recreational areas-Throwing lighted material from moving vehicle,s.-(a)
It
shall be unlawful for any person to throw, deposit, or discard, or to permit to be dropped, thrown, deposited, or discarded upon any public road,
highway, park or recreation area, any glass bottle, glass, nails, tacks, wire,
cans, barbed wire, boards, trash or garbage, or any other substance which
would or could injure any person, animal, or vehicle upon such public road,
highway, park or recreation area or which would or could mar or impair
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the scenic aspect or beauty of such public road, highway, park or recreation area.
(b) Any person who drops, throws, deposits, or discards, or permits
to be dropped, thrown, deposited or discarded, upon any public road, highway, park or recreation area any destructive, injurious or unslightly material shall immediately remove the same or cause it to be removed.
( c) .Any person removing a wrecked or damaged vehicle from a public
road, highway, park or recreation area shall remove any glass or other
injurious substance dropped upon the road or highway or in the park or
recreation area from such vehicle.
( d) It shall be unlawful to throw any lighted material from a moving
vehicle.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 98; C. 1943,
57-7-175; L. 1955, ch. 71, § 1; 1957, ch.
79, § 1.
Compiler's Notes.
The 1955 amendment
enlarged
visions of subsecs. (a) and (b).

the pro-

The 1957 amendment
rewrote
(a) to (c) and added (d).
Collateral References.
Automo bilese:::>10.
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles

41-6-114.1. Violation-Misdemeanor.-Any
person violating
provisions of this section is guilty of a misdemeanor.
History:

L. 1957, ch. 79, § 2.

Title of Act.
An act amending section 41-6-114, Utah
Code Annotated
1953, as amended
by
chapter 71, Laws of Utah 1955, relating
to the throwing
of destructive,
lighted,

subsecs.

§ 16.

any of the

injurious
and unsightly
materials on the
highway and providing that parks, public
Toads and highways
be included in the
affected areas; enacting two new sections
making the violation of the act a misdemeanor and direeting the state road commission to place warning signs.

41-6-114.2. Warning signs.-The
state road commission shall place adequate warning signs notifying all persons using the public roads, highways,
parks or recreation areas, of the provisions of this act, wherever they deem
it proper within the state.
History:

L. 1957, ch. 79, § 3.

41-6-115. &hool buses-Regulations regarding design and operation.The state road commission and the department, by and with the advice of
the state board of education, shall adopt and enforce regulations not inconsistent with this act to govern the design and operation of all school
buses for the transportation
of school children when owned and operated
by any school district or privately owned and operated under contract
with any school district in this state and such regulations shall by reference be made a part of any such contract with a school district. Every
school district, its officers and employees, and every person employed under
contract by a school district shall be subject to said regulations.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 99; C. 1943,
57-7-176; L. 1957, ch. 78, § 5.
Compiler's Note.
The 1957 amendment inserted "and
department,"
in the first sentence.
Cross-References.
School bus, signs and light

signals,

the

duty

to stop, driver, operation
of signals, 416-100.10.
Standards and specifications for lighting
and special warning devices, 41-6-140.10.
Collateral References.
Schools and School Disti·ictse:::>159½.
79 C.J.S. Schools and School Districts
§ 480.
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41-6-116. Violation of regulations-Penalty.-Any
officer or employee
of any school district who violates any of the regulations provided for in
the next preceding section or fails to include obligation to comply with said
regulations in any contract executed by them on behalf of a school district
shall be guilty of misconduct and subject to removal from office or employment. Any person operating a school bus under contract with a school district who fails to comply with any said regulations shall be guilty of
breach of contract and such contract shall be canceled after notice and
hearing by the responsible officers of such school district.
History:
57-7-177.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 100; C. 1943,

ARTICLE 16
EQUIPMENT
Section

41-6-117.
41-6-118.
41-6-119.
41-6-120.
41-6-121.
41-6-121.10.
41-6-122.
41-6-123.
41-6-124.
41-6-125.
41-6-126.
41-6-127.
41-6-128.
41-6-129.
41-6-130.
41-6-131.
41-6-132.
41-6-133.
41-6-134.
41-6-135.
41-6-136.
41-6-137.
41-6-138.
41-6-139.
41-6-140.
41-6-140.10.
41-6-140.20.
41-6-141.
41-6-142.
41-6-143.
41-6-144.
41-6-145.
41-6-146.
41-6-147.

Vehicle in unsafe condition or improperly equipped-Violation
of
act-Misdemeanor-Accessories-Exception
as to farm implements and road machinery.
Lights and illuminating
devices-Duty
to display-Time.
Lighting equipment required.
Tail lamps-Illumination
of rear registration
plate.
Reflectors.
Stop lamps required-T'urn
signals.
Clearance lamps or reflectors.
Lamps, lights and reflectors required on certain vehicles.
Color of light displayed or reflected.
Mounting reflectors and e.learance lamps.
Size of reflectors and clearance lamps.
Vehicles operated in combination.
Load extending beyond rear of vehicle-Duty
to display light or
flag.
Parked vehicle-Duty
to display lights-Requirements.
Farm tractors and equipment-Lamps.
Spot and fog lamps.
Turn lights-Out-of-state
cars.
Side cowl, fender, running board, and back-up lamps-Warning
lamps.
Head lamps and auxiliary lamps-Distribution
of light and intensity-Beam
indicator.
Dimming of lights.
Single distribution
of lights-Requirements
and limitations.
Motorcycles and motor-driven cycles.
Requirements
for slow moving vehicles.
Number of front lamps required and permitted.
Lamps projecting
beam greater than 300 candlepower-Restrictions-Reel
lights-Flashing
lights.
Standards
and specifications
for lighting
and special warning
devices on school buses.
Snow removal equipment and other work vehicles-Road
co=ission may adopt standards and specifications for lighting.
Sale or use of unapproved
lighting
equipment
or devices prohibited.
Commission authorized
to approve lighting
devices-Standards
and specifications.
Commission may conduct hearings-Notice-Retests.
Brake equipment-Requirements-Performane.e.
Inspection of brakes on motorcycles an<l motor-driven cycles-Disapproval-Effect.
Horns and warning devices-Emergency
vehicles.
Mufflers-Prevention
of noise, smoke and fumes.
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41-6-148.
41-6-149.
41-6-150.
41-6-150.10.
41-6-151.
41-6-152.
41-6-153.
41-6-154.
41-6-154.10.
41-6-155.
41-6-156.
41-6-157.
41-6-158.
41-6-159.
41-6-160.
41-6-161.
41-6-162.
41-6-163.
41-6-164.
41-6-165.
41-6-166.
41-6-167.
41-6-168.
41-6-169.
41-6-170.
41-6-171.
41-6-172.
41-6-173.
41-6-174.
41-6-175.
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Mirrors.
Windshields-Obstructions
on-Wipers.
Tires-Types
prohibited.
Guards or flaps at rear wheels of trucks, trailers, or truck tract.ors.
Safety glass requirements-Approved
types-Effect
of noncompli•
ance as to registration.
Flares, fusees or electric lanterns and flags-Alternative
reflector
units-Duty
to carry in trucks and buses-Requirements.
Warning signal around disabled vehicle-Time
and place.
Transportation
of explosives or flammable or corrosive liquids-Wording required on vehicle-Other
regulations.
Air conditioning
equipment-Requirements.
Vehicles and equipment must be in safe mechanical condition.
Inspection by officers-Certificate
of inspection.
Enforcement
of inspection requirements.
Periodic.al inspection required.
Suspension of registration.
Official inspection
stations-Permits.
Permits not transferable-Certificate
of inspection.
Falsely representing
to be official station.
Counterfeit
certificates of inspection.
Violation of act-Misdemeanor.
Requiring or knowingly permitting
driver to unlawfully
operate
vehicle.
Appearance upon arrest for misdemeanor.
Notice to appear in court-Contents-Promise
to comply-Signing
-Release
from custody-Official
misconduct.
Violation of promise to appear-Misdemeanor.
Arrests without warrants.
Record of violation not admissible in civil action.
Conviction shall not affect credibility as a witness.
Improper disposition or cancellation
of notice to appear or traffic
citation-Official
misconduct-Misdemeanor.
Keeping of records-Making
and forwarding
of abstract upon conviction or forfeiture
of bail-Form
and contents-Public
inspection-Official
misconduct.
Uniformity
of interpretation.
Short title of act.

41-6-117. Vehicle in unsafe condition or improperly equipped-Viola.tion of act-Misdemeanor-Accessories-Exception
as to farm implements
and road machinery.-(a)
It is a misdemeanor for any person to drive or
move or for the owner to cause or knowingly permit to be driven or moved
on any highway any vehicle or combination of vehicles which is in such
unsafe condition as to endanger any person, or which does not contain those
parts or is not at all times equipped with such lamps and other equipment
in proper condition and adjustment as required in this article, or which is
equipped in any manner in violation of this act, or for any person to do
any act forbidden or fail to perform any act required under this act.
(b) Nothing contained in this act shall be construed to prohibit the
use of additional parts and accessories on any vehicle not inconsistent with
the provisions of this act.
(c) The provisions of this act, with respect to equipment on vehicles,
shall not apply to implements of husbandry, road machinery, road rollers or
farm tractors, except as herein made applicable.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 101; C. 1943,
L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1; 1955, ch.

57-7-178;
71, § 1.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1949 amendment
added a sentence
to subsec. (c) regarding
lights on farm
tractors.
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The 1955 amendment
deleted
sentence of subsec. ( c) regarding
lights on farm tractors.

4.

the last
electric

1. Requirements in absence of statute.
Entirely
apart from any statutory
requirements,
the law requires
that, if a
person desires to operate his automobile
on the public streets or highways
after
dark, he must see to it that it is equipped
with proper, suitable, and sufficient lights,
so that the operator
may discover
any
objects or obstructions
that may be encountered on the highway. O'Brien v. Alston, 61 U. 368, 372, 213 P. 791.

2. Dead cars.
Former
section
only requiring
lamps
upon motor vehicles "while in use on a
public highway,"
did not apply to dead
cars; that is, a car being hauled through
streets by another car. Musgrave v. Studebaker Bros. Co., 48 U. 410, 160 P. 117.
3.

41-6-118

Negligence.

Questions of law and fact.
Whether the lights are of the character
required
by the statute
must ordinarily
be determined
from the evidence, and in
case they do not c.onform to the statutory requirements,
the question
still remains whether
the absence of suffieient
lights
was the proximate
cause of the
accident
or not. These are questions
of
fact. Sweet v. Salt Lake City, 43 U. 306,
325, 134 P. 1167, 8 N. 0. 0. A. 922.
5.

Instructions.
Instruction
requiring
jury to find motorist
who struck
pedestrian
guilty
of
negligence
if they found that he failed
to sound his horn was prejudicially
erroneous, since it was question
for jury
under all circumstances
of case to determine whether ordinary
care required motorist to sound his horn or to give other
warning of his approach. Nelson v. Lott,
81 U. 265, 17 P. 2d 272.
6.

Violation of former statute
held negligence per se. O'Brien v. Alston, 61 U. 368,
213 P. 791, applying
Comp. Laws 1917,
§ 3976.
It may be negligence
to operate a motor vehicle without sounding the horn or
otherwise giving warning of its approach,
and, if proximate
cause of injury, be act.ionable. Wilcox v. Wunderlich,
73 U. 1,
14, 272 P. 207.
Actionable negligence may not be predicated on a failure
to have lights, or to
sound a horn, or to drive a car in violation of an ordinance
or statute,
unless
such unlawful
or negligent
acts, or some
of them, constitute
the proximate
cause
of the injury. Wilcox v. Wunderlich,
73
U. 1, 14, 272 P. 207.
It may be negligence to operate a motor
vehicle without sufficient or proper lights,
and, if proximate
cause of injury, be actionable. Wilcox v. Wunderlich,
73 U. 1,
14, 272 P. 207.

Harmless and reversible
error.
Under former
statute
automobile
was
required
to be equipped with lights, and
failure
of court, which was trying
accident case without jury, to find that automobile was equipped
with proper lights
was prejudicial,
where defendant
pleaded
contributory
negligence
because
of such
failure of plaintiff,
and evidence did not
require finding as matter of law that automobile was equipped with proper lights.
West v. Standard
Fuel Co., 81 U. 300, 17
P. 2d 292.
Collateral References.
Automobiles~l48.
60 O.J.S. Motor Vehicles § 260.
Equipment,
5 Am. Jur.,
Automobiles
§ 251 et seq.
Condition and equipment of vehicles, 5A
Am. Jur., Automobiles
and Highway Traffic § 247 et seq.

41-6-118. Lights a.nd illuminating devices-Duty

to display-Time.-

(a) Every vehicle upon a highway within this state at any time from a
half hour after sunset to a half hour before sunrise and at any other time
when there is not sufficient light to render clearly discernible persons and
vehicles on the highways at a distance of 500 feet ahead shall display
lighted lamps and illuminating devices as hereinafter respectively required
for different classes of vehicles, subject to exceptions with respect to
parked vehicles as hereinafter stated.
(b) Whenever requirement is hereinafter declared as to the distance
from which certain lamps and devices shall render objects visible or within
which such lamps or devices shall be visible, said provisions shall apply
during the times stated in subdivision (a) of this section in respect to a
vehicle without load when upon a straight level, unlighted highway under
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unless a different

time or condition is ex-

Driving
motor vehicle without lights
or with improper
lights as gross negli·
gence or the like warranting
recovery by
guest under guest statute or similar com•
man-law rule, 21 A. L. R. 2d 209.
Existence
and condition
of lights on
automobile
as affecting
right of owner
or operator to recover for negligence, 14
A. L. R. 794, 40 A. L. R. 1243, 113 A.
L. R. 1260.
Expert
or opinion evidence regarding
lights on automobiles
and the distance at
which lights will "pick up" an object, 137
A. L. R. 753.
Liability
for injury incident to towing
automobile as affected by availability and
effectiveness
of lighting equipment, 30 A.
L. R. 2d 1053.
Operation of regulations requiring motor
vehicles
to be equipped
with adequate
mirrors, 27 A. L. R. 2d 1040.
Validity and construction
of regulations
as to automobile lights, 11 A. L. R. 1226,
78 A. L. R. 815.

History:
L. 1941, ch. 52, § 102; C. 1943,
57-7-179; L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1; 1957, ch.
78, § 6.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1949 amendment
added matter pertaining to "vehicle without load" in subsecs. (b) and (c).
The 1957 amendment deleted subsec. ( c)
relating
to mounted height of lamps or
devices.
Collateral References.
Automobiles~149.
60 O.J.S. Motor Vehicles § 263.
Defective lights, 5 Am. Jur., 643, Automo biles § 253.
Lights, 5A Am. Jur., Automobiles
and
Highway Traffic § 250.
Application
of "assured
clear distance
ahead" or "radius of lights" doctrine to
accident
involving
pedestrian
crossing
street or highway, 31 A. L. R. 2d 1424.
Driving motor vehicle without lights or
with improper lights as affecting liability
for collision, 21 A. L. R. 2d 7.

41-6-119. Lighting equipment required.-(a)
Every motor vehicle
other than a motorcycle or motor-driven cycle shall be equipped with at
least two head lamps with at least one on each side of the front of the
motor vehicle, which head lamps shall comply with the requirements and
limitations set forth iu this act.
(b) Every motorcycle and every motor-driven cycle shall be equipped
with at least one and not more than two head lamps which shall comply
with the requirements and limitations of this act.
History:
L. 1941, ch. 52, § 103; C. 1943,
57-7-180; L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1; 1957, ch.
78, § 7.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1949 amendment
inserted
matter
pertaining
to "motor-driven
cycle" in subsecs. (a) and (b) and added subsec. (c).
The 1957 amendment
deleted
subsec.
( c) relating to height of head lamps.

41-6-120. Tail lamps-Illumination
of rear registration plate.-(a)
Every motor vehicle, trailer, semitrailer and pole trailer, and any other
vehicle which is being drawn at the end of a train of vehicles, shall be
equipped with at least one tail lamp mounted on the rear which, when
lighted as hereinbefore required, shall emit a red light plainly visible from
a distance of 500 feet to the rear, provided, that in the case of a train of
vehicles only the tail lamp on the rearmost vehicle need actually be seen
from the distance specified. And further, every such above-mentioned vehicle, other than a truck tractor, motorcycle or motor-driven cycle, registered in this state and manufactured
or assembled after January 1, 1956,
shall be equipped with at least two tail lamps mounted on the rear, which
when lighted as herein required shall comply with the provisions of this
section.
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(b) Every tail lamp upon every vehicle shall be located at a height
of not more than seventy-two inches nor less than twenty inches to be
measured as set forth in section 41-6-118.
(c) Either a tail lamp or a separate lamp shall be so constructed and
placed as to illuminate with a white light the rear registration plate and
render it clearly legible from a distance of fifty feet to the rear. Any tail
lamp or tail lamps, together with any separate lamp for illuminating the
rear registration plate, shall be so wired as to be lighted whenever the head
lamps or auxiliary driving lamps are lighted.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 104; C. 1943,
57-7-181; L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1; 1955, ch.
71, § 1.
Compiler's Notes.
The 1949 amendment
inserted the com·
ma after "which" in the first sentence in
subsec. (a), where prior to amendment the
comma followed "rear" and added subsec.
(b ).

The 1955 amendment
added the second
sentence in subsec. (a) and increased the
maximum height of tail lamps from 60
inches to 72 inches in snbsec (b ).
Cross-Reference.
Lamps on parked

vehicles,

41-6-129.

41-6-121. Reflectors.-(a)
Every new motor vehicle hereafter sold and
operated upon a highway, other than a truck tractor, shall carry on the
rear, either as a part of the tail lamps or separately, two red reflectors, except that every motorcycle and every motor-driven cycle shall carry at least
one reflector, meeting the requiremei,ts of this section, except that vehicles
of the type mentioned in section 41-6-123 shall be equipped with reflectors
as required in those sections applicable thereto.
(b) Every such reflector shall be mounted on the motor vehicle at a
height not less than twenty inches nor more than sixty inches above the
ground on which the vehicle stands measured as set forth in section 41-6-118,
and shall be of such size and characteristics and so maintained as to be visible at night from all distances within 350 feet to 100 feet from such vehicle
when directly in front of lawful upper beams of head lamps, except that
visibility from a greater distance is hereinafter required of reflectors of
certain types of vehicles.
History:
L. 1941, ch. 52, § 105; C. 1943,
57-7-182; L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1; 1955, ch.
71, § 1.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1949 amendment
inserted
"except
that every motorcycle
and every motor·
driven cycle shall carry at least one reflector" in subsec. (a), and substituted
"20 inehes" for "24 inches" in suhsec. (b).

The 1955 amendment
enlarged the provisions of subsec. (b) and increased the
required distance of night visibility from
"300 feet to 50 feet" to "350 feet to 100
feet."
Collateral References.
A utomo biles~148.
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles

§ 260.

41-6-121.10 Stop lamps required-Turn signals.-(a)
From and after
January 1, 1956 it shall be unlawful for any person to sell any new motor
vehicle, including any motorcycle or motor-driven cycle, in this state or
for any person to drive such vehicle on the highways unless it is equipped
with at least one stop lamp meeting the requirements of section 41-6-132.
(b) No person shall sell or offer for sale or operate on the highways
any motor vehicle, trailer, or semitrailer registered in this state and manufactured or assembled after January 1, 1956, unless it is equipped with me-
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chanical or electrical turn signals meeting the requirements
41-6-132. This paragraph
shall not apply to any motorcycle
driven cycle.
History: C. 1953, 41-6-121.10, enacted
L. 1955, ch. 71, § 1.

of section
or motor-

by

41-6-122. Clearance lamps or reflectors.-The sections of this act immediately following relating to clearance and marker lamps, reflectors
and stop lights shall apply as stated in said sections to vehicles of the
type therein enumerated, namely buses, trucks, truck tractors, and certain
trailers, semitrailers and pole trailers, respectively, when operated upon
any highway, and said vehicles shall be equipped as required and all lamp
equipment required shall be lighted at the times mentioned in section
41-6-118, except that clearance and side marker lamps need not be lighted
on any said vehicles when operated within any municipality where there
is sufficient light to render clearly discernible persons and vehicles on
the highway at a distance of 500 feet, nor to buses operated principally
within municipalities when the interiors of such buses are illuminated.
History:
57-7-183.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 106; C. 1943,

Compiler's Note.
The reference in this section to "section
41-6-118" appeared in the act as "section
102."

41-6-123. Lamps, lights and refle,ctors required on certain vehicles.In addition to other equipment required in this act the following vehicles
shall be equipped as herein stated under the conditions stated in section

41-6-122.
(a) On every bus or truck, whatever its size, there shall be the
following:
On the rear, two reflectors, one at each side, and one stop light.
(b) On every bus or truck eighty inches or more in over-all width, in
addition to the requirements in subparagraph(a):
On the front, two clearance lamps, one at each side.
On the rear, two clearance lamps, one at each side.
On each side, two side marker lamps, one at or near the front and one
at or near the rear.
On each side, two reflectors, one at or near the front and one at or near
the rear.
( c) On every truck tractor:
On the front, two clearance lamps, one at each side.
On the rear, one stop light.
( d) On every trailer or semitrailer having a gross weight m excess
of 3,000 pounds :
On the front, two clearance lamps, one at each side.
On each side, two side marker lamps, one at or near the front and one
at or near the rear.
On each side, two reflectors, one at or near the front and one at or near
the rear.
On the rear, two clearance lamps, one at each side, also two reflectors,
one at each side, and one stop light.
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( e) On every pole trailer in excess of 3,000 pounds gross weight:
On each side, one side marker lamp and one· clearance lamp which may
be in combination, to show to the front, side, and rear.
On the rear of the pole trailer or load, two reflectors, one at each side.
(f) Ou every trailer, semitrailer, and pole trailer weighing 3,000 pounds
gross or less:
Ou the rear, two reflectors, one on each side. If any trailer or semitrailer
is so loaded or is of such dimensions as to obscure the stop light on the
towing vehicle, then such vehicle shall also be equipped with one stop light.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 107; C. 1943,
57-7-184; L. 1955, ch. 71, § 1.
Compiler's Note.
The 1955 amendment
paragraph.

inserted

the sixth

Collateral References.
Driving motor vehicle without lights or
with improper lights as affecting liability
for collision, 21 A. L. R. 2d 7.

Driving motor vehicle without lights or
with improper lights as gross negligence
or the like warranting
recovery by guest
under guest statute
or similar commonlaw rule, 21 A. L. R. 2d 209.
Liability
for collision
on ground
of
absence or insufficiency of lights on parked
or standing motor vehicle, 21 A. L. R. 2d
95.

41-6-124. Color of light displayed or reflected.-(a)
Front clearance
lamps and those marker lamps and reflectors mounted on the front or on
the side near the front of a vehicle shall display or reflect an amber color.
(b) Rear clearance lamps and those marker lamps and reflectors
mounted on the rear or on the sides near the rear of a vehicle shall display
or reflect a red color.
( c) All lighting devices and reflectors mounted on the rear of any
vehicle shall display or reflect a red color, except the stop light or other
signal device, which may be red, amber or yellow, and except that the light
used only to illuminate the license plate shall be white and the light
emitted by a back-up lamp shall be white or amber.
History: L. 1941, ch. 5-2, § 108; C. 1943,
57-7-185; L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1; 1955, ch.
71, § 1.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1949 amendment
inserted
"or the
light emitted by a back-up lamp" in subsec. (c).
The 1955 amendment
rewrote the last
part of su bsec. ( c) relating to the color of
hack-up lights.

41-6-125. Mounting reflectors and clearance lamps.-( a) Reflectors
shall be mounted at a height not less than twenty-four inches and not
higher than sixty inches above the ground on which the vehicle stands, except that if the highest part of the permanent structure of the vehicle is
less than twenty-four inches the reflector at such point shall be mounted as
high as that part of the permanent structure will permit.
The rear reflectors on a pole trailer may be mounted on each side of
the bolster or load.
Any required red reflector on the rear of a vehicle may be incorporated with the tail lamp, but such reflector shall meet all the other
reflector requirements of this act.
(b) Clearance lamps shall be mounted on the permanent structure
of the vehicle in such a manner as to indicate its extreme width and as
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near the top thereof as practicable.
Clearance lamps and side marker
lamps may be mounted in combination provided illumination is given
as required herein with reference to both.
History:
57-7-186.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 109; C. 1943,

41-6-126. Size of reflectors

and clearance lamps.-(a)
Every reflector
upon any vehicle referred to in section 41-6-123 shall be of such size and
characteristics
and so maintained as to be readily visible at nighttime from
all distances within 500 feet to 50 feet from the vehicle when directly in
front of lawful upper beams of head lamps. Reflectors required to be
mounted on the sides of the vehicle shall reflect the required color of
light to the sides, and those mounted on the rear shall reflect a red color
to the rear.
(b) Front and rear clearance lamps shall be capable of being seen
ancl distinguished under normal atmospheric conditions at the times lights
are required at a distance of 500 feet from the front and rear, respectively,
of the vehicle.
( c) Side marker lamps shall be capable of being seen and distinguished under normal atmospheric
conditions at the times lights are
required to a distance of 500 feet from the side of the vehicle on which
mounted.
History:
57-7-187.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 110; C. 1943,

Compiler's Note.
The reference in this section to "section
41-6-123" appeared in the act as "section
107."

41-6-127. Vehicles operated in combination. - Whenever motor and
other vehicles are operated in combination during the time that lights
are required, any lamp ( except tail lamps) need not be lighted which,
by reason of its location on a vehicle of the combination, would be obscured by another vehicle of the combination, but this shall not affect the
requirement that lighted clearance lamps be displayed on the front of the
foremost vehicle required to have clearance lamps, nor that all lights
required on the rear of the rearmost vehicle of any combination shall
be lighted.
History:
57-7-189.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 112; C. 1943,

Compiler's Note.
Former section 57-7-188, Code 1943 was
repealed by Laws 1949, ch. 65, § 2.

Collateral References.
Automo bilese=::,149.
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles

§ 263.

41-6-128. Load extending beyond rear of vehicle-Duty
to display
light or flag.-Whenever
the load upon any vehicle extends to the rear four
feet or more beyond the bed or body of such vehicle there shall be
displayed at the extreme rear end of the load, at the times specified in
section 41-6-118 hereof, a red light or lantern plainly visible from a distance of at least 500 feet to the sides and rear. The red light or lantern
required under this section shall be in addition to the red rear light required upon every vehicle. At any other time there shall be displayed
at the extreme rear end of such load a red flag or cloth not less than 12
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inches square, and so hung that the entire area is visible to the driver
of a vehicle approaching from the rear.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 113; C. 1943,
57-7-190; L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1.
Compiler's Notes.
The 1949 amendment
substituted
"12
inches" for "16 inches" in the last sentence
and added that part of seetion following
the last comma.
The reference in this section to "section
41-6-118'' appeared in Code 1943 as "section 57-7-179."

Cross-Reference.
Maximum width
27-1-28 et seq.

of vehicle,

Collateral References.
Automobiles<e=149.
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles

and

load,

§ 263.

41-6-129. Parked vehicle-Duty
to display lights-Requirements.(a) Whenever a vehicle is lawfully parked upon a highway during the
hours between a half hour after sunset and a half hour before sunrise and
there is sufficient light to reveal any person or object within a distance of
500 feet upon such highway, no lights need be displayed upon such parked
vehicle.
(b) ·whenever a vehicle is parked or stopped upon a roadway or
shoulder adjacent thereto, whether attended or unattended,
during the
hours between a half hour after sunset and a half hour before sunrise and
there is not sufficient light to reveal any person or object within a distance
of 500 feet upon such highway, such vehicle so parked or stopped shall
be equipped with one or more lamps meeting the following requirements:
At least one lamp shall display a white or amber light visible from a distance of 500 feet to the front of the vehicle, ancl the same lamp or at least
one other lamp shall display a red light visible from a distance of 500 feet
to the rear of, the vehicle, and the location of said lamp or lamps shall always be such that at least one lamp or combination of lamps meeting the requirements of this section is installed as near as practicable to the side of
the vehicle which is closest to passing traffic. The foregoing provisions shall
not apply to a motor-driven cycle.
( c) Any lighted head lamps upon a parked vehicle shall be depressed
or dimmed.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 114; C. 1943,
57-7-191; L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1; 1955, ch.
71, § 1.
Compiler's Notes.
The 1949 amendment completely rewrote
this section.
The 1955 amendment
enlarged the provisions of the :first sentence in subsec. (b)
relating to requirements
of night visibility
of lamps on parked vehicles.
1. Taillight.
Motorist stopping partly on paved portion of highway at night and leaving vehicle without
taillight,
pending
wheel
repairs, may be held liable for collision
between two passing motorists,
going in
opposite directions,
where one approaching from rear of standing vehicle swerves

suddenly to avoid collision with it and
collides with oncoming motorist.
Knight
v. Wessler, 67 U. 354, 248 P. 132. (Decided prior to enactment
of Laws 1941,
ch. 52.)
2. Injured or dead operator.
Where there is evidence that the operator of an overturned
vehicle was unconscious, seriously injured, or dead immediately
after the car came to rest,
the operator cannot be charged with the
duties of providing lights for the protection of other vehicles on the highway.
Fretz v. Anderson, 5 U. (2d) 290, 300 P.
2d 642, 645.
Collateral References.
Automobiles<e=l 73 (5).
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles
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Negligence
of one leaving
automobile
insufficiently
lighted in street or highway
as proximate
ca.use of aecident as affected
by intervening
negligence
of third person

not imputable
to person injured, 111 A.
L. R. 412, 116 A. L. R. 1452.
Validity
of automobile
parking otdinanees or regulations,
72 A. L. R. 229,

41-6-130. Farm tractors and equipment--Lamps.-(a)
Every farm
tractor and every self-propelled farm equipment unit or implement of husbandry not equipped with an electric lighting system shall at all times
mentioned in section 41-6-118 be equipped with at least one lamp displayin~
a white light visible from a distance of not less than 500 feet to the front
of such vehicle and shall also be equipped with at least one lamp displaying a red light visible from a distance of not less than 500 feet to the
rear of such vehicle and two red reflectors visible from a distance of 100
to 600 feet to the rear when illuminated by the upper beams of head lamps,
The lights required herein shall be positioned so that one lamp showingto
the front and one lamp or reflector showing to the rear will indicate the
furthest projection of said tractor, unit or implement on the side of the
road used in passing such vehicle.
(b) Every combination of farm tractor and towed unit of farm equipment or implement of husbandry not equipped with an electric lighting
system shall at all times mentioned in section 41-6-118 be equipped with
the following lamps:
(1) At least one lamp mounted to indicate as nearly as practicabl4
the extreme left projection of said combination and displaying a white
light visible from a distance of not less than 500 feet to the front of said
combination, and
(2) Two lamps each displaying a reel light visible from a distance of
not less than 500 feet to the rear of said combination, or as an alternativtt
at least one lamp displaying a red light visible from a distance of.not less
than 500 feet to the rear thereof and two red reflectors visible from a
distance of 100 to 600 feet to the rear thereof when illuminated by the
upper beams of head lamps, which said lamps or reflectors shall be mounted
in such manner as to indicate as nearly as practicable the extreme left and
right rear projections of said towed unit or implement on the highway.
(c) Every farm tractor and every self-propelled unit of farm equip.
ment or implement of husbandry equipped with an electric lighting system
shall at all times mentioned in section 41-6-118 be equipped with two
single-beam or multiple-beam head lamps meeting the requirements of sections 41-6-134 or 41-6-136 of this act respectively or as an alternatives
section 41-6-138 of this act, and two red lamps visible from a distance of not
less than 500 feet to the rear, or in the alternative, one red lamp visible
from a distance of not less than 500 feet to the rear and two red reflectors
visible from a distance of 100 to 600 feet to the rear when illuminated by
the upper beams of head lamps ; and such red lamps or reflectors shall be
mounted in the rear of said farm tractor or self-propelled implement of
husbandry so as to indicate as nearly as practicable the extreme left and
right projections of said vehicle on the highway.
( d) Every combination of farm tractor and towed farm equipment or

towed implement of husbandry equ::~ed with an electric

lirllting
system
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shall at all times mentioned in section 41-6-118 be equipped with the
following lamps:
(1) The farm tractor element of every such combination shall be
equipped with two single-beam or multiple-beam head lamps meeting the
requirements of sections 41-6-134, 41-6-136, or 41-6-138 of this act, and
(2) The towed unit of farm equipment or implement of husbandry
element of such combination shall be equipped with two red lamps visible
from a distance of not less than 500 feet to the rear, or as an alternative, one
red lamp visible from a distance of not less than 500 feet to the rear and
two red reflectors visible from a distance of 100 to 600 feet to the rear when
illuminated by the upper beams of head lamps; and such red lamps or reflectors shall be located so as to indicate as nearly as practicable the extreme
left and right rear projections of said towed unit or implement on the
highway and,
(3) Said combinations shall also be equipped with a lamp displaying a
white or amber light, or any shade of color between white and amber,
visible from a distance of not less than 500 feet to the front and a lamp
displaying a red light visible from a distance of not less than 500 feet to
the rear, which said lamp or lamps shall be installed or capable of being
positioned so as to indicate to the front and rear the furthest projection of
said combination on the side of the road used by other vehicles in passing
such combination.
( e) Every vehicle, including animal-drawn vehicles and vehicles referred to in section 41-6-117, not specifically required by the provisions of
this article to be equipped with lamps or other lighting devices, shall at
all times specified in section 41-6-118 of this act be equipped with at least
one lamp displaying a white light visible from a distance of not less thar1
500 feet to the front of said vehicle, and shall also be equipped with two
lamps displaying red light visible from a distance of not less than 500 feet
to the rear of said vehicle, or as an alternative, one lamp displaying a red
light visible from a distance of not less than 500 feet to the rear and two red
reflectors visible for distances of 100 to 600 feet to the rear when illuminated by the upper beams of head lamps.
History: C. 1953, 41-6-130, re-enacted
L. 1955, ch. 71, § 1.

by

Compiler's Note.
This section,
Code 1953, 41-6-130 (L.
1941, ch. 52, § 115; C. 1943, 57-7-192), relating to lamps on vehicles, was repealed
by Laws 1955, ch. 71, § 1. New section
41-6-130 was re-enacted by § 1 of the act.
The preliminary
clause of section 1 read
as follows: "Section 1. Secs. 41-6-6, 41-6-7,
41-6-8, 41-6-9, 41-6-34, 41-6-36, 41-6-47, 41-649, 41-6-70, 41-6-76, 41-6-77, 41-6-82, 41-6-90,
41-6-114, 41-6-117, 41-6-120, 41-6-121, 41-6123, 41-6-124, 41-6-129, 41-6-131, 41-6-133,

41-6-141, 41-6-142, 41-6-149, 41-6-159, and
27-1-28, Utah Code Annotated
1953, are
amended;
secs. 41-6-14, 41-6-64, 41-6-130,
41-6-132, 41-6-134, 41-6-135, 41-6-140, and
41-6-144, Utah Code Annotated
1953, are
repealed
and re-enacted;
and new sections 41-6-43.10, 41-6-72.10, 41-6-121.10, 416-140.10, 41-6-140.20, 41-6-154.10, Utah Code
Annotated
1953, are enacted
to read:

* *

*"

Collateral References.
Automobilee=>l49.
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles

§ 263.

41-6-131. Spot and fog lamps.-(a)
Any motor vehicle may be
equipped with not to exceed two spot lamps and every lighted spot lamp
shall be so aimed and used upon approaching another vehicle that no part
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of the high-intensity portion of the beam will be directed to the left of the
prolongation of the extreme left side of the vehicle nor more than 100 feet
ahead of the vehicle.
(b) Any motor vehicle may be equipped with not to exceed two fog
lamps mounted on the front at a height not less than twelve inches nor more
than thirty inches above the level surface upon which the vehicle stands and
so aimed that when the vehicle is not loaded none of the high-intensitYJ
portion of the light to the left of the center of the vehicle shall, at a distance of twenty-five feet ahead, project higher than a level of four inches
below the level of the center of the lamp from which it comes. Lighted fog
lamps meeting the above requirements may be used with lower head lamp
beams as specified in section 41-6-134 (b).
History:
L. 1941, ch. 52, § 116; C. 1943,
57-7-193; L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1; 1955, ch. 71,
§ 1; 1957, ch. 78, § 8.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1949 amendment
ancl (c) and substituted
"12 inches" in subsec.
The 1955 amendment
spot lamps from one to

added
"16
( d).
raised
two in

subsecs.
inches"

(b)
for

the limit of
subsec. (a),

deleted "and every such auxiliary passinl
lamp shall meet the requirements an
limitations
set forth in this act" at th
end of subsecs. (e) and (d) and added
the last sentence in snbsecs. (b), (c), and
( d).
The 1957 amendment
deleted subsecs:
( c) and ( cl) relating to auxiliary passing
and driving lamps.

41-6-132. Turn lights-Out-of-state cars.-Any motor vehicle may be
equipped and when required under this act shall be equipped with signal
devices approved by the Utah road commission showing to the front and
reat for the purposes of indicating an intention to turn either to the right
or left. When lamps are used for such purpose, the lamps showing to the
front shall be located on the same level and as widely spaced laterally as
practicable and when in use shall display a white or amber light, or any
shade of color between white and amber, visible from a distance of not less
than 100 feet to the front in normal sunlight, and the lamps showing to the
rear shall be located at the same level and as widely spaced laterally as
practicable and when in use shall display a red or amber light, or any
shade of color between red and amber visible from a distance of not less
than 100 feet to the rear in normal sunlight. When actuated such lamps
shall indicate the intended direction of turning by flashing the lights showing to the front and rear on the side toward which the turn is made.
It is further provided that a vehicle properly registered in the state of
its legal domicile (meaning the state from which it is most frequently
dispatched, garaged, serviced, operated or otherwise controlled and which
vehicle is being operated in compliance with the laws of that state) shall
not be subject to the requirements of this act pertaining to signal devices.
History: C. 1953, 41-6-132, re-enacted by
L. 1955, ch. 71, § 1; 1957, ch. 78, § 9.
Compiler's Notes.
This section, Code 1953, 41-6-132 (L.
1941, ch. 52, § 117; C. 1943, 57-7-194; L.
1949, ch. 65, § 1), relating to signal lamps
or devices, was repealed by Laws 1955,
ch. 71, § 1. New section 41-6-132 was reenacted by § 1 of the act. The preliminary
clause of section 1 read as follows: "Sec-

tion 1. Secs. 41-6-6, 41-6-7, 41-6-8, 41-6-9,
41-6-34, 41-6-36, 41-6-47, 41-6-49, 41-6-70,
41-6-76, 41-6-77, 41-6-82, 41-6-90, 41-6-114,
41-6-117, 41-6-120, 41-6-121, 41-6-123, 41-6124, 41-6-129, 41-6-131, 41-6-133, 41-6-141,
41-6-142, 41-6-149, 41-6-159, and 27-1-28,
Utah Code Annotated
1953, are amended;
secs. 41-6-14, 41-6-64, 41-6-130, 41-6-132, 416-134, 41-6-135, 41-6-140, and 41-6-144, Utah
Code Annotated
1953, are repealed and
re-enacted;
and new sections 41-6-43.10,
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41-6-72.10, 41-6-121.10, 41-6-140.10, 41-6140.20, 41-6-154.10, Utah Code Annotated
1953, are enacted to read: * * * ."
The 1057 amendment deleted subsec. (a)
relating to stop lamps, substituted
"signal
devices approved by the Utah road com-

41-6-134

mission" for "lamps or mechanical
signal
devices" and deleted the last sentence in
subsec. (b), deleted subsec. (c) prohibiting
glaring lights and added the last paragraph.

41-6-133. Side cowl, fender, running board, and back-up lamps-Warning lamps.-(a)
Any motor vehicle may be equipped with not more than
two side cowl or fender lamps which shall emit an amber or white light
without glare.
(b) Any motor vehicle may be equipped with not more than one
running board courtesy lamp on each side thereof which shall emit a white
or amber light without glare.
(c) Any motor vehicle may be equipped with not more than two backup lamps either separately or in combination with another lamp; except
that no back-up lamp shall be lighted when the motor vehicle is in forward
motion.
(d) Any vehicle may be equipped with lamps which may be used for
the purpose of warning the operators of other vehicles of the presence of
vehicular traffic hazard requiring the exercise of unusual care in approaching, overtaking or passing, and when so equipped may display such warning
in addition to any other warning signals required by this act. The lamps
used to display such warning to the front shall be mounted at the same
level and as widely spaced laterally as practicable, and shall display simultaneously flashing white or amber lights, or any shade of color between
white and amber. The lamps used to display such warning to the rear shall
be mounted at the same level and as widely spaced laterally as practicable,
and shall show simultaneously flashing amber or red lights, or any shade of
color between amber and red. These warning lights shall be visible from
a distance of not less than 500 feet under normal atmospheric conditions at
night.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 118; C. 1943,
57-7-195; L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1; 1955, ch.
71, § 1.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1949 amendment
substituted
"with
not more than two back-up lamps" for
"with a back-up lamp," and "shall be
lighted" for "shall be continuously lighted"
in subsec. (c).
The 1955 amendment added subsec. (d).

41-6-134. Head lamps and auxiliary lamps-Distribution of light and
intensity-Beam indicator. - Except as hereinafter provided, the head

lamps, or the auxiliary driving lamps, or the auxiliary passing lamps, or
combinations thereof, on motor vehicles, other than a motorcycle or a motordriven cycle, shall be so arranged that the driver may select at will between
distributions of light projected to different elevations, and such lamps, may,
in addition, be so arranged that such selection may be made automatically,
subject to the following requirements and limitations:
(a) There shall be an uppermost distribution of light, or composite
beam, so aimed and of such intensity as to reveal persons and vehicles at
a distance of at least 350 feet ahead for all conditions of loading.
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(b) There shall be a lowermost distribution of light, or composite beam,
so aimed and of sufficient intensity to reveal persons and vehicles at a distance of at least 100 feet ahead; and on a straight level road under any condition of loading none of the high-intensity portion of the beam shall be
directed to strike the eyes of an approaching driver.
( c) Every new motor vehicle, other than a motorcycle or motor-driven
cycle, registered in this state, which has multiple-beam road-lighting equipment shall be equipped with a beam indicator, which shall be lighted whenever the uppermost distribution of light from the head lamps is in use, and
shall not otherwise be lighted. Said indicator shall be so designed and located that when lighted it will be readily visible without glare to the driver
of the vehicle so equipped.
History: C. 1953, 41-6-134, re-enacted by
L. 1955, ch. 71, § 1.
Compiler's Note.
This section,
Code 1953, 41-6-134 (L.
1941, ch. 52, § 119; 0. 1943, 57-7-196; L.
1949, ch. 65, § 1), relating to requirements
concerning head lamps and auxiliary lamps,
was repealed by Laws 1955, ch. 71, § l
New section 41-6-134 was re-enacted
by
§ 1 of the act. The preliminary
clause of
section 1 read as follows: "Section 1. Secs.
41-6-6. 4-6-7, 41-6-8, 4-6-9, 41-6-34, 41-6-36,
41-6-47, 41-6-49, 41-6-70, 41-6-76, 41-6-77,
41-6-82, 41-6-90, 41-6-114, 41-6-117, 41-6-120,
41-6-121 41-6-123 41-6-124 41-6-129 41-6131, 41~6-133, 41~6-141, 41-6-142, 41-6-149,
41-6-159, and 27-1-28, Utah Code Annotated 1953, are amended;
secs. 41-6-14,
41-6-64, 41-6-130, 41-6-132, 41-6-134, 41-6135, 41-6-140, and 41-6-144, Utah Code
Annotated
1953, are repealed and re-enacted; and new sections 41-6-43.10, 41-672.10, 41-6-121.10, 41-6-140.10, 41-6-140.20,
41-6-154.10, Utah Code Annotated 1953, are
enacted to read: * * * ."
1.

Effect of noncompliance.

If driver of vehicle has not provided
himself with such lights as prescribed by
this section, and as result thereof he fails
to discern object in highway and collides

with it, he is guilty of contributory negli·
gence and cannot recover. Dalley v. Midwestern Dairy Products
Co., 80 U. 331,
15 P. 2d 309.

Collateral References.
Automobiles~l49.
60 0.J.S. Motor Vehicles

§ 263.

Driving motor vehicle without lights or
with improper lights as affecting liability
for collision, 21 A. L. R. 2d 7.
Driving
motor vehicle without lights
or with improper lights as gross negli•
gence or the like warranting
recovery
by guest under guest statute or similar
common-law rule, 21 A. L. R. 2d 209.
Duty and liability
of vehicle driver
blinded by glare of lights, 22 A. L. R. 2d
292.
Duty to dim motor vehicle lights, 22
A. L. R. 2d 427.
Existence
and condit.ion of lights on
automobile
as affecting
right of owner
or operator
to recover
for negligence,
113 A. L. R. 1260.
Glare of lights, fact that driver of automobile is blinded by, as affecting liability for automobile
accident, 10 A. L. R.
294, 32' A. L. R. 887, 41 A. L. R. 1040, 62
A. L. R. 1531.

41-6-135. Dimming of lights.-(a)
Whenever a motor vehicle is being
operated on a roadway or shoulder adjacent thereto during the time specified in section 41-6-118, the driver shall use a distribution of light, or composite beam, directed high enough and of sufficient intensity to reveal persons and vehicles at a safe distance in advance of the vehicle, subject to the
following requirements and limitations.
(b) Whenever the driver of a vehicle approaches an oncoming vehicle
within 500 feet, such driver shall use a distribution of light or composite
beam so aimed that the glaring rays are not projected into the eyes of the
oncoming driver. The lowermost distribution of light specified in section
41-6-134, paragraph (b), shall be deemed to avoid glare at all times, regardless of road contour and loading.
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( c) Whenever the driver of a vehicle follows another vehicle within
200 feet to the rear, except when engaged in the act of overtaking and passing, such driver shall use a distribution of light permissible under this act
other than the uppermost distribution of light specified in paragraph
(a)
of section 41-6-134.
History: C. 1953, 41-6-135, re-enacted
L. 1955, ch. 71, § 1.

by

Compiler's Note.
This section,
Code 1953, 41-6-135 (L.
1941, ch. 52, § 120; C. 1943, 57-7-197), relating to the dimming of lights for approaching traffic was repealed
by Laws
1955, ch. 71, § 1. New section 41-6-135 was
re-enacted
by § 1 of the act. The preliminary clause of section 1 read as follows: "Section
1. Secs. 41-6-6, 4-6-7, 416-8, 41-6-9, 41-6-34, 41-6-36, 41-6-47, 41-649, 41-6-70, 41-6-76, 41-6-77, 41-6-82, 41-690, 41-6-114, 41-6-117, 41-6-120, 41-6-121,
41-6-123, 41-6-124, 41-6-129, 41-6-131, 41-6133, 41-6-141, 41-6-142, 41-6-149, 41-6-159,

an(l 27-1-28, Utah Code Annotated
1953,
are amended;
secs. 41-6-14, 41-6-64, 41-6130, 41-6-132, 41-6-134, 41-6-135, 41-6-140,
and 41-6-144, Utah Code Annotated
1953,
are repealed and re-enacted;
and new sections
41-6-43.10,
41-6-72.10,
41-6-121.10,
41-6-140.10, 41-6-140.20, 41-6-154.10, Utah
Code Annotated
1953, are enacted to read:

* *

*"

Collateral References.
Duty and liability
of vehicle
driver
blinded by glare of lights, 22 A. L. R.
2(1 292.
Duty to dim motor vehicle lights, 22
A. L. R. 2d 427.

41-6-136. Single distribution of lights-Requirements

and limitations.

-Head
lamps arranged to provide a single distribution
of light not
supplemented by auxiliary driving lamps shall be permitted
on motor
vehicles manufactured
and sold prior to one year after the effective
date of this act in lieu of multiple beam road-lighting
equipment herein
specified if the single distribution of the light complies with the following requirements and limitations:
(1) The head lamps shall be so aimed that when the vehicle is not
loaded none of the high-intensity portion of the light shall at a distance
of twenty-five feet ahead project higher than a level of five inches below
the level of the center of the lamp from which it comes, and in no case
higher than forty-two inches above the level on which the vehicle stands at
a distance of seventy-five feet ahead.
(2) The intensity shall be sufficient to reveal persons and vehicle [s]
at a distance of at least 200 feet.
History:
57-7-198.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 121; C. 1943,

Compiler's Note.
The bracketed
letter "s" was
by the compiler of Code 1943.

inserted

1.

Lighting road on curve.

No duty rests upon the state road commission or contractors
under it to straighten out curves to conform to the measure
by which diree.t rays of light may be cast
ahead to light a curve. Hansen v. Clyde,
89 U. 31, 37, 56 P. 2d 1366, 104 A. L. R.
943.

41-6-137. Motorcycles and motor-driven cycles.-The head lamp or head
lamps upon every motorcycle and every motor-driven cycle, hereinafter
for the purpose of this section referred to as a motorcycle, may be of
the single beam or multiple beam type but in either event shall comply
with the requirements and limitations as follows:
(1) Every said head lamp or head lamps shall be of sufficient intensity
to reveal a person or a vehicle at a distance of not less than 100 feet when
the motorcycle is operated at any speed less than twenty-five miles per
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hour and at a distance of not less than 200 feet when the motorcycle is
operated at a speed of twenty-five or more miles per hour, and at a distance
of not less than 300 feet when the motorcycle is operated at a speed
greater than thirty-five miles per hour, provided that no motorcycle shall
be operated at a speed greater than thirty-five miles per hour, unless such
motorcycle is equipped with a head lamp or head lamps which are adequate to reveal a person or a vehicle at a distance of 350 feet ahead.
(2) In the event the motorcycle is equipped with a multiple beam
head lamp or head lamps the upper beam shall meet the minimum requirements set forth above and shall not exceed the limitations set forth in
section 41-6-134 and the lowermost beam shall meet the requirements
applicable to a lowermost distribution
of light as set forth in section
41-6-134.
(3) In the event the motorcycle is equipped with a single beam lamp
or lamps, said lamp or lamps shall be so aimed that when the vehicle
is loaded none of the high-intensity
portion of light, at a distance of
twenty-five feet ahead, shall project higher than the level of the center of
the lamp from which it comes.
History: C. 1943, 57-7-198.1, enacted
L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1.

by

Compiler's Note.
The references
in this section to "section 41-6-134" appeared in Code 1943 as
"section 57-7-196."

Collateral References.
A utomo biles@::::>6.
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles

§ 16.

41-6-138. Requirements for slow moving vehicles.-Any motor vehicle
may be operated under the conditions specified in section 41-6-118 when
equipped with two lighted lamps upon the front thereof capable of revealing persons and objects seventy-five feet ahead in lieu of lamps required
in section 41-6-134 or section 41-6-137, provided, however, that at no time
shall it be operated at a speed in excess of twenty miles per hour.
History:
57-7-199.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 122; C. 1943,

Compiler's Note.
The references
in this section to sections 41-6-118, 41-6-134 and 41-6-137 ap-

peared
121.

in the act as sections

Collateral References.
Automobiles@=>l49.
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles

102, 119 and

§ 263.

41-6-139. Number of front lamps required and permitted.-(a)
At all
times specified in section 41-6-118, at least two lighted lamps shall be displayed, one on each side at the front of every motor vehicle, other than a
motorcycle or motor-driven cycle, which shall display at least one lighted
front lamp, except when such vehicle is parked subject to the regulations
governing lights on parked vehicles.
(b) Whenever a motor vehicle equipped with head lamps as herein
required is also equipped with any auxiliary lamps or a spot lamp or
any other lamp on the front thereof projecting a beam of an intensity
greater than 300 candlepower, not more than a total of four of any such
lamps on the front of a vehicle shall be lighted at any one time when upon
a highway.
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History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 123; C. 1943,
57-7-200; L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1949 amendment
inserted
"other
than a motorcycle
or motor-dl'iven
cycle.,
which shall display at least one lighted
front lamp" in subsec. (a).
The reference in this section to "section
41-6-118" appeared in Code 1943 as "section 57-7-179."

41-6-140.10

Collateral References.
Driving
motor vehicle without
lights
or with improper lights as affecting liability for collision, 21 A. L. R. 2d 7.
Driving
motor vehicle without
lights
or with improper lights as gross negligence or the like warranting
recovery by
guest under guest statute or similar common-law rule, 21 A. L. R. 2d 209.

41-6-140. Lamps projecting beam greater than 300 candlepower-Restrictions-Red lights-Flashing lights.-(a)
Any lighted lamp or illuminating device upon a motor vehicle other than head lamps, spot lamps,
auxiliary lamps, or flashing turn signals, emergency vehicle warning lamps,
school bus warning lamps, snow removal machinery and other work-vehicle
warning lamps, which project a beam of light of an intensity greater than
300 candlepower, shall be so directed that no part of the high-intensity portion of the beam will strike the level of the roadway on which the vehicle
stands at a distance of more than seventy-five feet from the vehicle.
(b) No person shall drive or move any vehicle or machinery upon any
highway with any lamp or device thereon displaying a red light visible
from directly in front of the center thereof. This section shall not apply
to authorized emergency vehicles.
( c) Flashing lights are prohibited except on an authorized emergency
vehicle, or on a school bus or on snow removal or other authorized work
vehicles and machinery, or on any vehicle as means of indicating a right
or left turn, or the presence of a vehicular traffic hazard requiring unusual
care in approaching, overtaking or passing.
History: C. 1953, 41-6-140, re-enacted
L. 1955, ch. 71, § 1.

by

Compiler's Note.
This section, Code 1953, 41-6-140 (L.
1941, ch. 52, § 124; C. 1943, 57-7-201; L.
1949, ch. 65, § 1), relating
to limitations
and restrictions
respecting
lights
and
lamps, was repealed
by Laws 1955, ch.
71, § 1. New section 41-6-140 was re-enacted by § 1 of the act. The preliminary
clause of section 1 read a.s follows: "Section 1. Secs. 41-6-6, 41-6-7, 41-6-8, 41-6-9,

41-6-34, 41-6-36, 41-6-47, 41-6-49, 41-6-70,
41-6-76, 41-6-77, 41-6-82, 41-6-90, 41-6-114,
41-6-117, 41-6-120, 41-6-121, 41-6-123, 41-6124, 41-6-129, 41-6-131, 41-6-133, 41-6-141,
41-6-142, 41-6-149, 41-6-159, and 27-1-28,
Utah Code Annotated
1953, are amended;
secs. 41-6-14, 41-6-64, 41-6-130, 41-6-132,
41-6-134, 41-6-135, 41-6-140, and 41-6-144,
Utah Code Annotated
1953, are repealed
and re-enacted;
and new sections 41-643.10, 41-6-72.10, 41-6-121.10, 41-6-140.10,
41-6-140.20, 41-6-154.10, Utah Code Annotated 1953, are enacted to read: * * *."

41-6-140.10, Standards and specifications for lighting and special warning devices on school buses.-The
state road commission and the state department of education are authorized to adopt standards and specifications
applicable to lighting equipment on and special warning devices to be
carried by school buses consistent with the provisions of this chapter, but
supplemental thereto. Such standards and specifications shall correlate with
and so far as possible, conform to the specifications then current as approved
by the Society of Automotive Engineers.
History: C. 1953, 41-6-140.10, enacted by
L. 1955, ch. 71, § 1.
Cross-References.
Regulations
regarding

design

and

op-

eration, 41-6-115.
School bus, signs and light signals, duty
to stop, driver, operation
of signals, 416-100.10.
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41-6-140.20. Snow removal equipment and other work vehicles-Road
commission may adopt standards and specifications for lighting.-The state
road commission is authorized to adopt standards and specifications applicable to head lamps, clearance lamps, identification and other lamps on
snow removal machinery when operated on the highways, in lieu of the
lamps otherwise required on motor vehicles by this act. Such standards
and specifications may permit the use of flashing lights visible from all
directions for identification, distinct as to color, and the state road commission may authorize the use of these flashing lights on other work vehicles whether publicly or privately owned and operated, while at work,
such as wreckers, vehicles of municipalities required to maintain traffic
control lights and highway lighting facilities, waterworks repair and other
necessary services, and vehicles of public service corporations the operation
of which may in hours of darkness necessitate parking in lanes of traffic,
traveling against traffic, sudden stops and otherwise interfering with normal
traffic, flow.
History: C. 1953, 41-6-140.20, enacted
L. 1955, ch. 71, § 1.

by

41-6-141.

Sale or use of unapproved lighting equipment or devices pro.
No person shall have for sale, sell, or offer for sale for use
upon or as part of the equipment of a motor vehicle, trailer or semitrailer
or use upon any such vehicle any head lamp, auxiliary driving lamp, fog
lamp, rear lamp, signal lamp or reflector which reflector is required
hereunder, or parts of any of the foregoing, which tend to change the
original design or performance, unless of a type which has been submitted
to the state road commission and approved by it.
(b) No person shall have for sale, sell or offer for sale for use upon
or as a part of the equipment of a motor vehicle, trailer or semitrailer any
lamp or device mentioned in this section which has been approved by the
state road commission unless such lamp or device bears thereon the trademark or name under which it is approved so as to be legible when installed.
( c) No person shall use upon any motor vehicle, trailer or semitrailer
any lamps mentioned in this section unless said lamps are mounted, adjusted
and aimed in accordance with instructions of the state road commission.

hibited.-(a)

History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 125; C. 1943,
57-7-202; L. 1955, ch. 71, § 1.
Compiler's Note.
The 1955 amendment inserted the words
"fog lamp" in subsec. (a) and substituted
"mounted,
adjusted
and
aimed"
for
"equipped with bulbs of a rated candlepower and mounted a.nd adjusted
as to
focus and aim" in subsec. ( c).

Collateral References.
Driving motor vehicle without lights or
with improper lights as affecting liability
for collision, 21 A. L. R. 2d 7.
Driving
motor vehicle without lights
or with improper lights as gross negli·
gence or the like warranting
recovery by
guest under guest statute or similar com·
mon-law rule, 21 A. L. R. 2d 209.

41-6-142. Commission authorized to approve lighting devices-StandaJ"dsand specifications.-(1)
The state road commission is authorized to
approve or disapprove lighting devices, and to issue and enforce regulations establishing standards and specifications for the approval of such
lighting devices, their installation, adjustment and aiming, and adjustment
when in use on motor vehicles. Such regulations shall correlate with and,
2,58
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so far as practicable, conform to the then current standards and specifications of the Society of Automotive Engineers applicable to such equipment.
(2)
'l'he state road commission is required to approve or disapprove
any lighting device, of a type which approval is specifically required in
this act, within a reasonable time after such device has been submitted.
(3) The state road commission is further authorized to set up the
procedure which shall be followed when any device is submitted for
approval.
( 4) The state road commission upon approving any such lamp or device
shall issue to the applicant a certificate of approval together with any
instructions determined by it.
(5) The state road commission shall publish lists of all lamps and
devices by name and type which have been approved by it.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 126; C. 1943,
57-7-203; L. 1955, ch. 71, § 1.
Compiler's Note.
The 1955 amendment
added everything
after the first comma in subsec. (1) and

41-6-143.

deleted "together
with instructions
as to
the permissible candlepower rating of the
bulbs which it has determined
for use
therein and such other instructions
as to
adjustment
as it may deem necessary" at
the end of subsec. ( 5).

Commission may conduct hearings-Notice-Retests.-When

the state road commission has reason to believe that an approved device as
being sold commercially does not comply with the requirements of this
act, it may, after giving thirty days' previous notice to the person holding
the certificate of approval for such device in this state, conduct a hearing upon the question of compliance of said approved device. After said
hearing the commission shall determine whether said approved device
meets the requirements of this act. If said device does not meet the
requirements of this act it shall give notice to the person holding the
certificate of approval for such device in this state.
If at the expiration of ninety days after such notice the person holding
the certificate of approval for such device has failed to satisfy the commission that said approved device as thereafter to be sold meets the
requirements of this act, the commission shall suspend or revoke the
approval issued therefor until or unless such device is resubmitted to
and retested by an authorized testing agency and is found to meet the
requirements of this act, and may require that all said devices sold since
the notification following the hearing be replaced with devices that do
comply with the requirements of this act. The commission may at the
time of the retest purchase in the open market and submit to the testing
agency one or more sets of such approved devices, and if such devices
upon such retest fail to meet the requirements of this act, the commission
may refuse to renew the certificate of approval of such device.
History:
57-7-204.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 127; C. 1943,

Collateral References.
AutomobilesP148.
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles

§ 261.

41-6-144. Brake equipment--Requirements-Performance. - (a)
The
following brake equipment is required:
(1) Every motor vehicle, other than a motorcycle or motor-driven
cycle when operated upon a highway shall be equipped with brakes ade-
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quate to control the movement of and to stop and hold such vehicle, including two separate means of applying the brakes, each of which means
shall be effective to apply the brakes to at least two wheels. If these two
separate means of applying the brakes are connected in any way, they shall
be so constructed that failure of any one part of the operating mechanism
shall not leave the motor vehicle without brakes on at least two wheels.
(2) Every motorcycle, and motor-driven cycle, when operated upon a
highway shall be equipped with at least one brake, which may be operated
by hand or foot.
(3) Every trailer or semitrailer of a gross weight of 3,000 pounds or
more when operated upon a highway shall be equipped with brakes adequate to control the movement of and to stop and to hold such vehicle and
so designed as to be applied by the driver of the towing motor vehicle from
its cab, and on all new trailers or semitrailers said brakes shall be so designed and connected that in case of an accidental breakaway of the towed
vehicle the brakes shall be automatically applied.
( 4) Every vehicle operated upon the highways shall be equipped with
brakes acting upon all wheels except any motorcycle or motor-driven
cycle, and except that any semitrailer of less than 1,500 pounds gross weight,
and except any vehicle being towed in driveaway-towaway service, provided
that only such brakes on the vehicle or vehicles being towed need be
operative as may be necessary to insure compliance with the performance requirements of paragraph (b), and except any truck tractor having three or
more axles need not have brakes on the front wheels.
(5) One of the means of brake operation shall consist of a mechanical
connection from the operating lever to the brake shoes or bands and this
brake shall be capable of holding the vehicle, or combination of vehicles,
stationary under any condition of loading on any up or down grade upon
which it is operated.
(6) The brake shoes operating within or upon the drums on the vehicle wheels of any motor vehicle may be used for both service and hand
operation.
(b) Performance Ability of Brakes. Every motor vehicle or combination of vehicles, at all times and under all conditions of loading, shall,
upon application of the service (foot) brake, be capable of decelerating
and developing a braking force equivalent to such deceleration according
to the minimum requirements set forth herein, and also of stopping within
the distances set forth herein:
Equivalent braking
Stopping
Deceleration
force in percentage
distance
in feet per
of vehicle or combiin feet
second
nation weight
Passenger vehicles, not in17
cluding buses ................. .
25
Single-unit vehicles with
a manufacturer's
gross
vehicle weight less than
30
14
10,000 pounds ............... .
43.5%
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Single-unit, 2-axle vehicles
with a manufacturer's
gross vehicle
rating
40
14
43.5%
10,000 or more pounds
All other vehicles and
combinations
with
a
manufacturer's
gross
vehicle weight rating of
10,000 or more pounds
50
14
43.5%
Compliance with standards set forth herein shall be determined either
(1) by actual road tests conducted on a substantially level (not to exceed
a plus or minus one per cent grade), dry, smooth, hard-surfaced
road
that is free from loose material, and with stopping distances measured from
the actual instant braking controls are moved and from an initial speed of
twenty miles per hour, or else (2) by suitable mechanical tests in a testing
lane which recreates such same conditions, or (3) by a combination of both
methods.
Stopping distance shall be measured from the instant braking controls are moved and from an initial speed of twenty miles per hour.
History: C. 1953, 41-6-144, re-enacted
L. 1955, ch. 71, § 1.

by

Compiler's Note.
This section,
Code 1953, 41-6-144 (L.
1941, ch. 52, § 128; C. 1943, 57-7-205; L.
1949, ch. 65, § 1), relating
to required
brake equipment,
was repealed by Laws
1955, ch. 71, § 1. New section 41-6·144 was
re-enacted
by § 1 of the act. The preliminary clause of section 1 read as follows: "Section 1. Secs. 41-6-6, 41-6-7, 41·
6-8, 41-6-9, 41-6-34, 41-6-36, 41-6-47, 41-649, 41-6-70, 41-6-76, 41-6-77, 41-6-82, 41-6·
90, 41-6-114, 41-6-117, 41·6-120, 41-6-121, 41.
6-123, 41-6-124, 41-6-129, 41-6-131, 41-6-133,
41-6-141, 41·6-142, 41-6-149, 41-6-159, and
27·1-28, Utah Code Annotated
1953, are
amended; secs. 41-6-14, 41-6-64, 41-6-130,
41-6-132, 41-6-134, 41-6-135, 41-6-140, and
41-6-144, Utah Code Annotated
1953, are
repealed and re-enacted;
and new sections
41-6-43.10, 41-6-72.10,
41-6-121.10,
41·6·
140.10, 41-6-140.20, 41-6-154.10, Utah Code
Annotated
1953, are enacted
to read:
* * *"
1. Failure to stop.
The fact that the driver of a trailertruck was unable to bring the truck to a
stop within 30 feet after application
of
the brnkes, as required
by this section,

would warrant
a conclusion that he was
traveling at a greater speed than 20 miles
per hour. Hardman
v. Thurman,
121 U.
143, 239 P. 2d 215.

2.

Causation.
Even though it might have been shown
as a matter of law that a car owner was
guilty of negligence in permitting
the operation of a car with faulty brakes, there
still remained a jury question as to causation, since the driver admitted that he did
not see the plaintiff children and this fact
should have been eonsidered
along with
other attendant
facts as establishing
his
failure to keep a proper lookout. Morley
v. Rodberg, 7 U. (2d) 299, 323 P. 2d 717,
719.
Collateral References.
Automobiles~l48.
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles § 261.
Defective
brakes, 5 Am. Jur., Automobiles § 252.
Brakes, 5A Am. Jur., Automobiles
and
Highway Traffic §§ 248, 249.
Braking appliances, liability for injury
caused by inadequacy
on motor vehicles,
14 A. L. R. 1339, 63 A. L. R. 398.
Effect of defective
brakes on liability
for injury, 170 A. L. R. 611.

41-6-145. Inspection of brakes on motorcycles and motor-driven cycles
-Disapproval-E:ffect.-(a)
The department is authorized to require an
inspection of the brake on any motorcycle and any motor-driven cycle
and to disapprove any such brake which it finds will not comply with the
performance ability standard set forth in section 41-6-144, or which in its
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opinion is not properly designed or constructed as to insure reasonable and
reliable performance in actual use.
(b) The department may refuse to register or may suspend or revoke
the registration of any vehicle referred to in this section when it determines that the brake thereon does not comply with the provisions of this
section.
( c) No person shall operate on any highway any vehicle referred
to in this section in the event the department has disapproved the brake
equipment upon such vehicle or type of vehicle.
History:
C. 1943, 57-7-205.1,
L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1.
Compiler's Note.
The references

in this

enacted

section

by

tion 41-6-144" appeared
"section 57-7-205."

in Code 1943 as

Collateral References.
Automobiles~6.
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles

to "sec-

§ 16.

41-6-146. Horns and warning devices-Emergency vehicles.-(a)
Every
motor vehicle when operated upon a highway shall be equipped with a
horn in good working order and capable of emitting sound audible under
normal conditions from a distance of not less than 200 feet, but no horn
or other warning device shall emit an unreasonably loud or harsh sound
or a whistle. The driver of a motor vehicle shall when reasonably necessary to insure safe operation give audible warning with his horn but
shall not otherwise use such horn when upon a highway.
(b) No vehicle shall be equipped with nor shall any person use upon
a vehicle any siren, whistle, or bell, except as otherwise permitted m
this section.
( c) It is permissible but not required that any commercial vehicle be
equipped with a theft alarm signal device which is so arranged that it
cannot be used by the driver as an ordinary warning signal.
(d) Any authorized emergency vehicle may be equipped with a siren,
whistle, or bell, capable of emitting sound audible under normal conditions from a distance of not less than 500 feet and of a type approved
by the state road commission, but such siren shall not be used except when
such vehicle is operated in response to an emergency call or in the immediate pursuit of an actual or suspected violator of the law, in which
said latter events the driver of such vehicle shall sound said siren when
necessary to warn pedestrians and other drivers of the approach thereof.
History:
57-7-206.
1.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 129; C. 1943,

In general.

In action for alleged wrongful
death
of 11-year-old boy resulting
from collision between defendant's
auto mo bile and
bicycle, instruction
that driver of vehicle
in tending
to pass another
vehicle, does
not, under all circumstances,
owe duty of
sounding horn, but sounding of horn is
left to judgment
of operator in exercise
of clue care, conformed
with subsection
(a) of this section, ancl was not erroneous.
Manning v. Powers, 117 U. 310, 215 P. 2d
.'396.

In action for wrongful
death of 11year-old boy, two instructions,
one conforming with subsection
(a) of this section, to the effect that driver of vehicle
intending to pass another vehicle does not,
under
all circumstances,
owe duty of
sounding horn, but sounding of horn is
left to judgment
of operator in exercise
of due care, the other based on subsection
(b) of 41-6-55, were not inconsistent,
where instructions
dealt with different
fact situations.
Manning v. Powers, 117
U. 310, 215 P. 2d 396.
2.
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a driver to sound his horn in any particular traffic situation,
but instead requires
due care in the exercise of judgment as to
whether such warning is necessary.
Naisbitt v. Eggett,
5 U. (2d) 5, 295 P. 2d
832, 834.
Failure to give a warning signal does
not constitute
negligence
when there is

no apparent. necessity for such a warning.
Naisbitt v. Eggett, 5 U. (2d) 5, 295 P. 2d
832, 834.
Collateral References.
A utomo bilese:::,148.
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles

§ 261.

41-6-147. Muiilers-Prevention of noise, smoke and fumes.-(a)
Every
motor vehicle shall at all times be equipped with a muffier in good working
order and in constant operation to prevent excessive or unusual noise and
annoying smoke, and no person shall use a muffier cutout, bypass, or similar
device upon a motor vehicle on a highway. Said muffier shall be at least
as effective in the reduction of the exhaust noises of the vehicle motor as
the type of muffier furnished by the manufacturer of said vehicle as standard equipment for purposes of the first sale at retail of vehicles of the same
class.
( b) The engine and power mechanism of every motor vehicle shall be
so equipped and adjusted as to prevent the escape of excessive fumes or
smoke.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 130; C. 1943,
57-7-207; L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1; 1955, ch.
72, § 1.
Compiler's Notes.
The 1949 amendment
of this section.

added

subsec.

(b)

The 1955 amendment
sentence in subsec. (a).

added

Collateral References.
Automo bilese:::,148.
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles

the second

§ 260.

41-6-148. Mirrors.-Every motor vehicle which is so constructed or
loaded as to obstruct the driver's view to the rear thereof from the driver's
position shall be equipped with a mirror so located as to reflect to the
driver a view of the highway for a distance of at least 200 feet to the
rear of such vehicle.
History:
57-7-2(\8,

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 131; C. 1943,

41-6-149. Windshields-Obstructions on-Wipers.-(a)
No person shall
drive any motor vehicle with any sign, poster, or other nontransparent
material upon the front windshield, sidewings, side or rear windows of such
vehicle other than a certificate or other paper required to be so displayed by
law, except that such other nontransparent
materials may be used along the
top edge of the windshield in an area not to exceed three inches to right or
left of center of the windshield and such materials shall not extend downward more than four inches from the top edge of the windshield.
(b) The windshield on every motor vehicle shall be equipped with a
device for cleaning rain, snow, or other moisture from the windshield, which
device shall be so constructed as to be controlled or operated by the driver
of the vehicle.
(c) Every windshield wiper upon a motor vehicle shall be maintained
in good working order.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 132; C. 1943,
57-7-209; L. 1955, ch. 71, § 1.

Compiler's Note.
The 1955 amendment
tion in subsec. (a).
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Collateral Reference.
Windshield in automobile,

use when re-

stricting
view of driver of automobile
as affecting negligence, 10 A. L. R. 399.

41-6-150. Tires-Types prohibited.-(a)
Every solid rubber tire on a
vehicle shall have rubber on its entire traction surface at least one inch
thick above the edge of the flange of the entire periphery.
(b) No person shall operate or move on any highway any motor vehicle, trailer, or semitrailer having any metal tire in contact with the
roadway.
( c) No tire on a vehicle moved on a highway shall have on its periphery any block, stud, flange, cleat, or spike or any other protuberances
of any material other than rubber which project beyond the tread of
the traction surface of the tire, except that it shall be permissible to
use farm machinery with tires having protuberances which will not injure
the highway, and except also that it shall be permissible to use tire
chains of reasonable proportions upon any vehicle when required for
safety because of snow, ice, or other conditions tending to cause a vehicle
to skid.
( d) The state road commission and local authorities in the respective
jurisdictions
may, in their discretion, issue special permits authorizing
the operation upon a highway of traction engines or tractors having
movable tracks with transverse corrugations upon the periphery of such
movable tracks or farm tractors or other farm machinery, the operation
of which upon a highway would otherwise be prohibited under this act.
History:
57-7-210.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 133; C. 1943,

Collateral
References.
A utomo bilese==>,148.
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles § 260.
Defective wheels, axles, or tires, 5 Am.
Jur., Automobiles
§ 254 et seq.; 5A Am.

Jur., Automobiles
§ 251 et seq.
Passenger
injured
of tires as affecting
1218.

and

Highway

Traffic

or killed, condition
liability, 79 A. L. R.

41-6-150.10. Guards or flaps at rear wheels of trucks, trailers, or truck
tractors.-It shall be unlawful for any truck, truck tractor, trailer, or
semitrailer which is the rearmost vehicle in any combination of vehicles,
not to be equipped with suitable metal protectors or substantial flexible
flaps behind the rearmost wheels to, prevent, as far as practicable, such
wheels from throwing dirt, water, or other materials on the windshields of
vehicles following when said vehicles are operated on a public highway.
(1) Such protectors or flaps shall have a ground clearance of not more
than fifty per cent (50%) of the diameter of a rear-axle wheel, under any
conditions of loading of the vehicle; or,
(2) Such protectors or flaps shall have a ground clearance of not more
than one-fifth of the distance from the center of the diameter of the rearmost axle directly in front of the flaps, to the flaps under any conditions of
loading of the motor vehicle.
Such flaps shall be at least as wide as the tires they are protecting and
directly in line with said tires ; provided, however, that if the motor vehicle
is so designed and constructed that the above requirements are accomplished
by means of fenders, body construction, or other means of enclosure, then
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no such protectors or flaps shall be required; and further provided that rear
wheels not covered at the top by fenders, bodies, or other parts of the
vehicle shall be covered at the top by protective means extending rearward
at least to the center line of the rearmost axle.
History:
C. 1953, 41-6-150.10,
by L. 1955, ch. 73, § 1.

vehicles
and providing
wheels of trucks, trailers,
must he equipped with
flaps.

enacted

Title of Act.
An act enacting a new act to Le known
as section 41-6-150.10 relating
to motor

that
the rear
or truck tractors
metal guards or

41-6-151. Safety glass requirements-Approved types-Effect of noncompliance as to registration.-(a)
No person shall sell any new motor
vehicle nor shall any new motor vehicle be registered unless such vehicle
is equipped with safety glass wherever glass is used in doors, windows
and windshields. The foregoing provisions shall apply to all passenger
type motor vehicles, including buses and school buses, but in respect to
trucks, including truck tractors, the requirements as to safety glass shall
apply only to glass used in doors, windows and windshields in the drivers'
compartments of such vehicles.
(b) All replacements of glass used in doors, windows and windshields of motor vehicles shall be safety glass.
( c) The term "safety glass" shall mean any product composed of
glass, so manufactured, fabricated or treated as substantially to prevent
shattering and flying of the glass when struck or broken, or such other
or similar product as may be approved by the state road commission.
(d) The state road commission is authorized and required to compile
and publish a list of types of glass meeting the requirements of this
section and the department shall not register any motor vehicle which is
subject to the provisions of this section unless it is equipped with an
approved type of safety glass, and it shall suspend the registration of
any motor vehicle so subject to this section, which it finds is not so
equipped, until it is made to conform to the requirements of this section.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 134; C. 1943,
57-7-211; L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1.

Compiler's Note.
The 1949 amenclment added the last sentence in subsec. (a) and changecl subsec.
(b) which formerly applied only to motor
vehicles manufactured
after January
1,
1936.

41-6-152. Flares, fusees or electric lanterns and flags-Alternative reflector units-Duty to carry in trucks and buses-Requirements.-(a)
No
person shall operate any truck, bus, or truck tractor upon any highway
outside the corporate limits of municipalities at any time from a half
hour after sunset to a half hour before sunrise unless there shall be
carried in such vehicle the following equipment, except as provided in
subsection (b) :
(1) At least three flares or three red electric lanterns each of which
shall be capable of being seen and distinguished at a distance of 500
feet under normal atmospheric conditions at nighttime.
Each flare (liquid-burning
pot torch) shall be capable of burning
for not less that twelve hours in five miles per hour wind velocity and
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capable of burning in any air velocity from zero to forty miles per hour.
Every such flare shall be substantially
constructed
so as to withstand
reasonable shocks without leaking. Every such flare shall be carried in the
vehicle in a metal rack or box. Every such red electric lantern shall be
capable of operating continuously for not less than twelve hours and shall
be substantially
constructed so as to withstand reasonable shock without
breakage.
(2) At least three red-burning fusees unless red electric lanterns are
carried.
Every fusee shall be made in accordance with specifications of the
bureau of explosives, New York, and so marked and shall be capable of
burning at least fifteen minutes.
(3) At least two red cloth flags, not less than twelve inches square, with
standards to support same.
(b) No person shall operate at the time and under the conditions
stated in subsection (a) any motor vehicle used in the transportation
of flammable liquids in bulk, or transporting
compressed flammable gases
unless there shall be carried in such vehicles three red electric lanterns
meeting the requirements
above stated and there shall not be carried in
any said vehicle any flares, fusees, or signal produced by a flame.
( c) In the alternative it shall be deemed a compliance with this section in the event a person operating any motor vehicle described in this
section shall carry in such vehicle three portable
reflector units on
standards of a type approved by the state road commission. No portable
reflector unit shall be approved unless it is so designed and constructed
as to include two reflectors one above the other each of which shall be
capable of reflecting red light clearly visible from all distances within
500 feet to 50 feet under normal atmospheric
conditions at nighttime
when directly in front of lawful upper beams of head lamps.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 135; C. 1943,
57-7-212; L. 1947, ch. 70, § 1; 1949, ch. 65,
§1.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1947 amendment
( C).
The 1949 amendment
ehanges in phraseology.

added
made

subsec. 3
various

41-6-153. Warning signal around disabled vehicle-Time
and place.( a) ·whenever any truck, passenger bus, truck tractor, trailer, semitrailer, or pole trailer is disabled upon the traveled portion of any highway or the shoulder thereof outside of any municipality
at any time
when lighted lamps are required on vehicles the driver of such vehicle
shall display the following warning devices upon the highway during
the time the vehicle is so disabled on the highway except as provided in
subsection (b).
(1) A lighted fusee shall be immediately placed on the roadway at
the traffic side of the motor vehicle unless electric lanterns are displayed.
(2) Within the burning period of the fusee and as promptly as possible three lighted flares (pot torches) or three electric lanterns shall
be placed on the roadway as follows:
One at a distance of approximately
100 feet in advance of the vehicle,
one at a distance of approximately
100 feet to the rear of the vehicle
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each in the center of the lane of traffic occupied by the disabled vehicle,
and one at the traffic side of the vehicle approximately ten feet rearward
or forward thereof.
(b) Whenever any vehicle used in the transportation
of inflammable
liquids in bulk, or transporting compressed inflammable gases is disabled
upon a highway at any time or place mentioned in subsection (a) of this
section, the driver of such vehicle shall display upon the roadway the
following lighted warning devices:
(1) One red electric lantern shall be immediately placed on the roadway at the traffic side of the vehicle and two other red electric lanterns
shall be placed to the front and rear of the vehicle in the same manner
prescribed in subsection (a) above for flares.
When a vehicle of a type specified in this subsection is disabled the
u,se of flares, fusees, or any signal produced by flame as warning signals
is prohibited.
( c) Whenever any vehicle of a type referred to in this section is disabled upon the traveled portion of a highway or the shoulder thereof,
outside of any municipality at any time when the display of fusees,
flares, or electric lanterns is not required, the driver of such vehicle shall
display two red flags upon the roadway in the lane of traffic occupied
by the disabled vehicle, one at a distance of approximately 100 feet in
advance of the vehicle, and one at a distance of approximately 100 feet
to the rear of the vehicle.
(d) In the alternative it shall be deemed a compliance with this section in the event three portable reflector units are displayed at the time
and under the conditions specified in this section either during the daytime or at nighttime and such portable reflector units shall be plaood on
the roadway in the locations as described with reference to the placing
of electric lanterns and lighted fl.ares.
( e) The fl.ares, fusees, lanterns and flags to be displayed as required
in this section or the alternative red reflector units, shall conform with
the requirements of section 41-6-152 applicable thereto.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 136; C. 1943,
57-7-213; L. 1947, ch. 70, § 1.
Compiler's Notes.
The 1947 amendment
and made other minor
The reference in this
41-6-15'.l" appeared in
tion 57-7-212."

added subsec. ( d)
changes.
sectioR to "section
Code 1943 as "sec-

Collateral References.
Automobiles e::, 148.
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles

§ '.l60.

Negligence
or contdbutory
negligence
in failing to set out flares or lights or
station person to warn of motor vehicle
stopped on or adjacent
to highway, 111
A. L. R. 1516.

41-6-154. Transportation of explosives or flammable or corrosive liquids
-Wording required on vehicle-Other regulations.-(a)
No person shall
operate any motor vehicle, trailer or semitrailer transporting
as a cargo
or part of a cargo any explosive or any flammable or corrosive liquid in
quantities in excess of 100 gallons unless at the time of such transportation there shall be displayed on such vehicle the word "Explosives,"
"Flammable Liquid" or "Corrosive Liquid" or similar identifying wording
in accordance with the regulations promulgated by the public service
commission.
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(b) The public service commission is hereby authorized and directed
to promulgate such additional regulations governing the transportation
of explosives and other dangerous articles by vehicles upon the highways
as it shall deem advisable for the protection of the public.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 137; C. 1943,
57-7-214; L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1.
Compiler's Note.
The 1949 amendment
this section.

completely

Collateral References.
Automobiles~147.
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles

§ 248.

rewrote

41-6-154.10. Air conditioning equipmentRequirements. - (a) The
term "air conditioning equipment" as used or referred to in this section
shall mean mechanical vapor compression refrigeration
equipment which
is used to cool the driver's or passenger compartment of any motor vehicle.
(b) Such equipment shall be manufactured, installed and maintained
with due regard for the safety of the occupants of the vehicle and the
public and shall not contain any refrigerant which is toxic to persons or
which is flammable.
( c) The department may adopt and enforce safety requirements, regulations and specifications consistent with the requirements of this section
applicable to such equipment which shall correlate with and, so far as
possible, conform to the current recommended practice or standard applicable to such· equipment approved by the Society of Automotive Engineers.
(d) No person shall have for sale, offer for sale, sell or equip any motor
vehicle with any such equipment unless it complies with the requirements
of this section.
(e) No person shall operate on any highway any motor vehicle
equipped with any air-conditioning equipment unless said equipment complies with the requirements of this section.
History:
C. 1953, 41-6-154.10, enacted
L. 1955, ch. 71, § 1.

by

41-6-155. Vehicles and equipment must be in safe mechanical condition.-No person shall drive or move on any highway any motor vehicle,
trailer, semitrailer, or pole trailer, or any combination thereof unless
the equipment upon any and every said vehicle is in good working order
and adjustment as required in this act and said vehicle is in such safe
mechanical condition as not to endanger the driver or other occupant or
any person upon the highway.
History:
57-7-215.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 138; C. 1943,

41-6-156. Inspection by officers-Certificate of inspection.-(a)
The
members of the state highway patrol or other peace officers, may at any
time upon reasonable cause to believe that a vehicle is unsafe or not
equipped as required by law, or that its equipment is not in proper adjustment or repair, require the driver of such vehicle to stop and submit such
vehicle to an inspection and such test with reference thereto as may be
appropriate.
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(b) In the event such vehicle and its equipment are found to be in
safe condition and in full compliance with the law, the officer making such
inspection may issue to the driver an official certificate of inspection and
approval of such vehicle, specifying those parts or equipment so inspected
and approved.
( c) In the event such vehicle is found to be in unsafe condition or any
required part or equipment is not present or is not in proper repair and
adjustment, the officer shall give a written notice to the driver and shall
send a copy to the department.
Said notice shall require that such vehicle
be placed in safe condition and its equipment in proper repair and adjustment, specifying the particulars with reference thereto and that a certificate of inspection and approval be obtained within five days.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 139; C. 1943,
57-7-216; L. 1957, ch. 78, § 10.
Compiler's Note.
The 1957 amendment

substituted

other peace officers," for ", ancl such other
officers ancl employees of the state roacl
commission as it may designate,"
in subsec. (a).

"or

41-6-157. Enforcement of inspection re,quirements.-(a)
No person
driving a vehicle shall refuse to submit such vehicle to an inspection and
test when required to do so by an authorized officer of the department or
any peace officer.
(b) Every owner or driver, upon receiving a notice as provided in section 41-6-156, shall comply therewith and shall within five days secure an
official certificate of inspection and approval which shall be issued in duplicate, one copy to be retained by the owner or driver and the other copy
to be forwarded to the department.
In lieu of compliance with this subsection the vehicle shall not be operated, except as provided in the next
succeeding subsection.
(c) No person shall operate any vehicle after receiving a notice with
reference thereto as above provided, except that the members of the department and other peace officers may, when to do so is reasonable and not
excessively dangerous, allow the vehicle to be driven to the residence or
place of business of the owner or driver or to the nearest garage where repairs are available, and not thereafter, until said vehicle and its equipment
has been placed in proper repair and adjustment and otherwise made to
conform to the requirements of this act and a certificate of inspection and
approval shall be obtained as promptly as possible thereafter.
(d) In the event repair or adjustment of any vehicle or its equipment
is found necessary upon inspection, the owner of said vehicle may obtain
such repair or adjustment at any place he may choose, but in every event
an official certificate of inspection and approval must be obtained, otherwise such vehicle shall not be operated upon the highways of this state.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 140; C. 1943,
57-7-217; L. 1957, ch. 78, § 11.
Compiler's Note.
The 1957 amendment

substituted

"of the

department
or any peace officer" for "or
employee of the state road commission"
in subsec. (a), substituted
"department"
for "state road commission" in subsec. (b)
and rewrote the exception in su bsec ( c).
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41-6-158. Periodical inspection required.-(a)
The department shall
at least once each year, but not more frequently than twice each year, require that every motor vehicle, trailer, semitrailer and pole trailer registered in this state be inspected and that an official certificate of inspection
and approval be obtained for each such vehicle.
Such inspections shall be made and such certificates obtained with respect to the mechanism, brakes and equipment of every such vehicle as
shall be designated by the department.
The department is hereby authorized to make necessary rules and regulations for the administration and enforcement of this section and to designate any period or periods of time during which owners of any vehicles,
subject to this section, shall display upon such vehicles certificates of inspection and approval duly issued for such vehicle either upon the lower
right hand corner of the windshield thereof when required or upon such
vehicle in such position as to be visible from the outside.
(b) The department may authorize the acceptance in this state of a
certificate of inspection and approval issued in another state having an
inspection law similar to this act and may extend the time within which
a certificate shall be obtained by the resident owner of a vehicle which
was not in this state during the time an inspection was required.
History:
L. 1941, ch. 52, § 141; C. 1943,
57-7-218; L. 1957, ch. 78, § 12.
Compiler's Notes.
The 1957 amendment
substituted
"department"
for "state
road commission."
The title of ch. 78, Laws 1957 did not
mention this section as bPing one of the
sections
amended,
however,
this section
was amended
by section 12 of ch. 78,
Laws 1957.

Collateral References.
Automobilese=:>147.
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles

Constitutionality,
construction,
and ap·
plication of statute or ordinance requireing inspection
of motor vehicles, 106 A.
L. R. 795.

41-6-159. Suspension of registration.-The
state tax
suspend the registration of any vehicle which it determines
condition as to constitute a menace to safety or which
demand is not equipped as required in this act or for
certificate has not been obtained.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 142; C. 1943,
57-7-219; L. 1955, ch. 71, § 1.

§ 248.

commission may
is in such unsafe
after notice and
which a required

Compiler's Note.
The 1955 amendment
substituted
tax commission" for "department"
beginning of the section.

"state
at the

41-6-160. Official inspection stations-Permits.-(
a) The department
shall issue permits for and furnish instructions and all necessary forms
to official inspection stations for the inspection of vehicles as herein required and the issuance of official certificates of inspection and approval.
(b) Application for permit shall be made upon an official form and
shall be granted only when the department is satisfied that the station is
properly equipped and has a competent personnel to make such inspect.ions and adjustments and will be properly conducted.
The state road
commission [ department] before issuing a permit may require the applicant
to file a bond conditioned that it will make compensation for any damage
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to a vehicle during an inspection or adjustment due to negligence on the
part of such applicant or its employees.
( c) The department shall properly supervise and cause inspections to
be made of such stations and shall revoke and require the surrender of the
permit issued to a station which it finds is not properly equipped or conducted. The department shall maintain and post at its office lists of all
stations holding permits and of those whose permits have been revoked.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 143; C. 1943,
57-7-220; L. 1957, ch. 78, § 13.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1957 amendment
substituted
"department" for "state road commission."
The bracketed word "department"
was
inserted by the compiler.

41-6-161. Permits not transferable-Certificate of inspection.-( a) No
permit for an official station shall be assigned or transferred or used at any
location other than therein designated and every said permit shall be posted
in a conspicuous place at the location designated.
(b) The person operating an official inspection station shall issue a
certificate of inspection and approval upon an official form to the owner of
a vehicle upon inspecting such vehicle and determining that its equipment
required hereunder is in good condition and proper adjustment, otherwise
no certificate shall be issued. When required by the department record
and report shall be made of every inspection and every certificate so
issued.
(c) A certificate of inspection and approval may be issued free of
charge or a fee of not more than fifty cents may be charged for an inspection and issuance of such certificate.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 144; C. 1943,
57-7-221; L. 1957, ch. 78, § 14.

Compiler's Note.
The 1957 amendment
substituted
"department" for "state road commission."

41-6-162. Falsely representing to be official station.-(a)
No person
shall in any manner represent any place as an official inspection station
unless such station is operating under a valid permit issued by the department.
(b) No person shall issue a certificate of inspection and approval
unless then holding a valid permit hereunder_
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 145; C. 1943,
57-7-222; L. 1957, ch. 78, § 15.

Compiler's Note.
The 1957 amendment
substituted
"department" for "state road commission."

Effective Date.
Section 16 of Laws 1957, ch. 78 provided that the act should take effect. upon
approval. Approved March 16, 1957.

41-6-163. Counterfeit certificates of inspection.-(a)
No person shall
make, issue, or knowingly use any imitation or counterfeit of an official
certificate of inspection.
(b) No person shall display or cause or permit to be displayed upon
any vehicle any certificate of inspection and approval knowing the same
to be fictitious or issued for another vehicle or issued without an inspection
having been made.
History:
57-7-223.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 146; C. 1943,
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41-6-164. Violation of act-Misdemeanor.-It
is a misdemeanor for any
person to violate any of the provisions of this act, unless such violation
is by this act or other law of this state declared to be a felony.
History:
57-7-224.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 147; C. 1943,

41-6-165. Requiring or knowingly permitting
driver to unlawfully
operate vehicle.-It
is unlawful for the owner, or any other person, employing or otherwise directing the driver of any vehicle to require or
knowingly to permit the operation of such vehicle upon a highway in any
manner contrary to law.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 148; C. 1943,
57-7-225; L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1.

Compiler's Note.
The 1949 amendment inserted "or know•
ingly to permit" in this section.

41-6-166. Appearance upon arrest for misdemeanor.-Whenever
any
person is arrested for any violation of this act punishable as a misdemeanor, the arrested person shall be immediately taken before a magistrate within the county in which the offense charged is alleged to have
been committed and who has jurisdiction of such offense and is nearest
or most accessible with reference to the place where said arrest is made,
in any of the following cases:
(1) When a person arrested demands an immediate appearance before a magistrate.
(2) When the person is arrested upon a charge of driving while
under the influence of intoxicating liquor or narcotic drugs.
(3) When the person is arrested upon a charge of failure to stop
in the event of an accident causing death, personal injuries, or damage
to property.
( 4) In any other event when the person arrested refuses to give his
written promise to appear in court as hereinafter
provided, or when
in the discretion of the arresting officer, a written promise to appear is
insufficient.
History:
57-7-226.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 149; C. 1943,

Collateral References.
Automobiles@:::,349.
61 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles

§ 593.

41-6-167. Notice to appear in court-Oontents-Promis.e· to complySigning-Release from custody-Official misconduct.-(a)
Upon any violation of this act punishable as a misdemeanor, whenever a person is immediately taken before a magistrate as hereinbefore provided, the police
officer shall prepare in triplicate or more copies a written notice to appear
in court containing the name and address of such person, the number, if
any, of his operator's or chauffeur's license, the registration number of
his vehicle, the offense charged, and the time and place when and where
such person shall appear in court.
(b) The time specified in said notice to appear must be at least five
days after such arrest unless the person arrested shall demand an earlier
hearing.
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( c) The place specified in said notice to appear must be made before
a magistrate within the county in which the offense charged is alleged
to have been committed and who has jurisdiction of such offense.
( d) The arrested person, in order to secure release as provided in
this section, must give his written promise satisfactory to the arresting
officer so to appear in court by signing at least one copy of the written
notice prepared by the arresting officer. The officer shall deliver a
copy of such notice to the person promising to appear. Thereupon, said
officer shall forthwith release the person arrested from custody.
( e) Any officer violating any of the provisions of this section shall be
guilty of misconduct in office and shall be subject to removal from office.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 150; C. 1943,
57-7-227; L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1949 amendment completely rewrote
subsec. (a) and made other minor changes
in phraseology.
Rule in regard to waiver of filing of
written
complaint
in traffie cases, promulgated
ancl adopted
by the Supreme
Court, Jan. 7, 1959 to be effective Feb. 1,
1959, reads as follows: "Whenever a written notice to appear has been preparecl by
a police offieer under the provisions
of
Section 41-6-167, Utah Code Annotated,
1953, and when such notice has been delivered to the person charged, and filed
with the court, or whenever
notice of
illegal parking has been given, an exact
and legible duplicate copy of such notice,

when filed with the court, shall, in lieu
of a verified complaint, and notwithstanding the provisions of Section 77-57-2, Code
of Criminal Procedure,
constitute
a complaint to which the defendant
may plead
'guilty.'
"If, however, the defendant shall violate
his promise to appear in court, or shall not
deposit lawful bail, or shall plead other
than 'guilty' of the offense charged, a complaint shall be filed whieh shall be deemed
to be an original complaint, and thereafter
proeeedings
shall be had as provided by
law; provided, that a defendant
may, by
an agreement
in writing,
subscribed
by
him and filecl with the court, waive the
filing of a verified complaint
and elect
that the prosecution
may proceed upon
the written notice to appear."

41-6-168. Violation of promise to appear-Misdemeanor. - (a) Any
person willfully violating his written promise to appear in court, given as
provided in this act, is guilty of a misdemeanor regardless of the disposition of the charge upon which he was originally arrested.
(b) A written promise to appear in court may be complied with by
an appearance by counsel.
History:
57-7-228.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 151; C. 1943,

41-6-169. Arrests without warrants.-The foregoing prov1s10ns of this
act shall govern all police officers in making arrests without warrant for
violations of this act, but the procedure prescribed herein shall not otherwise be exclusive of any other method prescribed by law for the arrest
and prosecution of a person for an offense of like grade.
History:
57-7-229.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 152; C. 1943,

41-6-170. Record of violation not admissible in civil action.-N o record
of the conviction of any person for any violation of this act shall be
admissible as evidence in any court in any civil action.
History:
57-7-230.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 153; C. 1943,

1.

Guilty plea.
In a suit for a declaratory judgment by
insur(ir to determine rights under a policy
containing an exclusion suspending cover-
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age when the automobile is operated by a
driver under the influence of alcohol. it
was error to admit evidence of insured's
plea of guilty to a criminal
charge of
drunken driving.
Utah Farm Bureau Ins.
Co. v. Chugg, 6 U. (2d) 399, 315 P. 2d
277.

Collateral References.
A utomo bilese;:o359.
61 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles

§ 588.

41-6-171. Conviction shall not affect credibility as a witness.-The conviction of a person upon a charge of violating any provision of this act
or other traffic regulation less than a felony shall not affect or impair
the credibility of such person as a witness in any civil or criminal proceeding.
History:
57-7-231.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 154; C. 1943,

Collateral Reference.
Witnessese;::,345 (1).

41-6-172. Improper disposition or cancellation of notice to appear or
traffic citation-Official misconduct--Misdemeanor.-(a)
It shall be unlawful and official misconduct for any police officer or other officer or
public employee to dispose of a notice to appear or of any traffic citation
without the consent of the magistrate before whom the person was to
appear.
(b) Any person who cancels or solicits the cancellation of any notice
to appear or any traffic citation, in any manner other than as provided
by law, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
History: C. 1943, 57-7-231.10, enacted by
L. 1949, ch. 65,, § 1.

Collateral References.
Automobilese;:o6.
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles

§ 16.

41-6-173. Keeping of records-Making and forwarding of abstract upon
conviction or forfeiture of bail-Form and contents-Public inspectionOfficial misconduct.-(a)
Every magistrate or judge of a court not of
record and every clerk of a court of record shall keep a full record of
every case in which a person is charged with any violation of this act or of
any other law regulating the operation of vehicles on highways.
(b) Within ten days after the conviction or forfeiture of bail of a
person upon a charge of violating any provision of this act or other
law regulating the operation of vehicles on highways every said magistrate of the court or clerk of the court of record in which such conviction
was had or bail was forfeited shall prepare and immediately forward to
the department an abstract of the record of said court covering the case
in which said person was so convicted or forfeited bail, which abstract must
be certified by the person so required to prepare the same to be true and
correct. Report need not be made of any conviction involving the illegal
parking or standing of a vehicle.
(c) Said abstract must be made upon a form furnished by the department and shall include the name and address of the party charged,
the number, if any, of his operator's or chauffeur's license, the registration
number of the vehicle involved, the nature of the offense, the date of
hearing, the plea, the judgment, or whether bail forfeited and the amount
of the fine or forfeiture as the case may be.
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( d) Every court of record shall also forward a like report to the
department upon the conviction of any person of manslaughter
or other
felony in the commission of which a vehicle was used.
( e) The failure, refusal, or neglect of any such judicial officer to
comply with any of the requirements of this section shall constitute misconduct in office and shall be ground for removal therefrom.
(f) The department shall keep all abstracts received herew1der at its
main office and the same shall be open to public inspection during reasonable business hours.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 155; C. 1943,
57-7-232; L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1.
Compiler's Note.
The 1949 amendment
tence in subsec. (b)
( e) of this section.

Collateral References.
Automobilese=>349.
61 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles

§ 588.

added the last senand adcled snbsec.

41-6-174. Uniformity of interpretation.-This
act shall be so interpreted and construed as to effectuate its general purpose to make uniform
the law of those states which enact it.
History:
57-7-233.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 156; C. 1943,

41-6-175. Short title of act.-This
Regulating Traffic on Highways.
History:
57-7-234.

Collateral References.
Statutese=ol 79.
82 C.J.S. Statutes § 371.

act may be cited as the Uniform Act

L. 1941, ch. 52., § 157; C. 1943,

Repealing Clause and Effective Date.
Section 158 of Laws 1941, ch. 52 (Code
1943, 57-7-235) provided as follows: "Sections 36-1-23, 36-1-25, 36-1-35, Revised
Statutes
of Utah, 1933, Section 36-1-26,
Revised Statutes
of Utah, 1933, as amended by Chapter
48, Laws of Utah,
1935, Section
36-l-21X,
as enacted
by
Chapter 48, Laws of Utah, 1935, Chapter
7 of Title 57, Revised Statutes
of Utah,
1933, Section 57-7-55, Revised Statutes
of
Utah, 1933, as amended by Chapter 40,
Laws of Utah, 1933, as amended by Chapter 48, Laws of Utah, 1935, Sections 577-6, 57-7-10, 57-7-11, 57-7-12, 57-7-16, 57-721, 57-7-23, 57-7-24, 57-7-25, 57-7-29, 57-736, 57-7-42, 57-7-44, 57-7-47, 57-7-48, 57-756, 57-7-60, 57-7-66, 57-7-74, 57-7-75, 57-7-76,
Revised Statutes of Utah, 1933, as amend-

ed by Chapter 48, Laws of Utah, 1935, and
Sections 57-7-l0X, 57-7-23X, 57-7-50X, 577-64X, 57-7-64Xl, 57-7-64X2, 57-7-64X3, 577-64X4, and 57-7-64X5, as amended
by
Chapter 48, Laws of Utah, 1935, are hereby repealed."
Section 159 of Laws 1941, ch. 52 (Code
1943, 57-7-236) provided as follows: "This
act shall take effect from and after the
1st day of July, 1941, provided that vehicles equipped with lighting
equipment
as required by section 101 to section 127
[41-6-117 to 41-6-143] both inclusive
of
this act may be operated upon highways
at any time prior to such effective date."
Comparable
Provision.
See note UlHler § 41-6-1.
Collateral References.
A utomo bilese=o6.
60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles
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(d) Every court of record shall also forward a like report to the
department upon the conviction of any person of manslaughter or other
felony in the commission of which a vehicle was used.
(e) The failure, refusal, or neglect of any such judicial officer to
comply with any of the requirements of this section shall constitute misconduct in office and shall be ground for removal therefrom .
(f) The department shall keep all abstracts received hereunder at its
main office and the same shall be open to public inspection during reasonable business hours.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 155; C. 1943,
57-7-2.32; L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1.

Compiler's Note.
The 1949 amendment added the last sentence in subsec. (b) and added sub sec.
(e) of this section.

Collateral References.
Automobilesc:§:=349.
61 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles § 588.

41-6-174. Uniformity of interpretation.-This act shall be so interpreted and construed as to effectuate its general purpose to make uniform
the law of those states which enact it.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 156; C. 1943,
57-7-233.

Collateral References.
Statutese:,,179.
82 C.J.S. Statutes § 371.

41-6-175. Short title of a c t . - T h i s act may be cited as the Uniform Act
Regulating Traffic on Highways.

ed by Chapter 48, Laws of Utah, 1935, and
Sections 57-7-lOX, 57-7-23X, 57-7-50X, 577-6'1X, 57-7-64Xl, 57-7-64X2, 57-7-64X3, 57Repealing Clause and Effective Date.
7-64X4, and 57-7-64X5, as amended by
Chapter 48, Laws of Utah, 1935, are hereSection 158 of Laws 1941, ch. 52 (Code
1943, 57-7-235) provided as follows: "Sec- by repealed."
Section 159 of Laws 1941, ch. 52 (Code
tions 36-1-23, 36-1-25, 36-1-35, Revised
1943, 57-7-236) provided as follows: "This
Statutes of Utah, 1933, Section 36-1-26,
act shall take effect from and after the
Revised Statutes of Utah, 1933, as a1st day of July, 1941, provided that vemended by Chapter 48, Laws of Utah,
1935, Section 36-l-21X, as enacted by . hicles equipped with lighting equipment
Chapter 48, Laws of Utah, 1935, Chapter as required by section 101 to section 127
[U-6-117 to 41-6-143] both inclusive of
7 of Title 57, Revised Statutes of Utah,
1933, Section 57-7-55, Revised Statutes of this act may be operated upon highways
at any time prior to such effective date."
Utah, 1933, as amended by Chapter 40,
Laws of Utah, 1933, as amended by Chapter 48, Laws of Utah, 1935, Sections 57- Comparable Provision.
7-6, 57-7-10, 57-7-11, 57-7-12, 57-7-16, 57-7See note unJer § 41-6-1.
21, 57-7-23, 57-7-24, 57-7-25, 57-7-29, 57-7Collateral References.
36, 57-7-42, 57-7-44, 57-7-47, 57-7-48, 57-7Automobilesc:§:=6.
56, 57-7-60, 57-7-66, 57-7-74, 57-7-75, 57-7-76,
Revised Statutes of Utah, 1933, as amend60 C.J.S. Motor Vehicles § 16.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 157; C. 1943,
57-7-234.

CHAPTER 7
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